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Abstract

Early childhood is the most potent opportunity to impact long-term health and learning. However,

there are major bottlenecks to care, with a massive shortage of clinicians for diagnosis and treat-

ment, disproportionately a↵ecting underserved populations. This thesis centers around developing

a streamlined system for continuously phenotyping children with potential developmental delays by

leveraging distributed non-expert crowdworkers in conjunction with machine learning algorithms.

This work involves collecting diagnostically rich information from children and their parents in a

secure and trustworthy manner, curating a reliable and capable crowd workforce for labeling behav-

ioral features, and training behavioral computer vision classifiers for detection of neurodevelopmental

concerns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Early child development is the most potent arena for long-term learning and long-term health and

wellness. If treated early, children with developmental delays can progress towards healthy lives with

sustained mental wellbeing. Unfortunately, children with delays like autism wait over 12 months

for behavioral treatment and even longer if a member of an ethnic minority group or underserved

community [17]. These issues leave many with limited care until after sensitive windows of brain

development have closed [96]. Mobile machine learning (ML) tools, in particular games on phones

and wearables, hold great promise to eliminate the current issues with access. This work expands

upon these initial learnings by building interactive games that treat “with memory”, digitally storing

the game therapy experiences so that they can subsequently be securely exposed to a collection of

crowd workers who will generate robust and domain-specific training libraries for the creation of

trustworthy AI that dramatically lessens the error and time needed for child mental health diagnoses.

This thesis centers around autism as a model disorder due to its highly heterogeneous nature.

Autism consists of a wide array of possible symptoms, with two individuals with autism exhibiting

distinct subsets of symptoms. This diversity in the clinical presentation of autism makes it a viable

‘model disorder’ in psychiatry, analogous to model organisms in biology. While the focus of this

thesis is on pediatric autism, the methods discussed herein can and should be applied to other

conditions with appropriate domain-specific modifications.

Autism is a developmental pediatric disorder currently a↵ecting 1 in 40 children in the United

States [242], placing it among the top health concerns and a major focus of study across both basic

and research science [333]. Like many neuropsychiatric conditions, autism is heterogeneous and

multidimensional [165], with genetics and environment interacting in ways that are not yet fully

understood. Several meritorious e↵orts are underway to develop molecular-based tools (e.g., [287,

305, 398]), image analysis techniques (e.g., [110, 114, 320]), and genetic associations (e.g., [166, 400,

463, 508]) to determine biomarkers of autism. Solutions utilizing these types of data will emerge, but

these methods have not yet led to comprehensive clinically actionable diagnostic signatures [209].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

In many ways, autism represents a canonical example for mental healthcare due to its polygenic

structure and diverse presentation. Like many mental health conditions, the primary methods for

detection and diagnosis rely on behavioral symptoms. While the clinical diagnosis of autism only

requires use of the DSM, current clinical evaluations use behavioral instruments measuring dozens of

behaviors in structured but lengthy examinations. While early detection leads to prompt intervention

and better outcomes [86, 326, 390], the wait to receive formal assessments can exceed one year [174],

and diagnosis is often delayed until children enter primary school. Naturally, this creates a pressing

urgency for the innovation of faster and more accessible solutions.

The use of structured behavioral instruments has been so canalized and widespread that it has

fostered the creation of large medical records repositories [152, 167, 182, 203, 272] with a categorical

and ordinal structure that, together with the clinical diagnosis, represent a potent feeding ground

for data-driven approaches. The urgency of early intervention combined with such rich medical

record repositories has already inspired a panoply of new innovations that hold great promise.

These tools are enabled by technologies that can scale in a seamless manner, setting the stage

for mobile AI solutions for detection and treatment that simultaneously gather data for use in

personalization of care. Moreover, virtually all mental health conditions like autism have a dynamic

behavioral phenotype. Through longitudinal interventions, these phenotypes can potentially move

in a positive direction, dramatically lessening severity and, in some cases, leading to the elimination

of the diagnosis entirely.

Because the diagnosis shifts through development and with treatment, this thesis is centered

around digital technologies with embedded AI that can quantify or move the phenotype over time.

Mobile AI for both treatment and tracking the progression of the dynamic phenotype, digitally mea-

sured through algorithmic techniques. Throughout this work, I focus on opportunities for objective

quantitative measures that can be made via increasingly ubiquitous technologies [426] and, where

possible, on methods that can couple clinical actions (such as diagnosis and intervention) with si-

multaneous capture of data. With use and over time, these captured data can be leveraged to create

better models, make better predictions, and enable the delivery of personalized care.

1.1 Crowdsourcing for precision health

The core methodological contribution of this thesis is a thorough study of the use of crowd workers

in a privacy-preserved manner for precision health. Crowdsourcing, while a popular method for

data labeling for machine learning in a variety of domains, has seldom been applied in healthcare

settings and has virtually never been used in behavioral healthcare situations. While “the power of

the crowd” can clearly benefit behavioral healthcare, there are two bottlenecks which have blocked

clinical use:

1. Data complexity. On traditional crowdsourcing tasks, the data points to label are instantly
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identifiable by nonexperts, and the correct label is not subjective or ambiguous. For example,

ImageNet [104], the most popular computer vision dataset, consists of nouns such as “car

mirror”, “car wheel”, “hourglass”, and “printer”. By contrast, classification of human be-

havior requires understanding of verbs. Activity recognition, a popular subfield of computer

vision, includes datasets such as the Kinetics 400 Dataset [233] with classes such as “kissing”,

“hugging”, “ice skating”, and “playing guitar” - most or all of which are fairly unambiguous.

Labeling of clinically useful behaviors for an autism diagnosis, however, is much more complex.

The labels can be subjective, with multiple correct labels or even multiple labels at once being

the correct label. Oftentimes, domain experts are required to provide reliable labels.

2. Privacy concerns. Unlike computer vision for medical imaging and radiology, the content

in videos used for remote and scalable autism diagnoses contain at least 3 HIPAA concerns:

(1) images of children (2) with developmental delays (3) in home settings. Naturally, many

parents will have apprehensions towards releasing their child’s videos to the public, even if the

end goal is labeling for pediatric research.

This thesis thoroughly addresses both of these issues in the context of autism diagnostics and

developing computer vision classifiers relevant to autism behaviors.

1.2 Thesis outline

This thesis consists of 3 primary aims:

1.2.1 Aim 1: Quantitatively determining minimal feature sets for clini-

cally valid continuous phenotyping and collect the data from digital

therapeutics.

Current diagnostic exams are costly and slow, creating a need for identifying small sets of salient

features. Fortunately, public electronic health record (EHR) data of clinician-filled scoresheets enable

a quantitative determination of the behaviors most predictive of autism (the Wall Lab has amassed

over 40,000 such records). I apply ML methods to these medical records to construct minimal sets

of diagnostic features. I also describe two mobile autism therapeutics created by the Wall Lab and

their usefulness as a data collection vehicle for Aims 2 and 3.

This aim is mostly preliminary and builds upon the work already conducted by Professor Wall

and many members of the Wall Lab. This aim therefore consists of less work relative to subsequent

aims, all of which is compacted into a single chapter (Chapter 2). Nevertheless, this aim is crucial

for purposes of documenting the entire process of crowdsourcing for digital behavioral phenotyping.
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1.2.2 Aim 2: Curating a trustable crowd workforce optimized for labeling

relevant behavioral features.

There are massive shortages in the number and availability of expert clinicians to diagnose and

treat autism. While ML serves as a promising method for scalable autism screening, modern ML

techniques cannot classify complex psychiatric human behavior from rich data streams such as

streaming video. In order to automate the annotation of such data streams in the absence of

available ML classifiers, I leverage crowdsourcing. I propose that a reliable crowd can solve not only

the bottleneck of automated behavioral classification but also the dearth of labeled training data.

Once the diagnostically rich video data are collected, it is essential to curate a crowd who can reliably

complete diagnostic labeling tasks on demand and with high quality, providing a labeled dataset

which can be used to train state-of-the-art automated psychiatric behavior classifiers. The workforce

must be filtered through stringent quality control measures. In order to maintain compatibility of

methods for children from diverse backgrounds, di↵erent workforces are amassed for evaluating

children at a global scale.

This aim consists of two chapters. Chapter 3 examines methods for recruiting a trustworthy and

reliable crowd workforce, including a study gamified labeling vs. paid crowdsourcing, identification

of “super recognizers”, and metrics for identifying top workers. Chapter 4 studies privacy-preserved

behavior annotation, in particular from the perspective of modifying videos with audio and visual

modifications and studying the e↵ects on behavioral ratings.

1.2.3 Aim 3: Training improved video classifiers of social autism data.

The generation of labeled pediatric behavior sets the stage for improving ML classifiers of childhood

behavior. Trouble with emotion evocation, emotion recognition, and restricted and repetitive be-

havior (stimming) are features repeatedly which show up as highly predictive behavioral features of

autism based on the work from Aim 1. I develop, in Chapter 5, active learning methods to prioritize

data points to label by the crowd workforce from Aim 2 to specific labeling tasks required for im-

proving the performance of emotion recognition classifiers for highly heterogeneous data, including

datasets with subjective labels. In Chapter 6, I create classifiers which handle inherent subjectivity

of behaviors related to autism. As a translational application of this thesis work, such classifiers can

be integrated into digital mobile therapeutics to provide an adaptive therapy and provide continuous

digital phenotyping.
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Figure 1.1: Summary of my PhD thesis. In Aim 1 (blue background), corresponding to Chapter
2 of my thesis, the relevant behavioral features for continuous pediatric phenotyping of autism are
determined using data-driven methods and the corresponding phenotype data are collected from
case and control cohorts in a trustworthy manner via digital therapies created by the Wall Lab.
In Aim 2 (green background), corresponding to Chapters 3 and 4 of my thesis, a curated crowd
workforce is assembled and evaluated in terms of diagnostic capability. In Aim 3 (red background),
corresponding to Chapters 5 and 6 of my thesis, the labeled data are aggregated to train improved
classifiers for automatic detection of developmental health symptoms by the Wall Lab’s smartphone
interventions.



Chapter 2

Identification and acquisition of

behavioral data

Current diagnostic exams are costly and slow, creating a need for identifying small sets of salient

features. Fortunately, public electronic health record (EHR) data of clinician-filled scoresheets enable

a quantitative determination of the behaviors most predictive of autism. I first describe ML methods

applied to these medical records to construct minimal sets of diagnostic features. I then describe

existing digital therapeutics created by a large team at the Wall Lab, which I participated in, for

providing education and therapy to children with autism while simultaneously capturing structured

data.

2.1 Identification of behavioral data

2.1.1 Background and related work

Neuropsychiatric diagnostics have traditionally focused on clinical questionnaires. Here, I discuss

early signs of autism as defined by these existing pen-and-paper–based diagnostic instruments and

describe data-driven feature selection techniques for determining the behaviors that are most salient

for distinguishing children with autism from neurologically typical children.

There are several overlapping signs of autism defined by diagnostic instruments. The Diag-

nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) includes a hierarchical classification of

mental health conditions [20] including autism. The current standard of diagnosis consists of screen-

ing questionnaires, including Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) and Autism Diagnostic

Observation Schedule (ADOS). ADI-R is a standardized parent-directed interview and response cod-

ing [285]. ADOS is a standardized behavior observation and coding that enables the assessment of

autism across age, developmental level, and language skills [284]. ADOS contains 4 modules and a

6
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toddler version, with each containing roughly 30 features each corresponding to the developmental

level of the individual. The assessment takes approximately 30 to 60 minutes to deliver. The Brief

Observation of Social Communication Change (BOSCC) is an outcome measure for social communi-

cation behavior that is an expansion of the codes from the ADOS, capturing more subtle variations in

behavior [177]. Also commonly used in the field, the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) is scored by

a caregiver or educator and can distinguish autism from other pediatric psychiatric conditions [82].

The Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) is filled out after direct observation of the child in both

clinical and research settings [409]. Other commonly used scales include the Gilliam Autism Rating

Scale (GARS) [170], the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) [399], the Vineland Adaptive

Behavior Scale (VABS) [423], the Oral and Written Language Scales (OWLS) [68], the Test of Prag-

matic Language (TOPL) [369], and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) [487]. I

note that VABS, TOPL, OWLS, and WISC measures are not diagnostic instruments specific to

autism but other measures that provide broader understanding of the clinical presentation. Like

other pediatric questionnaires, the answers to these instruments are categorical ordinal variables, a

format particularly amenable to ML.

I discuss two fundamental approaches for determining the most predictive behavioral features

for autism prediction: ML-based feature selection and ontologies. Tools like ADOS have become

widespread (Figure 2.1), resulting in generation of large databases containing the categorical choice

made by the examiner on a multitude of behavioral queries, recorded together with the clinical

diagnosis. While several features are captured by traditional instruments, data-driven techniques

have repeatedly uncovered that only a subset are necessary to provide a reliable diagnosis.

ML methods for ranking the contribution of the questions within a particular diagnostic instru-

ment provide a quantitative approach for determining the most salient features for autism prediction.

In this approach, the input is a list of answers to all diagnostic questions and the output is a ranked

list of questions contributing most to the final diagnosis. Redundancy of information provided by

measurements can exist, and identification of such overlapping features enables use of a subset of

features achieving the same diagnostic outcome. Identifying this subset of highly predictive ques-

tions allows researchers to focus on the appropriate data-collection e↵orts when designing AI-assisted

autism detection and measurement tools, thus helping to shorten the diagnostic process.

Much of the feature selection work for pediatric autism has been conducted with ADOS and

ADI-R data. Duda et al. used an alternating decision tree to achieve >97% sensitivity and >77%

specificity using top-ranked features from ADOS [124]. A set of <=10 ADOS features achieved

an Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) of 95% for Module 3 and 93% for Module

2 [265]. Using backwards feature selection, Kosmicki et al. detected autism with an accuracy >98%

for ADOS Module 2 and >97% for Module 3 [247]. Related studies [45, 62, 46, 3, 72, 362] support

the use of top-ranked features from standard instrument data. Abbas et al. combined a classifier

for ADI-R data with a classifier of ADOS data into a single screening assessment, achieving >80%
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of major events in the field of digital autism diagnostics, tracking, and inter-
vention.

sensitivity and >60% specificity [3].

Feature selection techniques have also been applied to rule-based screening algorithms [5]. The

Mobile Autism Risk Assessment [124] is a 7-question digital screening algorithm using an alternating

decision tree [467], demonstrating that data-driven methods can result in explicit diagnostic rules.

Decision trees have outperformed Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), and K-Nearest

Neighbor classifiers when using CARS data [230].

Data-driven feature selection can also aid underserved populations, as the e�cient measurement

of behaviors in diverse settings enables analyses of di↵erent cultures. Preliminary work in this area

has been conducted in Bangladesh, where feature extraction of pediatric videos has enabled high

classification performance on MCHAT [406] as well as ADOS and ADIR-derived reduced feature

sets [437]. Further work is required to generalize instrument-based feature extraction to a global

scale.

Ontologies are another useful approach for determining salient behavioral features. Ontologies are

representations of concepts and their relationships between each other and can be used to categorize

data from heterogeneous sources. Musen and colleagues have developed Protégé, a tool for managing

ontologies [164, 332]. Tu et al. developed an autism ontology on Protégé using a literature review of

autism-related terms [453]. Mugzach et al. extended this ontology by adding phenotype classes from

ADI-R and including DSM criteria to formally support the diagnosis and inference of subtypes [329].
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McCray and colleagues developed another autism ontology using Protégé allowing users to quantify

the overlap between questionnaires [311]. The ontology demonstrates that autism questions can be

grouped into three broad categories (personal traits, social competence, and medical history) and

allows researchers to abstract away details about the particular diagnostic instruments in favor of

the particular behavioral concepts that they cover.

These data-driven e↵orts for identification of predictive and overlapping features advance the

field towards understanding particular diagnostic areas of focus. The next challenge for the field

is to objectively scale the data collection and evaluation processes to provide high-precision digi-

tal measurement techniques of the behaviors and to test the utility of the selected behaviors for

diagnostics.

Smartphone applications that ask targeted questions based on the results of the types of feature

selection described in the previous section allow for scalable data capture and labeling pipelines [28,

220]. ASDTests [441] is one such application that collects features from the Autism Quotient [30]

and Quantitative Checklist for Autism in Toddlers [13] measures. The company Cognoa created a

smartphone application that takes parent responses to laymen-friendly questions about home videos

and feeds them into a classifier to screen for autism [3, 2] with a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity

of 62%; this specificity is higher than other evaluated instruments including SRS, SCQ, and M-

CHAT [231]. Such commercialization of biomedical research is crucial for disseminating mobile

technologies to increase accessibility.

2.1.2 Mining top predictive autism behaviors using feature selection

The Social Responsiveness Scale, Second Edition (SRS) is a 65-item questionnaire filled out by a

caregiver or teacher and designed to provide a metric for assessing social deficits and ASD severity

in individuals 4 to 18 years old [81]. The scale measures social responsiveness on five sub-scales:

social awareness, social cognition, social communication, social motivation, and restrictive interests

and repetitive behaviors. High scores indicate increasing social deficit and ASD severity. The scale

is also used to assess ASD in research settings, e.g., as an outcome measure in digital therapies for

ASD treatment [92, 464].

Identifying salient behavioral features that overlap when predicting diagnostic outcomes is per-

tinent to preserving privacy in digital diagnostics and interventions. When collecting digital data

from a sensitive population, such as pediatric groups or individuals with psychiatric conditions, the

digital data streams may require obfuscation in order to satisfy clinical or legal privacy requirements

as well as the desire of the patient or caregiver to consent to the data collection process. Such

obfuscation of data, however, may degrade the performance of diagnostic classifiers. Identifying re-

dundant features can ameliorate or minimize these concerns by providing alternative areas of focus

for data collection and quantification.

In order to identify new behavioral targets for ASD diagnostics and demonstrate the potential to
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identify overlapping features for privacy-preservation of these features, I expand the dataset of SRS

questionnaires to 16,527 individuals, building upon previous work using 3,417 cases and controls

combined [121]. Using deep learning, I validate the predictive power of subsets of questions from

the SRS for determining the diagnostic classification of a large pediatric population. I perform

filter, wrapper, and embedded feature selection analyses to identify top-ranking questions as well as

redundancies between features. Many of the most salient features validate those identified previously

by Duda et al. while new additional features also become prominent. In addition, to explore the

linearity of the social ASD space, I reduce the dimensionality of the 65-item SRS questionnaire into

low-dimension representations using PCA, t-SNE, and a denoising autoencoder.

Data were aggregated from 7 sources: Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) [167], Autism

Consortium (AC), National Database for Autism Research (NDAR) [182], Simons Simplex Collection

(SSC) [152], Simons Variation in Individuals Project (SVIP) [80], Autism Speaks (MSSNG), and

Autism Genome Project (AGP) [203]. In total, the dataset contains 16,527 individuals with the

SRS Child/Adolescent questionnaires completed: 10,004 cases and 6,523 controls. The minority

class (controls) was randomly upsampled to achieve class balance. 11,358 individuals are male and

5,169 are female. It should be noted that the risk of ASD has long been observed to a↵ect more

males than females, explaining the gender imbalance in the datasets. I did not find any significant

di↵erence in demographics or SRS severity between the datasets used.

I analyzed data from the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS), which is a 65-item questionnaire

filled out by a caregiver about their child [81]. The answers to the questions are categorical ordinal

variables with a value of 1, 2, 3, or 4. Increasing numbers correspond to behaviors either more or

less indicative of social responsiveness, depending on the question.

I used two sets of labels on the same input SRS data for prediction: (1) the diagnosis that would

be arrived at using the SRS measure alone (referred to as the ‘SRS-derived ASD diagnosis’) and (2)

the diagnosis that was provided within the dataset (referred to as the ‘dataset-provided diagnosis’).

Due to the di↵erences in diagnostic labeling across datasets, I used a list of keywords corresponding

to the ‘ASD’ class (e.g., ‘autism’, ‘ASD’, and ‘Asperger’) across the sources as well as another set

of keywords corresponding to the ‘not ASD’ class (e.g., ‘control’ and ‘neurotypical’) to arrive at the

‘dataset-provided diagnosis’.

2.1.3 Feature selection methods

In order to test the robustness of the selected features, I applied three di↵erent feature selection

methods:

1. Filter methods: Univariate filter feature selection methods consider each feature independently

and measure the correlation between each feature and the outcome variable. I used the Mutual

Information (MI) score. MI is a measure of the dependence between a question (feature)
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and the clinical ASD classification [249, 251, 393], quantifying the degree of information gain

brought upon by a particular feature.

2. Wrapper methods: Wrapper methods treat the feature selection process as a search problem.

I applied a popular wrapper method, recursive feature elimination (RFE), which consists of

removing the weakest feature and fitting a model until the desired number of features is

achieved. I used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the RFE procedure and removed a

single feature at each step.

3. Embedded methods: I used the importance scores from a decision tree classifier. The feature

importance weights were used to select top features. The same random state was used across

all runs of the decision tree.

2.1.4 Top performing features

The features with the highest importance scores using filter, wrapper, and embedded feature selection

to predict SRS-derived ASD diagnoses are listed in Table 2.1.4. Similarly, the highest-rated questions

for predicting dataset-provided diagnoses across all feature selection methods are in Table 2.1.4.

While feature importance rankings are heavily dependent on the metric used, question 37 (relating

to peers) consistently has the highest feature importance out of all SRS questions for predicting SRS-

derived ASD diagnosis while question 35 (trouble keeping up with conversational flow) consistently

appears in the top-2 features for predicting dataset-specific diagnoses.

The selected features from the SRS indicate new areas of exploration for ASD diagnostics. Duda

et al. identified a similar yet slightly di↵erent set of SRS questions [123] for distinguishing ASD

from ADHD using the mutual information metric (ranked from most to least important): trouble

with the flow of normal conversation (question 35), di�culty with changes in routine (question

24), appropriate play with peers (question 22), di�culty relating to peers (question 37), atypical

or inconsistent eye contact (question 16), and being regarded as ‘odd’ by other children (question

29). It is interesting to note that the top-3 ranking features for distinguishing an SRS-derived ASD

diagnosis from a control using mutual information (Tables 2.1.4 and 2.1.4) - namely, trouble with

the flow of normal conversation, di�culty relating to peers, being regarded by other children as ‘odd’

- appear in the list of top-ranking features for distinguishing ASD from ADHD as reported by Duda

et al. This provides validation of Duda et al.’s work using a larger dataset. This also suggests that

these features may distinguish neurotypical children from children with ASD, although further work

is needed. In addition, the understanding of cause and e↵ect appears as a new high-ranking feature

in this study, hinting at the possibility that the understanding of how events relate to each other

might be critical to social behavior.

Due to the general nature of the SRS questions, it is likely that the top questions are not specific

to ASD - that is, high sensitivity but low specificity. Due to the feature overlap with Duda et
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Mutual Information RFE Features Decision
SRS Question (MI) Score (Rank) to Select Tree (Rank)

Relating to peers (37) 0.383 (1) 1, 4, 5, 6 0.604 (1)

Trouble keeping up with 0.355 (2) N/A 0.005 (13)
conversation flow (Q35)

Regarded by other 0.339 (3) 2, 6 0.002 (47)
children as odd (Q29)

Socially awkward, even when 0.333 (4) 3 0.006 (11)
trying to be polite (Q33)

Bizarre mannerisms (Q8) 0.332 (5) 3, 4, 5, 6 0.030314 (4)

Trouble understanding cause 0.324 (6) 2, 4, 5, 6 0.099 (2)
and e↵ect (Q44)

Di�culty with changes in 0.292 (9) 3, 4, 5, 6 0.021 (5)
routine (Q24)

Communication of feelings 0.134 (47) 5 0.005 (14)
to others (Q12)

Focuses on details rather 0.216 (23) 6 0.004 (22)
than the big picture (Q58)

Either avoids or has unusual 0.287 (20) N/A 0.035 (3)
eye contact (Q16)

Table 2.1: The SRS questions with the highest feature importances for predicting the SRS-derived
ASD diagnosis. Because Recursive Feature Elemination (RFE) does not weight the selected fea-
tures, I display the values of N for which the question appears in the top-N for values of N up to
6.

al. [123] when distinguishing ASD from ADHD, many of the features are able to successfully identify

behaviors specific to ASD and one of its common co-occurring disorders, ADHD. Future work is

required to determine the predictive power of these questions for other behavioral disorders. The

procedures described, while here applied towards ASD, could be generalized and applied to other

mental health conditions where electronic medical record (EMR) information is stored.
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Mutual Information RFE Features Decision
SRS Question (MI) Score (Rank) to Select Tree (Rank)

Trouble keeping up with 0.224 (1) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 0.391 (1)
conversation flow (Q35)

Relating to peers (Q37) 0.205 (2) 6 0.007 (51)

Regarded by other 0.204 (3) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 0.057 (2)
children as odd (Q29)

Trouble understanding cause 0.203 (4) 4, 5, 6 0.010 (16)
and e↵ect (Q44)

Trouble with conversational 0.179 (5) N/A 0.010 (20)
turn taking (Q13)

Either avoids or has unusual 0.172 (8) 3, 4, 5, 6 0.024 (3)
eye contact (Q16)

Bizarre mannerisms (Q8) 0.178 (6) N/A 0.006 (56)

Is overly suspicious (Q59) 0.002 (65) 5, 6 0.005 (63)

Repetitive behaviors (Q50) 0.126 (19) N/A 0.019 (4)

Repetitive behaviors (Q57) 0.045 (56) N/A 0.012 (5)

Table 2.2: The SRS questions with the highest feature importances across selection methods for
predicting the dataset-specific ASD diagnosis. Because Recursive Feature Elemination (RFE)
does not weight the selected features, I display the values of N for which the question appears in
the top-N for values of N up to 6.

2.1.5 Classifier to predict autism with top features

Multilayer perceptron architecture

To determine the minimum number of questions that are needed to predict ASD class from SRS-

derived information, I used the top-ranking questions for all three feature selection methods as

inputs into a dense neural network. I compared performance using the top N questions, with values

of N 2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. To determine the number of dimensions needed to represent the data, I also

evaluated classifier AUC scores with M -dimensional representations of the data using PCA, t-SNE,

and the denoising autoencoder, with values of M 2 {1, 2, 3}. In all cases, the deep learning classifier

was trained and evaluated using 10-fold cross validation.

The MLP neural network used for evaluation was implemented in Keras [77] using a Tensor-

Flow [1] backend. The network consisted of 1 or more fully-connected hidden layers with dropout
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applied to each hidden layer. In addition to parameterization of the number of hidden layers,

hyperparameter optimization was conducted via Bayesian optimization using Hyperopt [42]. Hyper-

parameter selection included uniform values between 0.0 and 1.0 for dropout rate, fully-connected

layers with possible sizes 2 {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}, L2 regulation rate at each hidden layer

2 {0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, number of epochs trained ranging from 1 to 10, and using one of

{ RMSProp, stochastic gradient descent, Adam [236] optimization } for training of model weights.

Binary cross-entropy was used for the loss function.

Classifier evaluation

Table 2.1.5 illustrates the accuracy of the MLP classifier for predicting SRS-derived ASD diagnosis

when adding features from the top-ranked list of questions using all 3 feature importance metrics.

Table 2.1.5 contains the same information for predicting dataset-provided ASD diagnosis. Using

only the single top-rated question results in an AUC of over 92% when predicting the SRS-derived

diagnosis and an AUC of over 83% when predicting the dataset-provided diagnosis. Using the top-

three questions results in an AUC of 97% or higher when predicting the SRS-derived diagnosis and

an AUC of 86% or higher when predicting the dataset-provided diagnosis. When using all questions,

the AUC is 99.7% for the SRS-derived diagnosis and 90.0% for the dataset-provided diagnosis.

Number of Mutual Information RFE Decision Tree
Questions (Features) AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec.

1 0.928 / 0.900 / 0.928 0.928 / 0.900 / 0.928 0.928 / 0.900 / 0.928
2 0.961 / 0.947 / 0.906 0.955 / 0.912 / 0.919 0.962 / 0.943 / 0.906
3 0.971 / 0.919 / 0.953 0.975 / 0.932 / 0.938 0.973 / 0.939 / 0.933
4 0.974 / 0.937 / 0.938 0.979 / 0.941 / 0.944 0.980 / 0.944 / 0.943
5 0.980 / 0.941 / 0.941 0.982 / 0.939 / 0.948 0.984 / 0.950 / 0.951
6 0.983 / 0.944 / 0.949 0.985 / 0.949 / 0.951 0.987 / 0.950 / 0.961

Unaltered 0.997 / 0.972 / 0.979

Table 2.3: The AUC, precision (prec.), and recall (rec.) of a dense neural network predicting the
SRS-derived ASD diagnosis trained on the top-ranking features of the 65-item SRS questionnaire
using each feature selection technique.

2.1.6 Exploring the dimensionality of autism

Dimension reduction techniques

I applied 3 separate dimension reduction techniques: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), t-

Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), and a denoising autoencoder. PCA and t-SNE

were implemented using scikit-learn. No t-SNE hyperparemeter tuning was performed; the default

scikit-learn hyperparemters were used for t-SNE (1000 iterations, a perplexity of 30, and a learning

rate of 200). To create the denoising autoencoder, I used a dense fully-connected architecture
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Number of Mutual Information RFE Decision Tree
Questions (Features) AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec.

1 0.836 / 0.750 / 0.774 0.836 / 0.727 / 0.843 0.836 / 0.724 / 0.836
2 0.866 / 0.730 / 0.882 0.870 / 0.734 / 0.907 0.870 / 0.735 / 0.899
3 0.874 / 0.735 / 0.902 0.876 / 0.738 / 0.905 0.876 / 0.736 / 0.909
4 0.879 / 0.739 / 0.912 0.881 / 0.740 / 0.917 0.880 / 0.741 / 0.907
5 0.880 / 0.739 / 0.916 0.880 / 0.740 / 0.911 0.882 / 0.737 / 0.920
6 0.881 / 0.736 / 0.924 0.884 / 0.742 / 0.923 0.886 / 0.745 / 0.914

Unaltered 0.900 / 0.754 / 0.921

Table 2.4: The AUC, precision (prec.), and recall (rec.) of a dense neural network predicting
the dataset-provided ASD diagnosis trained on the top-ranking features of the 65-item SRS
questionnaire using each feature selection technique.

Figure 2.2: Model architecture of the denoising autoencoder used for dimension reduction. All layers
are fully connected. The middle hidden layer of size N is the encoded input in N dimensions.

(Figure 2.2). The ‘encoder’ half of the neural network contained 65 input nodes (corresponding

to each SRS question), followed by hidden layers of size 32, 16, 8, and N , respectively. Here, N

represents the number of dimensions I aimed to reduce to. The ‘decoder’ half of the neural network

mirrored the ‘encoder’ half, with hidden layers of size 8, 16, 32, and 65 following the encoded layer,

respectively. The denoising autoencoder was implemented in TensorFlow [1] via the Keras [77]

Python library. The low-dimensional representations were used to train a neural network classifying

ASD from controls (see section 2.5).
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Visualizing social autism symptoms in 2D

Figure 2.3 shows the separation of control (purple) from ASD (yellow) in 2 dimensions for PCA,

t-SNE, and the denoising autoencoder, colored by both SRS-derived diagnosis (a, c, and e) and

dataset-specific diagnosis (b, d, and f). Even when reducing the SRS space to only 2 dimensions,

there is a clear separation between the 2 classes across all techniques.

Exploring the linearity of autism

In order to determine the lowest number of dimensions that the questions can be reduced to while

still maintaining high diagnostic accuracy, I evaluated classifier AUC across di↵erent numbers of

dimensions. Tables 2.1.6 (for SRS-derived diagnoses) and 2.1.6 (for dataset-provided diagnoses)

show the AUC, precision, and recall when predicting ASD diagnosis when reducing to 1, 2, and 3

dimensions using PCA, t-SNE, and the denoising autoencoder.

The baseline AUC of the classifier using all 65 questions of the SRS as features is 99.8% when

predicting the SRS-derived ASD diagnosis and 90.3% when predicting the dataset-provided diagno-

sis. When reducing the dimension to only 1 feature using all three dimension reduction techniques,

the AUC is still above 99% when predicting the SRS-derived diagnosis and above 84% when pre-

dicting the dataset-provided diagnosis. Increasing the number of dimensions beyond 1 improves the

AUC only marginally. Notably, the denoising autoencoder outperforms PCA and t-SNE for the

dataset-provided diagnosis when using a low number of dimensions.

PCA t-SNE Autoencoder
Dimension AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec.

1 0.9975 / 0.9778 / 0.9719 0.9871 / 0.9702 / 0.9356 0.9975 / 0.9828 / 0.9740
2 0.9975 / 0.9769 / 0.9759 0.9934 / 0.9766 / 0.9514 0.9974 / 0.9503 / 0.9950
3 0.9979 / 0.9739 / 0.9739 0.9920 / 0.9734 / 0.9415 0.9975 / 0.9818 / 0.9730

Unaltered 0.9979 / 0.9799 / 0.9884

Table 2.5: The AUC, precision (prec.), and recall (rec.) of a dense neural network predicting the
SRS-derived ASD diagnosis and trained on lower dimensional representations of the 65-item
SRS questionnaire via PCA, t-SNE, and the middle encoded layer of a denoising autoencoder.

PCA t-SNE Autoencoder
Dimension AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec. AUC / Prec. / Rec.

1 0.8717 / 0.7272 / 0.9097 0.8448 / 0.7246 / 0.9356 0.9017 / 0.7304 / 0.9373
2 0.8727 / 0.7206 / 0.9110 0.8821 / 0.7650 / 0.9157 0.9016 / 0.7193 / 0.9564
3 0.8813 / 0.7306 / 0.9150 0.8788 / 0.7542 / 0.8934 0.9021 / 0.7304 / 0.9373

Unaltered 0.9034 / 0.7673 / 0.9161

Table 2.6: The AUC, precision (prec.), and recall (rec.) of a dense neural network predicting the
dataset-provided ASD diagnosis and trained on lower dimensional representations of the 65-item
SRS questionnaire via PCA, t-SNE, and the middle encoded layer of a denoising autoencoder.
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Figure 2.3: (a and b) Principal Component Analysis (PCA), (c and d) t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), and (e and f) a 2-dimensional encoding using a denoising autoencoder
with a middle layer of size 2 on the answers to the 65 questions of the Social Responsiveness Scale
(SRS). (b, d, and f) There remains a clear but more noisy separation between cases and controls
when coloring by dataset-provided diagnosis.

Such a large dataset has not been used except by Paskov [365] when exploring low dimensional

representations of SRS and other ASD questionnaires for imputation. The increased size of the data

permitted an exploration of dense neural networks with ReLU activation, a method traditionally
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suited for large data.

The dimension reduction analysis provides initial insight into the linearity of the ASD phenotype,

as the performance of the classifier across the three methods yielded similar performance, indicating

that the ASD phenotype can be successfully distinguished with linear methods. However, the su-

perior performance of the autoencoder suggests that the phenotype is at least slightly nonadditive.

I also point out the limitations of using t-SNE: in particular, the t-SNE representation was not fit

to the testing set, and the t-SNE hyperparameters were arbitrarily chosen. As the dataset-provided

diagnoses are much more noisy, this work provides support for the potential of denoising autoen-

coders to produce low-dimensional representations of noisy high-dimensional data. As denoising

autoencoders do not require hyperparameter tuning (unlike t-SNE), the method may also be more

convenient and computationally e�cient than t-SNE in some cases, including the use case presented

in this paper.

2.1.7 Behavioral feature correlation and redundancy

I analyze redundancy of features by calculating the Spearman correlation between each of the 65

SRS questions (Figure 2.4). The mean correlation of the 66 possible pairwise-correlations between

all distinct questions in the set of questions that appear in the top-6 rated features for at least

one of the feature selection methods (questions 8, 12, 13, 16, 24, 29, 33, 35, 37, 44, 58, and 59)

is 0.506 (SD = 0.201). By contrast, the mean correlation of the set of all non-identical pairwise

correlations is 0.368 (SD = 0.126). A two-sided Welch’s t-test performed between these two sets

of correlations is statistically significant (t = 5.566, p < 0.001). This di↵erence in mean correlation

appears in all 7 datasets I aggregated (AGP: t = 4.058, p = 0.001; AGRE: t = 4.865, p < 0.001;

AC: t = 4.819, p < 0.001; MSSNG: t = 5.153, p < 0.001; NDAR: t = 6.106, p < 0.001; SVIP:

t = 6.000, p < 0.001; SSC: t = 5.564, p < 0.001).

The low ranking of features in the decision tree that appear as high ranking ASD features for

MI and RFE suggest that there is high feature redundancy among SRS questions. In particular,

trouble keeping up with conversational flow and trouble relating to peers seem to have high feature

redundancy, but these behaviors are distinct from being regarded as ‘odd’. This hints that certain

features that are obfuscated by privacy-preserving mechanisms could be replaced by the extraction

of other non-obfuscated features. Instead of digitally tracking trouble relating to peers, which might

require consent or assent from any peer that the child in question interacts with when using a digital

diagnostic or intervention, the device could instead track trouble keeping up with conversational

flow, which only requires consent from the child in question. Future work is required to explore

additional redundancy of features according to the SRS in addition to redundancies present in other

measures of ASD severity.
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Figure 2.4: The correlation between each of the 65 Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) questions.
Top-ranking questions from feature selection have high correlation with each other.

2.1.8 Future outlook

Precision medicine therapies for ASD are beginning to track longitudinal behavioral phenotype

changes for measuring treatment outcomes. The feature reduction conducted here sets the stage
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for future work exploring mechanisms of replacement of the behavioral measurements collected in

digital monitoring tools based on redundancy of information. Beyond single time-point diagnostics,

the results of the present study can inform areas of focus for future digital phenotyping [211] e↵orts

for ASD. At-home digital therapies for ASD [464, 92, 91] could benefit from targeted tracking of

behavioral features in order to provide customized digital therapies to the child. Dual-purpose

digital therapies aimed at simultaneous data capture and intervention [229, 228, 226, 227] could

focus the area of target towards capturing salient behaviors. Furthermore, crowdsourcing has been

shown to be an e↵ective technique for acquiring near-clinical grade answers to instrument-derived

diagnostic questions [437, 474, 438]. When crowdsourcing the acquisition of answers to questions

for video-based ASD diagnostics in this way, replacing questions that have related diagnostic power

can enable shorter and customizeable feature sets.

Because a single dimension was su�cient for compressing ASD data, it is feasible to imagine the

development of more e�cient scoring schemes with data-driven methods. The ‘map’ of ASD appears

to be at least slightly nonadditive, suggesting more work with nonlinear models for classification.

Furthermore, current rule-based scoring schemes for SRS and other ASD instrument data could be

replaced by supervised (via feature selection) or unsupervised (via dimension reduction) approaches.

2.2 Targeted acquisition of behavioral data

For the purposes of this thesis, the digital interventions described here are studied as a data collec-

tion vehicle. Passive and active data collected from the digital therapies are labeled by crowdsourced

workers and used to develop computer vision classifiers for behavioral health. In particular, I de-

scribe two digital therapies previously created primarily by other members of the Wall Lab which

I have been involved in developing some aspects of: (1) SuperpowerGlass, a wearable emotional

education tool for children with autism developed on Google Glass, and (2) GuessWhat, a smart-

phone Charades-style game deployed on a smartphone app which promote elicitation of the target

behaviors identified via feature selection earlier in this chapter.

While I did not take the lead in the development of either digital therapeutic, their description

is crucial for the narrative of this thesis. I used the data collected from these interventions in the

studies described in subsequent thesis chapters.

2.2.1 Background and related work

Several mobile interventions have demonstrated success in providing therapy to children with autism

(Figure 2.1) and can provide a vehicle for precisely tracking outcome measures over time. I note that

while the interventions themselves are not measures, data are collected during the administration of

the digital interventions which can be used to monitor outcomes. Here, I discuss digital interventions

that demonstrate potential to provide a vehicle for continuous phenotyping of autism. Many of the
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interventions described do not collect data for diagnostic purposes, but they are included here

because they embody the type of intervention which could be expanded to a dual-purpose system

for data collection and therapy.

Desktop interventions

Desktop applications are particularly useful for capturing data due to the fixed position of the user

relative to the device, providing a structured mechanism for video capture from a webcam. FaceSay

is a computer program that allows children to practice eye gaze and emotion recognition with virtual

avatar assistants [196, 387]. EmotiPlay is a computer game suite that teaches emotion recognition

and body language [156]. Let’s Face It! is a game that teaches facial recognition skills, with

demonstrated improvements in holistic eye recognition [435]. vSked is an interactive educational

application that helps children with autism plan activities in the classroom [192]. Emotion Mirror

is a desktop game that trains children with autism to recognize expressions by mimicking emotions

and viewing feedback from an avatar [105].

Some desktop systems have already been used explicitly for data capture. Chen et al. developed

a suite of computer games to evaluate autism-related behavior in children with autism [73]. An-

other example is AMP, a platform for streamlining the data collection process of multimedia data

associated with diagnosing autism, providing mechanisms for managing and sharing the collected

data [273].

Mobile interventions

Smartphone-based interventions enable portable data capture. Due to the pervasiveness of smart-

phones, apps are useful for capturing longitudinal naturalistic data. Within a year of the com-

mercial release of the iPhone, smartphone interventions were created for children with autism [102].

MOSOCO is an app that helps children with autism practice social skills in real-life situations though

visual cue guidance [140]. EmoTrain is a mobile game teaching facial expression mimicking [268].

Emotify integrates ML into a mobile game that tests emotion evocation [395].

Some e↵orts have been employed for capturing clinically relevant data from mobile devices.

Autism and Beyond is the first study to demonstrate the ability of smartphones to collect structured

videos of children with autism. The iPhone application, powered by ResearchKit, captures video of

children as they receive stimuli presented by the caregiver [128]. Tablets are another mobile form

factor useful for collecting structured pediatric autism data. The Autism and Beyond methodology

was successfully extended to collect video from iPads [184]. Touch tablet games can collect motion

data, and basic ML models are able to distinguish autism cases and controls from these data [243].

Autoscreen is a tablet application that collects clinical questionnaire data from a minimal set of

questions obtained through feature selection [7, 405].
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Wearable interventions

Wearable digital platforms enable new therapeutics and modes of data capture. Early wearable aids

for autism were based on hand-carried minicomputers and real-time facial expression recognition

technology to provide children with real-time social cues originally intended as an ‘emotional pros-

thesis’ [138, 296]. More recent systems have been proposed using lightweight wearables. SayWAT

is a speech aid that detects atypical prosody and provides feedback to the child during social in-

teractions [53] through wearable glasses. Floreo is a wearable virtual reality headset paired with

a tablet that promotes joint attention learning in children with autism [382]. Unlike desktop and

smartphone applications, widespread use of wearable therapies and diagnostics is limited by lack of

market penetration of a commercial wearable system. However, the insights gained from wearable

autism therapy research will likely generalize to a future commercial platform.

Wearable eye tracking technologies extend to therapy as well. Eye tracking glasses worn by

adults have been used to detect eye contact in child conversation partners [500] with 80% precision

and 72% recall. In an eye tracking-based study measuring responses to joint attention bids, rates of

initiated joint attention were lower in children who later received an autism diagnosis [350]. Strobl et

al. evaluated the accuracy of eye-tracking in smartphones, successfully distinguishing gaze towards

the eye and the mouth using support vector regression and a linear transformation method [428].

Chong et al. used deep models to detect eye contact during adult-child interactions from wearable

camera data [78]. Overall, eye tracking is a promising technology for enhancing wearable digital

clinical therapies for autism.

2.2.2 SuperpowerGlass

SuperpowerGlass is a wearable AI-powered platform which tracks facial expressions using a ML

system that can be calibrated to the child’s common conversation partners [92, 181, 465, 484],

serving as a learning aid from which families can deliver their own therapy. SuperpowerGlass was

the first digital therapeutic for autism validated in a randomized clinical trial, with socialization

gains on the VABS-II socialization subscale [464]).

Here, I highlight critical lessons learned during my time as a student researcher helping out a

much broader and interdisciplinary on the Autism Glass project which are critical for understanding

e↵ective strategies for eliciting behaviors through games.

When I refer to “we” in this section, I am referring to the broader team led by Catalin Voss, Nick

Haber, Aaron Kline, Terry Winograd, and Dennis P. Wall. I highlight primarily the issues related

to human-computer interaction (HCI) which I heavily participated in for two years.
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Figure 2.5: Overview of the SuperpowerGlass system.

System architecture

The overall system architecture for the SuperpowerGlass system is depicted in Figure 2.5. The

system consists of two components: the Google Glass (worn by the child) and a wirelessly linked

Android phone (used by the parent; depicted in Figure 2.6). The system is controlled by the Android

application, which allows the parent to initiate one of several activities (detailed in the next section).

During a session, social cues are delivered to the child in real-time on Glass based on the results of

the emotion recognition model that runs on the Android device. A video recording of the session

is saved on the Android device. During the initial pre-trial interviews, parents explained that they

were comfortable with sharing video recordings of at-home recordings but were not willing to share

the audio of their conversations. Due to these initial privacy concerns, the audio from the activity

sessions is not recorded. After a session is complete, the parent and child can review a video recording

of previous sessions on the Android app.

The Android application allows the user to select between three di↵erent types of activities: two

structured game-like activities (Capture the Smile and Guess the Emotion) and an unstructured

activity. Multiple games are added in order to increase engagement by increasing the selection of
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Figure 2.6: The home screen allows parents to scroll through a newsfeed of previously recorded
sessions or to start a new session. Parents can select various parameters about the session, such as
the exact activity, the type of feedback, and the type of visual in real-time.

activity choices. We also wanted to determine whether children with ASD will prefer cycling through

a series of games over a long period of time or converge to a preferred game.

Capture the Smile. The first structured activity, “Capture the Smile”, is a game adapted from

Picard’s work at the MIT Media Lab [137] in which the child is challenged to provoke prompted

emotions in an adult who makes the face corresponding to the emotion. For example, the child can

give a compliment to the adult in order to provoke a happy face. The glasses play an audio prompt

of the form “find a/an ¡emotion¿ face”. Once the emotion recognition system recognizes the emotion

on the adult’s face, audio or visual feedback is provided to the child via the glasses (the feedback

mechanisms are described in more detail in the next section). Our implementation of Capture the

Smile lasts for 180 seconds or until the child has successfully evoked 20 emotions, whichever comes

first. If the adult and child are stuck and cannot evoke an emotion, they have the option to swipe

forward on Google Glass’ touchpad located near the wearer’s right temple.

Guess the Emotion. The second structured activity, called “Guess The Emotion”, challenges the

child to guess the emotion evoked on the face of an adult. In each round, the adult initially selects

on the Android app the emotion they want to evoke. After the adult has chosen the emotion and

made the corresponding face, the child verbally guesses the emotion. If the child guesses the correct

emotion, then the glasses plays/displays the social cue corresponding to the emotion. The game is

scored but can last for as many rounds as the adult and child wish to play the game.

Unstructured Activity. When the glasses are worn at home, they can be used as an unstructured

emotional aid during social activities (e.g., dinner). During the unstructured activity, the glasses

provide the selected feedback mechanism whenever it recognizes the emotion. The user simply wears
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the Google Glass system, receiving feedback whenever the system detects an emotion (rather than in

the context of a game like Capture the Smile of Guess the Emotion). To prevent excessive feedback,

the glasses provide the social cues at a maximum rate of once per six seconds for repeated emotions.

The unstructured activity has no time limit. Families are provided a list of suggested activities

divided into three categories (“Play”, “Tell me. . . ”, “Others”), including “Free Play” and “Other”

options from which they choose an action. Their choice has no impact on the way the system works

during the activity, but is recorded for analysis.

Feedback choices

Several potential feedback mechanisms can be run on the glasses, in the form of both visual and audio

cues. An ideal feedback mechanism will maximize behavioral information given to the child while

minimizing distraction to the child’s focus. This is a particular concern with children with ASD,

who are believed to hyper-focus on nonsocial objects and react negatively to sensory overload [334].

We therefore have explored various visual feedback mechanisms to display on the glasses, each with

varying levels of potential distraction to the child. The visual feedback can also be combined with

audio feedback for even more stimulation. Before a session begins, the parent has the option to

select the feedback mechanism that will be used during the session. Our aid allows users to choose

between three emotional feedback mechanisms: visual cues, auditory cues, and combined visual and

auditory cues.

Figure 2.7: There are various potential visual feedback cues that can be displayed to the user.

Visual Emotion and Color Cues. For the visual feedback, [465] introduces three possible heads-

up interfaces and describes in-lab interaction observations that argue for a combined emoticon and

color feedback as depicted in Figure 2.7. This can be justified with perception literature. It has

been shown that a majority of children with ASD are able to recognize the emotion displayed by

a digital avatar [325]. Work in color research suggests that people notice colors before shape or

text within their peripheral field of view and tend to associate colors with certain emotions [458].

While not all of the emotion-to-color associations are universal [338], children tend to make similar

associations between colors and emotional concepts [52]. We selected the colors for each emotion
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using the guidelines presented in [52]. Because we were only studying 7 emotions, we hypothesized

that repeatedly showing a color with an emoticon and auditory feedback would allow children to

eventually notice the social cues within their peripheral field of view, rather than having to actively

look at the screen, and thus provide an unobtrusive cue.

Auditory Cues. Because audio coaching has been shown to be an e↵ective instructional tool

for children with ASD [39], we decided to provide users the option before beginning a session to

receive audio feedback either in addition to or instead of visual feedback. The audio feedback

consists of a female voice reading out the name of the emotion. The audio feedback is emitted via a

bone-conducting speaker on the glasses, which is loud enough for the child to hear and only faintly

noticeable by a conversation partner in a home environment. Children also have the option to use

a right-sided mono earpiece that plugs into the glasses for improved sound quality and privacy, but

mostly did not find this necessary.

Face-tracking indicator

Figure 2.8: Face-tracking indicator options.

During the in-lab trials conducted in [483], situations were observed in which the system would

fail to recognize emotions not because of a problem with the recognition model but because a

face was not detected, for example due to challenging backlighting. To enable users to distinguish

between a lack of cues and a correctly tracked but neutral face, we have added an indicator signal

on the display of the glasses that lights up whenever a face is detected. We explored whether the

presence of the indicator would result in increased facial engagement over time with periodic use of

the SuperpowerGlass system. The indicator is bright green, primarily because green is not one of

the colors used to represent any of the emotions. As shown in Figure 2.8, there are four indicator

options. Each indicator option varies in its level of prominence (area of screen coverage). The

indicator is generally visible to both the child and the parent due to the clear display of Glass. The

user is prompted to select one of the four choices at the beginning of each session. In order to see

whether child preferences for indicator design stabilizes over time, we asked the parents to allow the
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children to choose the indicator option which they preferred. For lower functioning kids who could

not respond/not choose the indicator option they liked the most, the parents chose for them.

Parent review system

Figure 2.9: The parent review application contains a newsfeed-like view of the system.

In order to facilitate continued parent and child engagement with SuperpowerGlass, we have

added a parent review system on the Android app which allows parents and children to review

previously recorded sessions. The review system contains a newsfeed-like view of the previous session

recordings, as shown in Figure 2.9. In the video playback for each video, emotions are gathered from

metadata that are stored with each frame of the recorded video so that the emotions displayed on

the video playback bar are aligned with the emotions that were captured during recording-time, as

shown in Figure 2.10. This allows users to skip to relevant parts of the video. Parents are encouraged

to review videos of past sessions with their children. While reviewing the videos, parents can mark

particular parts of the session as important. This serves as a bookmarking tool for parents and

researchers. The parent review feature capitalizes on the longitudinal nature of the system usage,
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allowing parents to point out to children di↵erences in behaviors over time.

Figure 2.10: While reviewing the videos, parents can mark parts of the session as important by
clicking the star button on the upper right-hand corner of the screen. This can signify a variety of
features important to either/both the parents and researchers, such as an error in emotion recogni-
tion, interesting behavior in the child’s response to therapy, or an otherwise important part of the
video that should be reviewed at a later time.

Implementation details

The glasses and Android device are connected via a dedicated wireless network, originating from the

Android device and secured via WPA2 encryption. Users initiate a new activity via the Android

application. This prompts the glasses to begin the activity and start capturing video frames. To

reduce the video latency, the glasses send the uncompressed video frames to the phone via UDP as

uncompressed greyscale frames at 320x194 resolution with a frame rate of 30 fps. While some frames

may be dropped due to the nature of the UDP protocol, this is not of concern, as detected emotions

are associated with a particular frame rather than a time. During a session, the Android device

displays a real-time preview of the incoming video feed and runs each frame through our expression

recognition pipeline (detailed below). It then returns the detected emotion and face location data

via UDP to the glasses. The glasses interpret the result and show the appropriate social cue (either

on the heads-up display or as audio).

Our real-time expression recognition system running on the Android device builds on a lightweight

face tracker and an emotion recognition classifier. The system is built to be modular, so that the fa-

cial expression recognition classifiers are trained separately from other components of the computer

vision system. This allows us to not only quickly evaluate the experience had with di↵erent models,

but also adapt the system to di↵erent face-relevant tasks.
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Our emotion recognition system consists of a logistic regression classifier that evaluates HOG fea-

tures [88] of a face registered via a lightweight face tracker and made lighting-robust by the method

of Tan-Triggs [434]. The system uses neutral subtraction [181], a method that learns the subject’s

neutral face at runtime in order to better discriminate expressions. After classification, we tempo-

rally filter the results in order to reduce the fire-rate of social cues and avoid false positives or rapid

switching between cues if a classifier finds the data near the decision boundary. As we know who

will be interacting with the user of the device for this use case, we optimize each participant’s model

to these individuals, adapting from a base model. The base model is trained on a mix of the Bing-

hamton University 4D Facial Expression Database [520], the Bosphorus Database [407], the CMU

Pose, Illumination, and Expression Database [417], the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset [291], the

Japanese Female Facial Expression Database [295], and the MMI Facial Expression Database [359],

along with our own data gathered in-lab via another approved protocol through Stanford University

Institutional Review Board. At training time, data are augmented by mirroring images and adding

Gaussian field noise to the face tracker to simulate tracking inaccuracy.

User-specific models are then employed via hierarchical Bayesian domain adaptation [354], putting

a Gaussian prior on the distribution of model coe�cients. Adaptation can be done online via an

approximation. Data are collected through an iterative training technique in which we ask subjects

to act out various expressions multiple times, with acting-out queries made in an active fashion – the

current model decides what it needs to see more of. This process usually takes 2-3 steps. Data are

loosely curated, keeping all that the subject decides is a reasonable representation of the emotion, so

long as there is a noticeable distinction made between expressions. An evaluation of this adaptation

system is presented in the section on Model Accuracy.

Given the limited processing power and battery life of Glass, all computationally intensive tasks

such as frame processing, video encoding, and data storage are handled on the Android phone.

Despite this, the combination of camera processing and network activity on Glass still results in

a limitation on the resolution of images that can be processed and transmitted at a frame rate

su�cient for the emotion recognition processor. Further, this limitation increases over time, as the

device temperature increases and Glass enacts CPU throttling to avoid overheating. To provide a

su�cient frame rate through the entire life span of a real-time interaction session, but still increase

the resolution available for emotion recognition, a dual approach is taken. Instead of providing the

same image source for all conditions, a lower resolution full-frame image is provided whenever a face

has not been detected; this allows for face detection through the camera’s full field of view. However,

when a face has been detected, the face’s location in the field of view is used to instead provide a

cropped view of the face from a higher resolution image. This allows for providing increased facial

resolution to the emotion recognition processor while still working within the same processing and

transmission limitations encountered on Glass.

To avoid displaying the emotion cue for temporary errors in the emotion recognition model,
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the expression recognition server running on the Android employs a series of moving average filters

during various stages of processing, including in the final expression classification, before sending a

result back to the Glass device.

System evaluation

We conducted a 3-month long at-home iterative design trial exclusively with children with varying

degrees of ASD and their parents in order to learn about the e↵ectiveness of various aspects of the

system, such as the emotion recognition model, the activity types, the feedback mechanism options,

and indicator design. The average age in years for the 14 participants was 9.57 (SD=3.37, min=4,

max=15), with n=3 (21.42%) females and n=11 (79.58%) males. Out of our 14 participants, 6

were Caucasian (including 1 Hispanic/Latino participant), 7 were Asian, and 1 was of Pacific Island

origin. We asked each family to take the system home and use it for at least 20 minutes 3 times per

week. Beyond this, they were encouraged to use it as they saw fit for any additional length they

preferred.

The families were selected based on the child’s performance on the Social Communication Ques-

tionnaire (SCQ), as well as their clinical medical diagnosis. The SCQ is a gold standard screening

measure for identifying autism vs. non-autism in school-age children. It has a cuto↵ score of 15,

meaning a score above 15 indicates that the child likely has autism [8]. Additionally, the SCQ can

be used to compare overall levels of ASD symptomatology and uses questions based on social and

emotional behaviors. We only selected participants who had a score above 15. Participants were

eligible to participate in the study if they scored greater than or equal to 16 on the SCQ and were

diagnosed with ASD on the DSM-5 [315]. An expert review by a licensed psychologist was also

completed for each subject to confirm ASD classification.

The study was under the supervision of the Stanford Institutional Review Board (protocol 34059).

All identifiable data we collected are secured in HIPAA compliant systems. Every participant went

through an initial onboarding session in lab. During these onboarding sessions, families were given

an overview of the system, including a trial-run of Capture the Smile, Guess the Emotion, and

the Unstructured Activity. Facial emotion data were then collected from the parents and nuclear

family members, with our baseline model being iteratively trained until convergence for all 6 basic

Ekman emotions. To provide an additional layer of security to the recorded videos on the Android

application, all devices were locked with a 4-digit passcode provided to the parents during this

onboarding session. To correlate data about the participants’ system usage with the functioning

level of the child, each selected participant took the Abbreviated Battery Intelligence Quotient

(ABIQ), which measures the areas of nonverbal fluid reasoning and verbal knowledge and includes

two of the most important abilities predictive of academic and vocational advancement [392]. We

interviewed each participant and their parents during these onboarding sessions, where we were able

to make initial design modifications to the system before sending it home with the family.
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Every two weeks, the families returned to our lab for a check-in, although family schedules made

this length between check-ins vary. During each check-in, we provided parents with an updated

version of the Google Glass and Android apps. If the parents noticed a problem with the emotion

recognition model, we would update the model until it consistently recognized all emotions cor-

rectly. We then interviewed both the parents and children about their experiences interacting with

SuperpowerGlass.

Interviews were semi-structured, lasted between 30-45 minutes, and included a parent-directed

set of questions and a child-directed set of questions. Parents and children were kept in the same

room and sometimes the parents and children would feed o↵ of one another with their responses.

A clinical autism expert approved the child-directed questions. Additionally, some children were

unable or unwilling to answer all of the questions. Audio of all responses were digitally recorded

and shared among the study team.

Through the interviews, a review of session videos, and an analysis of logged study data, we

made several observations about the use of the system outside of the lab, giving us significant

insights about the e↵ectiveness and usability of wearable social aids outside of the lab.

To measure usage across interface choices (di↵erent indicators, activities, and feedback options)

we encouraged participants to try out all options at least a few times at home. During the check-ins,

if a participant stated that they did not use a particular feature or only used a particular feature

once, we asked them to use it during the next two weeks so that we could gather more concrete

data about their interactions. We collected all recorded video data, comments about the videos, and

marked sections of the videos along with custom usage logs regularly during check-in days beyond

the remote upload. This data was stored and analyzed on a HIPAA-compliant server using a custom

analysis tool suite implemented in Python.

In total, we collected 5726 minutes of app usage log data. Participant mean usage of the app was

409 minutes (SD=266.8), which includes time spent with features like the parent review. Participants

produced a total of 3017 minutes of session video data, with a mean amount of 216 minutes per

participant (SD=162). The mean video session length was 5.28 minutes (SD=6.15). I selected a

small subset of videos (20 minutes of video data) to view at each two-week check-in. When reviewing

these videos, we aimed to qualitatively observe parent-child behavior during parts of the recorded

sessions with significant emotional content.

While overall, families chose evenly between structured and unstructured activities, we noticed

that this choice di↵ered significantly across the functioning spectrum of our participants. Figure 2.11

shows breakdowns of the activity choice for each participant along with their functioning level,

revealing a downward trend in usage of the Guess the Emotion activity and an upward trend in

usage of the Unstructured Activity with the increasing functioning level of the child, as determined

by the ABIQ scale. These preferences were confirmed by family interview feedback. Multiple families

of lower-functioning children remarked that the structured games elicited more response from their
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Figure 2.11: Fraction of participant’s usage that was Guess the Emotion and Unstructured Activity
vs. functioning level (as measured by ABIQ) of each participant. The plot for Capture the Smile is
not provided since Capture the Smile was a fixed-length game (whereas the user can play Guess the
Emotion and the Unstructured Activity for as long as they wish).

child. Parents believed this was due to the fact that the games had structured goals to achieve,

and clear predictable feedback responses when milestones were met. Families of higher-functioning

children remarked that their child gravitated to the unstructured activity. One such family remarked

that when their child was asked to try Guess the Emotion (one of the structured games), they tried

it once, figured out how to play it immediately, accumulated a very high score, and then declared

that the game wasn’t challenging and that they had finished it. Another commented that their child

didn’t find the structured games challenging, and wanted to use the unstructured activity so they

could choose their own game to play.

To quantify social interaction across di↵erent usage and activities, we employed a face-tracking

based engagement measure we term “facial engagement”. Due to the obtrusive nature of wearable

glass based eye trackers described in [501], we did not utilize a full field-of-view eye tracker in this

at-home study and instead relied on face tracking data extracted from the front-facing camera of

Google Glass to identify video frames in which the child was engaging with a face. Specifically, we

report normalized facial engagement for a given session video as:

Frames containing face with yaw angle between -30 and 30 degrees
Total number of frames

We hypothesized that this is a good proxy measure for social overtures and perhaps even eye

contact, which can be further validated using structured lab observations. However, we expect
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engagement measured this way to exhibit relatively large standard deviations across sessions due

to vastly heterogeneous usage patterns and the noise associated with face tracking in unstructured,

naturalistic videos. While the glasses were intended to be used during social interaction, children

frequently wore them during various activities such as outside play. Although generally parents and

children chose relatively evenly between structured and unstructured activities, facial attention was

not even across both types of activities.

Families were asked to cycle through all four indicator options throughout the duration of the

trial. All 14 families remarked that they preferred the use of a facial indicator to not having one.

Multiple families commented that the indicator confirmed for them that a face was being tracked

and that emotions could be detected successfully. One family remarked that the indicator wasn’t

displaying in certain lighting conditions outside, so they used it inside where the indicator confirmed

operation was reliable. Another family commented that they would use the device often in the

kitchen, because the indicator confirmed emotions would be able to be detected.

This feedback supports our hypothesis that the indicator was an important aid in helping children

distinguish between “neutral faces” and missed expression detections due to a system failure, such

as those introduced by adverse lighting situations. Initially, we worried that this indicator would

encourage the maladaptive behavior of children lining up the display with their conversation partner’s

face, but families reported no evidence of this, and no such behavior was observed in lab. Of the

four options for indicator shape and size presented to participants, parents and children chose the

box indicator in slightly over 51% of all sessions, followed by the triangle indicator at 34%. These

data further supports that children preferred having an indicator to just raw expression feedback

and, given a visual design choice, chose the most prominent and noticeable one.

We observed a measurable di↵erence in facial engagement across the four indicator choices, as

seen in Figure 2.12. All visible indicator options provoked more facial engagement than having no

indicator, with the largest gain measurable in the “box” indicator. Although children preferred the

“triangle” indicator to the “line” indicator, the latter exhibited higher facial engagement. Neverthe-

less, the children responded that they preferred the “triangle” indicator because “it’s easy to use”

(10-year-old male) and “it’s not distracting” (10-year-old male and 4-year-old female) compared to

the other indicator options. Overall, the amount of face contact measured tended to decline as

the area of the indicator declined. This discrepancy between indicator preferences of the user (the

triangle indicator) and designs that maximize mean facial engagement (the box indicator) suggests

that there is a tradeo↵ between indicator designs that elicit a high level of facial contact versus

indicators which are unobtrusive.

7 out of 14 families reported using the parent review consistently to view previous sessions. One

family described using the review app to demonstrate their child’s behavior to them, resulting in

the child more carefully considering their behavior thereafter. The parent of another family came

to realize, after seeing their child’s field of view move sporadically, that their child’s inability to
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Figure 2.12: Mean face contact for each indicator with SEM error-bars (t-test of “None” vs “Box”
indicator gives p < 0.05).

focus was related to their frequent physical movements. Parents describe the process of reviewing

the session as a potentially fun activity:

“We like looking at the parent review app together. We usually wind up laughing at ourselves

because, gosh, I didn’t realize I looked like that!” – Participant 31 parent (participant 10 years old,

male)

Despite the success of the parent review for parents who used it, half of the study participants

did not consistently use the parent review. Two families commented that the review’s lack of audio

playback (see 6.2 Limitations) made it harder to review interactions because it was di�cult to recall

the context of the interaction from just an annotated video. Furthermore, we suspect that without

building intentional activities centered around the parent review, families may not know how best

to use it, which would explain its overall underutilization.

The base facial expression recognition system achieves 97.0% accuracy on the Extended Cohn-

Kanade Dataset [181]. We performed cross-validation on our participant expression calibration data,

achieving an accuracy of 74.7% (SD=10.5%) with participant-specific models and 60.4% (SD=10.5%)

with the base model. Note that the much lower performance than on Cohn-Kanade owes to the fact

that this data, gathered in an active learning fashion, is by definition “adversarial,” with greater

variation and noise than standard academic datasets, providing a lower bound estimate on real-time

accuracy in the home.

Having high emotion recognition accuracy is critical for a system that teaches children with

emotion recognition deficits to learn to recognize emotions. While we maximized accuracy by cus-

tomizing the emotion recognition model to each participant’s family and close friends, there were
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still instances when the model failed. In some of these cases, parents were able to use the emotion

misclassification as a learning experience:

“We would laugh if it picked up the wrong emotion and then we would talk about what is in fact

the correct emotion. . . it gave us a platform to talk about emotions that we didn’t have before.” -

Participant 2’s Parent (participant 10 years old, male)

Often when the emotion recognition failed, the parents would blame their emotional acting skills

rather than the system itself:

“[Participant 17] has used the glasses several times with his therapists, and they seem to be

working well. He’s still getting inconsistent feedback on them when using them with me, though,

which tells me that I really just don’t have an expressive enough face for the software to be able to

interpret my emotions correctly.” – Participant 17’s parent (participant 11 years old, male)

During the interviews, 11 out of 14 families remarked that their child’s ability to recognize

emotions had noticeably improved during the course of the study. One child noted:

“I’ve been applying what I saw with the Google Glass to situations without the Google Glass...I

would see my friend’s face and it would look similar to one of the faces I saw on my parents when

they were upset so then I could ask my friend, ‘What happened?”’ - Participant 3 (15 years old,

female)

This suggests that such wearable systems need not be prosthetics that are constantly worn by

the children, but rather, can induce great benefit with limited and constrained daily use. Addi-

tionally, some parents also noticed that the activities involved in the study had caused themselves

to communicate emotions more expressively, with more facial gesturing, than they typically had in

the past. Thirteen out of 14 families realized that the study provided a context for family discus-

sion and thereby had increased family quality time. Twelve of the 14 families that completed the

study remarked a dramatic increase in eye contact, including cases where a di↵erence was noticed

independently from teachers and therapists who were unaware of the study. Some notable examples:

“We already noticed something very dramatically I like to share. [Participant 1] is actually

looking at us when he talks through Google Glass during a conversation and it was noticed without

glasses from his teacher in Language Art yesterday, its [sic] almost like a switch was turned. We

found this very important to share and I hope it will help your research to take a closer look at this

event when other kids will start wearing the glasses. Thank you!!! My son is looking into my face.”

- Participant 1’s parent (participant 11 years old, male)

“I was at [Participant 17]’s school speaking with the o�ce secretary there about something, and

in reminiscing about how long [Participant 17] has been at the school she mentioned how [Participant

17] now looks her in the face when speaking to her (whereas previously [Participant 17] wouldn’t

look at her). I am seeing improved eye contact at home as well, though some days it’s still hit or

miss.” - Participant 17’s parent (participant 11 years old, male)
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Lessons learned

We have conducted the first longitudinal at-home design study of a wearable emotion recognition

system for children with ASD. Based on our 12-week qualitative evaluation of the SuperpowerGlass

system, we have learned several lessons regarding the design of such systems that are used at home

and controlled by parents.

Repeated use of wearable social aids can result in an improvement in social behavior when not

wearing the device. In addition to the improvements in social behavior noticed by most parents in

the trial, we have seen various instances of people unaware of the SuperpowerGlass study noticing

improvements in child behavior, such as Participant 17’s teacher (see Section 5.7). This phenomenon

of children generalizing the emotional expressions reinforced on their parents during the at-home

sessions to other social situations suggests that wearable social aids do have the potential to stimulate

generalizable emotional skills without being used as a constantly-worn prosthetic device. Future

designers of wearable behavioral aids should consider whether the system needs to be continuously

worn or whether an e↵ect can be observed with minimal usage as was done in this study.

Children with ASD may prefer system design decisions that are not optimally designed for the

desired long-term outcome on the child. We noticed significant di↵erences in facial engagement

between the various indicator options. The amount of facial contact the children made with their

parents increased as the area of the indicator increased, despite comments the children made of

feeling more distracted with the larger facial indicators. Ideally, these secondary feedback cues can

be helpful as long as they do not overwhelm the child. That is, the child should be able to focus

on the primary content (such as the emotion cues) while simultaneously processing the peripheral

information (face-tracking indicator light). Our study suggests that a small indicator on the corner

of the screen caused the least amount of distraction to the child while a boxed frame design produced

the highest amount of facial engagement. This is a particularly interesting situation because the cost

of two conflicting design goals (minimal obtrusiveness versus eliciting a response in the child) has

to be weighed when determining the final design. While distracting designs can be a bad idea for

wearable feedback delivered to children with ASD, in this case, the most obtrusive design was the

one that resulted in the most e↵ective clinical response (looking at a conversational partner’s face).

It is therefore important to prioritize outcome measures over participant preferences, particularly

for participants with developmental challenges or delays.

The design of wearable systems for children with ASD should be heavily dependent on the

functioning level of the child. Since there is a significant discrepancy between children with high-

functioning and low-functioning ASD with respect to activity preference, the development of the

games should be targeted towards the child’s age and severity of ASD symptoms. That is, a one-

size-fits-all design approach is inappropriate for wearable aids for children with ASD.

We also observed that certain children with ASD can handle greater amounts of sensory stimu-

lation. Both usage data and family interview feedback confirm that participants almost universally
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prefer enabling both a face indicator and video and audio feedback. This contradicts the initial

concern that o↵ering multiple kinds of feedback might cause sensory overload, and suggests that

as we continue to develop the user experience, there may be room to experiment with increasing

frequency and types of feedback even more, if we feel it provides a positive impact.

Consistently inconsistent automated feedback can make users doubtful of their own capabilities.

When our emotion recognition model failed consistently for some parents, the parents doubted their

emotional acting skills rather than the system’s emotion recognition accuracy. The problem was

not with the parents’ acting abilities, but rather with the emotion recognition model. If the system

was transparent about how it works under the hood, for example by displaying the confidence score

of the emotion prediction, then the parents would not have the misconception of the cause of the

malfunction. It would be beneficial to include details about the classification confidence score in

SuperpowerGlass. In general, it is critical that the inner workings of automated feedback mechanisms

for therapeutic purposes are transparent to the user, particularly for longitudinal use when prolonged

incorrect or maladaptive feedback can have a significant negative e↵ect.

In order to be engaging, interactive video content from wearable therapy sessions for children

with ASD should be augmented with su�cient context about the content. There was a lack of

stated use of the post-session video review application despite frequent use of the Glass system. As

discussed above, some parents found that the parent review feature helped facilitate engagement by

providing a source of humor while others found little use for the app because it was di�cult to recall

the context of the interaction from a video only annotated with detected emotion. Parents state that

post-session tagging of content was rarely used for this reason. Therefore, in order to be engaging

yet usable, it is critical that interactive video content from wearable therapy sessions, while meant

for review by children with ASD and their parents, is augmented with su�cient context about the

session so that users can easily navigate the video. This is particularly essential for long-term use

of such wearable systems, which can produce hours of video content.

2.2.3 GuessWhat

Dual-purpose applications which combine therapeutic intervention and psychiatric data capture are

also possible. GuessWhat is a cross-platform smartphone application that provides therapy through

a Charades-style game where the parent places the phone on their forehead [226, 228, 227, 229].

The child is encouraged to act out emotions and make facial contact with the parent. The front-

facing camera captures video of children highly enriched for face contact. GuessWhat is the first

interventional system for autism designed with the dual purpose of therapy and data capture.

GuessWhat is the primary vehicle used throughout this thesis for capturing highly structured

and curated video data of children to aid in the training of behavioral classifiers.

I summarize the GuessWhat system below through a series of images originally published by

Kalantarian et al. [229], the original developer of the system:
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Figure 2.13: Players can select between several decks of prompts, each posing unique challenges
with respect to di�culty of interpretation and expression. Options range from simple emotions and
photos to abstract challenges such as sports games and occupations. Figure and caption originally
published by Kalantarian et al. [229].

Figure 2.14: Before gameplay, the caregiver is asked to specify which child is playing. This associates
the video with the demographic information of the child provided by the caregiver. Figure and
caption originally published by Kalantarian et al. [229].
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Figure 2.15: During a gameplay session, the caregiver flips the phone such that the screen is facing
towards the child. The child will see a prompt and will act it out using gestures and expressions
while being recorded with the phone’s front camera. When a child guesses correctly, the caregiver
tilts the phone forward which awards them a point and changes the image prompt. Figure and
caption originally published by Kalantarian et al. [229].

Figure 2.16: To ensure user privacy, all captured videos during a game session are played back to
the user immediately afterwards. At this time, the user can specify that they would like to delete
the video. Alternatively, consenting participants can agree to share their video with us. Figure and
caption originally published by Kalantarian et al. [229].
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Figure 2.17: This figure shows how a single video is processed. Each video frame is processed by
a face tracker algorithm. Those frames in which a face is detected are processed using an emotion
recognition algorithm. The distribution of emotions, as well as the percentage of face tracker failures,
varies greatly between prompts, decks, and populations. Figure and caption originally published by
Kalantarian et al. [229].



Chapter 3

Recruiting a trustworthy and

reliable crowd

There are massive shortages in the quantity and availability of expert clinicians to diagnose and treat

behavioral conditions such as autism. While ML serves as a promising method for scalable autism

screening, modern ML techniques cannot classify complex human behavior from rich data streams.

Crowdsourcing can be used to automate the annotation of such data streams in the absence of

available ML classifiers. A reliable crowd can solve not only the bottleneck of automated behavioral

classification but also the dearth of labeled training data.

The methods described in Chapter 2 enable reduction of the feature space and the identification

of key features for an accurate diagnosis. This knowledge, in turn, creates an opportunity for

innovation around how measurements are captured. Digital phenotyping techniques enable increased

objectivity of behavior measurements due to their quantitative nature. The approaches described in

this chapter use ML methods to predict autism directly. The approaches described in the following

chapter (Chapter 4) describes crowdsourcing methods to capture features and subsequent training

of behavioral classifiers.

3.1 Background and related work

A major bottleneck of automatic feature extraction using AI approaches is the lack of su�cient data

and labels. Without human labels to serve as a ground truth, ML models cannot be trained and

generalized. Digital technologies have enabled a solution to this problem through crowdsourcing,

a technique for acquiring labeled data from distributed humans [201]. Amazon Mechanical Turk

has become the leading platform for paid crowdsourcing tasks [238]. The ImageNet dataset, a

canonical dataset of labeled images which revolutionized the field of computer vision (Figure 2.1),

41
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was curated on Mechanical Turk [104]. Crowdsourced annotation is crucial for training classifiers in

new behavioral domains.

Duda et al. used crowdsourced survey responses from 15 multiple choice questions selected

from SRS to reach a diagnostic AUC of 89% [121]. Tariq et al. used crowdsourced answers to

clinically relevant categorical ordinal questions inspired by ADI-R and ADOS provided by non-

expert raters as input to previously validated ML models, with AUC >93%, sensitivity of 94.5%,

and specificity of 77.4% [437]. This suggests that non-expert workers can provide clinically useful

categorical ordinal labels about human behavior exhibited in unstructured videos. This method

has demonstrated promising results when applied to videos collected of Bangladeshi children [438],

reaching an accuracy of 85%.

Use of human raters has also enabled labeling of novel computer vision datasets, as human

raters are imperative for labeling complex behaviors where su�cient training data are lacking. Prior

successes in the field of autism computer vision-based diagnostics include labeling emotion [31, 440],

disengagement of attention [185], levels of engagement, social referencing, facial engagement [492],

non-speech sounds such as laughter, and indicators of language errors like stutters [188]. As a

powerful technique for generating novel datasets, crowdsourcing is emerging as an invaluable tool

for accelerating data-driven diagnostics.

3.2 Gamified labeling vs. paid crowdsourcing

3.2.1 Paid and unpaid crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing provides a scalable alternative to the current diagnostic evaluations for ASD that

include extensive and lengthy clinical evaluation by a trained professional and are inaccessible to

families in rural areas as well as those with low incomes [316]. Crowdsourcing, broadly defined,

is a type of participatory online activity in which an entity proposes the voluntary undertaking

of a task to a group of individuals [141]. Crowdsourcing can improve the quality and speed of

medical research projects by leveraging the crowd for large-scale problem solving, data processing,

surveillance/monitoring, and surveying [437]. Thus, crowdsourcing may enable families who are

limited by long waiting times, are members of underserved populations in the United States, or

are living in countries where accessibility is hampered by available resources to obtain an accurate

diagnosis in a timely manner.

Crowdsourcing is increasingly used in health promotion, research, and care [87]. Ben-Sasson et

al showed that parents of children suspected to have autism can fill out standardized questionnaires

about their own child online to prescreen for autism; a machine learning classifier trained on the

questionnaire responses identified 58% to 88% of children at risk for autism [38]. Tariq et al showed

that feature tagging by independent nonexpert raters enables rapid machine learning risk prediction

for autism using home videos under 3 minutes in length. However, such approaches have not yet
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been performed or tested at scale. Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is a crowdsourcing platform

that o↵ers a paradigm for engaging a large number of users for short times and low monetary

costs [238]. Kuang et al showed that crowd workers on AMT had significantly higher scores when

rating pictographs than in-person participants in a hospital [255]. Other domain-specific systems

have been developed to support crowdsourcing diagnostic information. For example, CrowdMed

is a software platform that aims to leverage crowdsourcing to help undiagnosed or misdiagnosed

patients by allowing them to submit their cases and interact with case solvers to obtain diagnostic

possibilities [316].

Here, I present a series of three pilot crowdsourced studies, which enabled me to test the ability of

the crowd to directly identify autism and provide behavioral metrics that could be used for machine

learning autism classification based on a short video clip of a child interacting with his/her parent.

In Study 1, I evaluate whether a randomly selected set of paid crowd workers could accurately label

videos of children interacting with their parent as either ‘Autism’ or ‘Not autism.’ In Study 2, I

evaluate whether high-scoring workers providing intuitive answers about a disorder would perform

well on a di↵erent set of videos and would be motivated to perform a more thorough task on AMT. In

Study 3, I test how unpaid crowd workers perform when rating videos for diagnostics. I hypothesize

that workers would enjoy the rating task, that certain demographics of workers could emerge as

high-quality raters, that paid and unpaid crowd workers would perform equally well on the same

set of videos, that high-scoring workers on simple rating tasks would continue to perform well on

harder rating tasks, and that crowd ratings would approximate a set of ‘gold standard’ ratings from

professionals.

All three studies were designed incrementally in response to the results from the prior study. All

three studies were approved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board. Videos for all studies were

sourced from publicly available YouTube videos. I searched for videos of children both with and

without autism based on the following criteria for the videos: (1) it shows the child’s hands and face;

(2) it includes clear opportunities for direct social engagement; and (3) it involves opportunities for

the child to use an object such as a utensil, crayon, or toy. I selected a subset of 20 videos for this

study balanced by age, gender, and diagnosis. Table 3.2.1 provides video demographic statistics of

the sets of videos used in all tasks.

Video length Child age (years) Female (%) Children with
Studies mean (range) mean (range) autism (%)

3 minutes 2 seconds
1, 2, 3 (49 s to 6 min 39 s) 3.2 (2-5) 50 50

2 minutes 9 seconds
2 (1 min 7 s to 4 min 40 s) 2.9 (2-5) 50 50

Table 3.1: Summary of the videos used in the gamified crowdsourcing vs. paid crowdsourcing studies.
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3.2.2 Study 1: Paid crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk

In order to evaluate whether a randomly selected set of paid crowd workers could accurately classify

videos as either ‘Autism’ or ‘Not Autism’, I recruited 54 workers on AMT and recorded their

demographic trends.

Participants

Workers were paid US $3.50 each to complete the task, which aligns with the California minimum

wage payment rate at the time of study administration based on the estimated task-completion

time. To ensure quality, workers were required to have a task approval rate ¿98% for all requesters’

human intelligence tasks and a total number of approved human intelligence tasks ¿500. In order

to identify any di↵erences in rating ability based on demographic trends, I asked workers for their

age and gender, whether the rater is a parent, the number of children the rater knows with autism,

the number of family members with autism, the number of a↵ected friends, and whether the rater

himself/herself has autism.

Task

The task consisted of workers viewing and answering questions on 10 videos of a parent interacting

with a child. The videos were equally balanced for gender and diagnosis (Table 3.2.1). Workers

were not required to watch the entire video but were instead instructed to ‘scroll through the video

once you get the idea, but watch enough to be able to answer the questions.’ I allowed the workers

to skip to other parts of the videos and replay them. As shown in Figure 3.1, each video was

followed by free-response questions asking the rater to briefly describe the activity of the parent

and the child in the video. This was used to verify that the workers adequately engaged with the

videos before providing a rating of either ‘Autism’ or ‘No Autism.’ If the answers were logically

inconsistent, I discarded the worker’s answers. After answering all questions, I asked the workers

a series of demographic questions to describe themselves. These questions included age, gender,

geographic location, whether the rater is a parent, the number of children the rater knows with

autism, the number of family members with autism, the number of a↵ected friends, and whether

the rater himself/herself has autism.

Analysis

I used the Pearson correlation when comparing real numbers to performance metrics and the Point

Biserial correlation when comparing binary variables to performance metrics. In particular, Pearson

correlation was used to compare scores, precision, recall, and specificity to time spent, age, number

of children known with autism, number of family members with autism, number of friends with

autism, number of people known with autism, and number of children known with autism. Point
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Figure 3.1: An example question set on the paid crowdsourcing Mechanical Turk Study 1 task.
Workers answered the same set of questions for 10 separate videos.

Biserial correlation was used to compare scores, precision, recall, specificity, and time spent to

whether the rater has autism, whether the rater is a parent, and the gender of the rater. The metrics

used were accuracy, precision (true positive/[true positive+false positive]), recall (true positive/[true

positive+false negative]), and specificity (true negative/[true negative+false positive]). I analyzed

the subset of workers who scored well (� 8/10) in addition to the pool of all workers in order to

determine demographic traits specific to high-performing workers.

Results

The mean score of the participants who completed all questions was 7.5/10 (SD 1.46). Table 3.2.2

shows the summary demographics of the crowd workers who completed the task. Most of the

demographic trends from the Mechanical Turk cohort were not statistically significant. However,

when only analyzing the workers who scored reasonably well (scored � 8/10; 27/54), there was a

weak negative correlation between the time spent rating the videos and the sensitivity (r=–0.44,

p=.02). There were similar almost-significant trends for accuracy (r=–0.35, p=.07) and precision

(r=–0.38, p=.05). There was no trend for sensitivity or specificity. Table 3.2.2 shows the average

rating of all video raters. As all free response questions about the contents of all videos were accurate,

no results were discarded from any workers.
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Demographic Value
Age, mean (SD) 36.4 (9.0)
With autism (%) 5.6 (N=3/54)
Is a parent (%) 46.3 (N=25/54)
Female (%) 37.0 (N=20/54)

Number of known a↵ected children, mean (SD) 0.7 (0.9)
Number of a↵ected families, mean (SD) 0.4 (0.7)
Number of a↵ected friends, mean (SD) 1.3 (1.2)

Number of total known a↵ected people, mean (SD) 2.3 (3.3)

Table 3.2: Summary demographics of the crowd workers in Study 1.

Video number Ratings Labeled as ‘Autism’ (%) True rating
1 87 Autism
2 6 Not autism
3 2 Not autism
4 44 Autism
5 81 Autism
6 2 Not autism
7 39 Autism
8 49 Not autism
9 70 Autism
10 2 Not autism

Table 3.3: Ratings labeled as ‘autism’ across all 54 paid crowd workers in Study 1.

3.2.3 Study 2: Paid crowdsourcing with high-scoring workers

In order to evaluate whether high-scoring workers providing intuitive answers about a disorder would

perform well on a di↵erent set of videos and be motivated to perform a more thorough task on AMT,

I conducted a follow-up study with the workers who performed well (scored � 8/10) in Study 1. The

study was divided into two parts: (1) conducting the same task as in Study 1 but with a di↵erent

set of 10 videos, and (2) answering a series of 31 multiple-choice questions about specific behaviors

of the child for each of the 10 videos from Study 1.

Participants

A total of 27 workers who scored � 8/10 in Study 1 were successfully recruited to complete an

additional set of 11 tasks. I chose to exclude workers who did not perform well in Study 1, because

I wanted to filter out workers who did not demonstrate intuitive skill for detecting developmental

delays in children. I chose a cuto↵ of 8/10, because a higher cuto↵ would not yield a large enough

worker pool to recruit from. Workers were recruited through a worker bonus of US $0.05 and sent

a message describing the additional tasks and pay for completion of the tasks.
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Tasks

In the first task, the setup was identical to that in Study 1 except that a di↵erent set of videos

was used (Table 3.2.1). The remaining 10 tasks required workers to answer a series of 31 multiple-

choice questions that have been previously shown to have high predictive power for detecting autism

through video [437]. The 31 multiple-choice questions target 31 di↵erent symptoms of ASD and are

written to rate the presence of these symptoms in short videos of children. Each question asks the

rater to rate an individual symptom of autism, with the answers representing increasing levels of

severity; each question therefore serves as a rating scale that allows for quantitative comparisons.

To understand the worker satisfaction with the tasks, I asked all workers to provide any free-form

comments about the rating experience. Figure 3.2 shows the user interface for these tasks. The

same set of 10 videos was used in this series of tasks as in Study 1. For each task, the interface

consisted of a single video followed by a series of 31 multiple-choice questions, including the original

diagnosis question (‘autism’ or ‘no autism’) asked in Study 1. Because all the recruited workers had

already performed well in Study 1, no verification questions about the video were asked. The task

interface is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Two questions on the paid crowdsourcing Amazon Mechanical Turk Study 2 multiple-
choice tasks. Workers were asked to answer 31 multiple-choice questions for a single video per task.
There were 10 available identical tasks with di↵erent videos.
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Comparison to gold standard ratings

In order to compare the answers provided by the crowd workers with a ‘gold standard’ rating, I

asked two trained clinical research coordinators experienced in working with children with autism

and neuropsychiatric disorders to answer all 31 questions for each of the 10 videos that included

multiple-choice questions. This rating was used as a baseline to compare the answers from the AMT

workers.

Analysis

As in Study 1, Pearson correlation was used to compare scores to time spent, age, number of children

known with autism, number of family members with autism, number of friends known with autism,

number of people known with autism, and number of children known with autism. Point Biserial

correlation was used to compare scores to whether the rater has autism, whether the rater is a

parent, and the gender of the rater.

Demographics of good workers

Table 3.2.3 shows the comparison between workers who performed well (� 8/10) and poorly (<

8/10) in Study 1. There were no statistically significant di↵erences between the two populations

except in the mean number of a↵ected children that the worker knew.

Performed well Performed poorly
Demographic (score � 8/10) (score < 8/10) p value
Age, mean (SD) 34.7 (6.5) 38.1 (10.8) 0.17
With autism (%) 7.4 (N=2/27) 3.7 (N=1/27) 0.56
Is a parent (%) 44.4 (N=12/27) 48.1 (N=13/27) 0.79
Female (%) 44.4 (N=12/27) 29.6 (N=8/27) 0.27

Number of known
a↵ected children, mean (SD) 0.5 (0.7) 1.0 (1.0) 0.048

Number of a↵ected
families, mean (SD) 0.2 (0.4) 0.5 (0.9) 0.094
Number of a↵ected
friends, mean (SD) 1.1 (1.3) 1.5 (1.2) 0.23
Number of total

known a↵ected people, mean (SD) 2.3 (3.9) 2.3 (2.6) 0.97

Table 3.4: Comparison of summary demographics of the crowd workers who performed well (� 8/10)
and poorly (< 8/10) in Study 1.

Performance of di↵erent worker sets

The mean score of the crowd workers was 6.76/10 (SD 0.59). Because the study cohort was smaller

for Study 2, I did not analyze demographic trends. Instead, I analyzed completion rate, rating trends,
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and agreement with ‘gold standard’ raters. Table 3.2.3 shows the autism classification ratings of all

raters in this part of the study. There was significantly more rater agreement than that in Study

1, indicating that crowd workers who perform well on providing diagnoses on one set of videos will

also perform well on a di↵erent set of videos with similar characteristics.

Video Number Ratings labeled as ‘Autism’ (%) True Rating
11 100 Autism
12 0 Not autism
13 43 Autism
14 0 Not autism
15 90 Autism
16 76 Autism
17 90 Autism
18 10 Not autism
19 24 Not autism
20 0 Not autism

Table 3.5: Ratings labeled as ‘autism’ across all 22 paid crowd workers in the task with a di↵erent
set of 10 videos.

Worker satisfaction

No workers provided any negative comment about any of the tasks in this study. Several workers

had positive comments:

Well organized and enjoyable.

Thank you as always! I appreciate the opportunity and the behavioral learning experience.

Fantastic survey. I really hope there are more of these in the future!

Thank you so much! So glad to be a part of your studies and hope that this will progress your

work in autism.

Thank you and look forward to more hits.

Worker motivation

In addition to thanking the researchers for the provided tasks, some workers (4/27) volunteered

detailed explanations about the videos and the reasoning behind their ratings. Representative

examples:

It was a bit hard to hear the other people besides the child, so not sure if they were talking to her

when she shouted ‘yes’.

I want to say this child has Autism, but would like to see some more sensory information before

I truly decided. Hence why some questions were N/A.

The child seems to be listening to something on earphones. Some part of it seems like she is

singing along to it. The limited interaction with parents seems more like distraction by the music
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than some developmental problem.

While I think this girl has some sort of developmental issues, (her playing with the straw, hand

motions, fixation on the parents phone at the end), I think it’s a stretch to call it autism. I’ll do the

last one of these later today!

Comparison to gold standard ratings

The ratings between the two gold standard raters were identical for all videos except for one, where

the answers di↵ered by one point for a single question. Across all videos, the average deviation

between the average crowdsourced answers and the gold standard ratings was 0.56, with an SD of

0.51. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of deviations of all questions for all videos. There were 310

data points (31 questions x 10 workers). I followed up this analysis with a qualitative inspection of

all (video-question) pairs where the average deviation exceeded 1.5.

Analyzing the underlying cause of worker deviation

A qualitative analysis of the (video-question) pairs where the average deviation exceeded 1.5 helped

us understand the underlying cause of worker deviation from the gold standard rating. There were

22 such pairs (of a possible 31 x 10 = 310 pairs). There were 2 questions, in particular, that

had high deviation across multiple videos (Table 3.2.3). Questions 13 and 16 were more vague

than other questions, providing a list of numerous example behaviors within the question. These

example behaviors were not exhaustive; therefore, it is possible that some workers only looked for

the explicitly listed behaviors without generalizing. There was also one video that had significantly

more deviations above 1.5 than other videos. This video involved a 4-year-old girl with ASD singing

songs with her father. It is possible that ASD features are more di�cult to distinguish from video

when observing singing rather than natural speech.

Question Number Question Number of deviating videos (of 10)
13 Does the child get upset, angry 4

or irritated by particular sounds,
tastes, smells, sights or textures?

16 Does the child stare at objects 5
for long periods of time or focus
on particular sounds, smells or
textures, or like to sni↵ things?

Table 3.6: Questions where the average worker score was > 1.5/3.0 from the gold standard rating.
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Figure 3.3: A histogram of the AMT worker deviation from the gold standard ratings for all questions
and all videos. The maximum possible deviation is 3.0. Most video ratings have a deviation below
1.0, which is an acceptable error. However, several worker responses deviated greatly from the gold
standard. AMT: Amazon Mechanical Turk.

3.2.4 Study 3: Public crowdsourcing through citizen healthcare

In order to test how unpaid crowd workers perform when rating videos for diagnostics, I developed

a public website for watching the videos and answering questions about the videos. Through pilot

testing, I found that unpaid crowd workers are not willing to answer 31 multiple-choice questions

for several videos; therefore, I focused on the Autism or Not task from Study 1.

Participants

A total of 82 participants were recruited via a public-facing website (videoproject.stanford.edu) that

was distributed via social media shares and online community noticeboards (e.g., Nextdoor.com).
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Task

When the user navigates to the webpage, they are provided with a video and two buttons allowing

them to classify the video as ‘Autism’ or ‘Not autism’ (Figure 3.4A), as in Study 1. In order to

minimize participant dropout from completing a long list of demographic questions, i interleaved each

question throughout the video-rating process (Figure 3.4B). After rating all videos and providing

all demographic information, the user is directed to a results page where his/her score and total

rating time are displayed along with the option to play again and share their results on social media

(Figure 3.4C)

Figure 3.4: (A) The primary interface for the “citizen healthcare” public crowdsourcing study. Cit-
izen healthcare providers watch a short video and then classify the video as “Autism” or “Not
Autism.” (B) After rating each video in the ”citizen healthcare” public crowdsourcing study, users
are asked a single demographic question about themselves. This allows us to collect demographic
information without overwhelming the user, which would otherwise lead to lower participant reten-
tion rates. (C) At the end of the “citizen healthcare” public crowdsourcing study, users are informed
of their score and the time they spent rating. They then have the option to play the game again
and share their result on Facebook or Twitter.

Results

There were 145 unique visits to videoproject.stanford.edu. A total of 126 participants provided at

least one rating of the series of 10 videos. Of these 126 participants who started the rating process,

115 completed all videos (91.3% retention). The mean score of the participants who completed all

questions was 6.67/10 (SD 1.61). In contrast, the mean score of the paid participants was 7.50

(SD 1.46) for the same set of videos in Study 1 and 6.76 (SD 0.59) in Study 2 for a di↵erent set

of videos with the high-scoring workers. A two-tailed t test between the scores of the paid workers
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in Study 1 and the unpaid workers in Study 3 showed significant di↵erences (t(168)=3.37, P <

.001). As in Study 1, I analyzed the Pearson correlation when comparing real numbers to scores

and the Point Biserial correlation when comparing binary variables to scores. There were weak

correlations between age and score (r=0.22, P=.02), age and sensitivity (r=–0.19, P=.04), age and

total time spent rating videos (r=0.25, P=.004), whether the rater is an educator and total time

spent rating videos (r=–0.185, P=.045), number of family members with autism and sensitivity

(r=–0.195, P=.04), and number of family members with autism and precision (r=–0.203, P=.03).

There were 145 unique visits to videoproject.stanford.edu. A total of 126 participants provided at

least one rating of the series of 10 videos. Of these 126 participants who started the rating process,

115 completed all videos (91.3% retention). The mean score of the participants who completed all

questions was 6.67/10 (SD 1.61). In contrast, the mean score of the paid participants was 7.50

(SD 1.46) for the same set of videos in Study 1 and 6.76 (SD 0.59) in Study 2 for a di↵erent set

of videos with the high-scoring workers. A two-tailed t test between the scores of the paid workers

in Study 1 and the unpaid workers in Study 3 showed significant di↵erences (t(168)=3.37, P<

.001). As in Study 1, I analyzed the Pearson correlation when comparing real numbers to scores

and the Point Biserial correlation when comparing binary variables to scores. There were weak

correlations between age and score (r=0.22, P=.02), age and sensitivity (r=–0.19, P=.04), age and

total time spent rating videos (r=0.25, P=.004), whether the rater is an educator and total time

spent rating videos (r=–0.185, P=.045), number of family members with autism and sensitivity

(r=–0.195, P=.04), and number of family members with autism and precision (r=–0.203, P=.03).

3.2.5 Lessons

I have demonstrated the feasibility of both paid and ‘citizen healthcare’ crowd workers to provide

pediatric diagnostic information on behavioral disorders based on short video clips. I first ran a study

(Study 1) with 54 AMT workers and found that there was a weak negative correlation between the

time spent rating the videos and the sensitivity (r=–0.44, P=.02). I then conducted a follow-up

study (Study 2) with the AMT workers who performed well (correctly classified at least 8 of the 10

videos) in Study 1 and received exclusively positive feedback about the tasks, even requesting for

more. This feedback, in conjunction with the high completion rate for the set of tasks, indicates

that crowd workers who perform well in simple tasks (e.g., from Study 1) are likely to not only

participate in but also enjoy completing further tasks if encouraged about their prior performance

and paid su�ciently.

I also found that across all videos, the average deviation between the average crowdsourced

answers and the gold standard ratings was 0.56, with an SD of 0.51. Since the scales are from 0

(not severe) to 3 (severe), this deviation indicates that the crowd tends to rate within acceptable

error. Most of the deviations fell within 1.0, although there was a non-negligible number of video

questions with an SD.
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Finally, I ran the procedures from Study 1 on a public website advertised on social media and

found weak correlations between certain demographic groups. However, due to the small correlations,

larger studies with larger sample sizes are required to draw significant conclusions from this result.

A two-tailed t test between the scores of the paid workers in Study 1 and the unpaid workers in

Study 3 showed a significant di↵erence (t(168)=3.37, P < .001). This indicates that paid workers

will outperform a general unpaid crowd of online citizen workers.

A limitation of this work includes the lack of the assessment of this crowdsourced ‘citizen health-

care model’ in a real-world clinical setting. I am working on establishing the infrastructure to test

this kind of system in a clinical setting (see Future Work), and my findings using publicly available

YouTube videos and ‘uploader reported’ diagnoses for this initial pilot study provide support for

such future research.

It is unclear whether results from AMT can be generalized to all paid crowdsourcing platforms.

It is possible that another paid crowdsourcing platform could yield workers with higher or lower

performance than those that chose to participate in the AMT studies. There were 27 well-performing

workers who moved on to participate in Study 2, but testing Study 2 procedures with participants

who scored < 8/10 would provide additional insights into the performance of crowdsourced video

raters.

I emphasize that the work performed here is a pilot study for crowdsourcing acquisition of

pediatric diagnostic information from an untrained population. In future studies, it will be fruitful

to explore a larger diagnostic workforce and replicate the processes described here with independent

subsets of the crowd. In terms of the public ‘citizen healthcare’ experiment included in this study,

some of the results could have been skewed by my recruiting methodologies. I recruited participants

largely via conference presentations and recruitment postings on Nextdoor in the San Francisco Bay

Area, California, as well as south Austin, Texas. I were ultimately only able to enroll 71 people to

complete the study, but a larger-scale crowdsourced study with broader public recruitment strategies

might yield emerging demographic trends that did not arise in this study due to the limited sample

size.

3.3 Existence of ‘Super Recognizers’

Here, I evaluate the performance of individual workers within four independent pools of crowdsourced

workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [238, 360], a popular paid crowdsourcing platform,

and Microworkers [162, 344], another paid crowdsourcing platform with a significantly larger in-

ternational pool of workers compared to MTurk [193]. The workers watch unstructured videos of

children with autism and neurotypical controls and fill out a series of multiple-choice questions about

the child’s behavior. The series of multiple-choice answers serve as a vector of categorical ordinal

features used as input to a previously validated [265, 437] logistic regression classifier distinguishing
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neurotypical children from autistic children. I assess the di↵erences in classifier probabilities and

final predictions across workers, finding that there are significant di↵erences in worker performance

despite identical video di�culty levels. These results suggest that crowd workers must be filtered

before incorporation into clinical diagnostic practices.

3.3.1 Clinically representative video set

Clinically representative videos were downloaded from YouTube. I selected publicly available videos

of both children with and without autism. Diagnosis was based on video title and description

reported by the uploader. I only selected videos that matched all of the following criteria: (1) the

child’s hands and face are clearly visible, (2) there are opportunities for social engagement, and (3)

there is at least one opportunity for using an object such as a toy or utensil. No further selection

criteria were used.

All three rating groups on Microworkers received the same set of 24 videos with a mean duration

of 47.75 s (SD = 30.71 s). Six videos contain a female child with autism, six videos contain a

neurotypical female child, six videos contain a male child with autism, and six videos contain a

neurotypical male child. The mean age of children in the video was 3.65 years (SD = 1.82 years).

I asked 4 licensed clinical experts (2 Child and Adolescent Psychiatrists, 1 Clinical Psychologist,

and 1 Speech Language Pathologist) to watch each video of the 12 children with an autism diagnosis

and to rate the severity of the child’s autism symptoms according to the first question of the Clinical

Global Impression (CGI) [180] scale measuring the ‘severity of illness’ between 1 (‘normal, not at all

ill’) to 7 (‘among the most extremely ill patients’). I then recorded the mean rating rounded to the

nearest whole number. There was one video with a mean rating of 2 (‘borderline mentally ill’), four

with a mean of 4 (‘moderately ill’), five with a mean of 5 (‘markedly ill’), and two with a mean of 6

(‘severely ill’), validating that I posted a clinically representative set of videos on Microworkers.

I additionally conducted a post-hoc analysis of previously crowdsourced yet unpublished pilot

test results from MTurk with the exact same rating tasks except using a separate set of 43 videos

to rate with a mean duration of 43.85 s (SD = 26.06 s). Ten videos from this set contain a female

child with autism, eleven videos contain a neurotypical female child, twelve videos contain a male

child with autism, and ten videos contain a neurotypical male child. The mean age of children in the

video set was 3.61 years (SD = 1.61 years). The 4 clinical experts rated the 22 children with autism

in this set using the CGI. There were three videos with a mean rating of 2 (‘borderline mentally

ill’), five with a mean of 3 (‘mildly ill’), three with a mean of 4 (‘moderately ill’), six with a mean

of 5 (‘markedly ill’), and five with a mean of 6 (‘severely ill’), validating that I posted a clinically

representative set of videos on MTurk.
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3.3.2 Video observation classifier

To evaluate the performance of crowd workers against a clinician gold standard, a previously val-

idated binary logistic regression classifier [437, 265] was trained on electronic health record data

consisting of clinician filled Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) [284] scoresheets for

1319 children with autism and 70 non-autism controls. I chose logistic regression over alternative

classical machine learning techniques like support vector machines and alternating decision trees be-

cause of the previously published head-to-head comparison of these techniques by Tariq et al. [437],

which found that logistic regression resulted in both the highest accuracy and highest unweighted

average recall. I used the default scikit-learn parameters for logistic regression, except I evaluated

both L1 and L2 regularization with an inverse regularization strength of 0.05, forcing strong regu-

larization. I reported the metrics with the greatest accuracy of L1 or L2 regularization. Because my

goal was to evaluate worker performance and not to maximize the performance of a classifier, I did

not perform any further hyperparameter tuning.

Because logistic regression classifiers emit a probability for a binary outcome, I treat the proba-

bility as a confidence score of the crowdsourced workers’ responses. Here, I exclusively analyze the

probability of the correct class (referred to as PCC from here on out), which is p when the true class

is autism and 1� p when the true class is neurotypical. When assessing classifier predictions, I use

a threshold of 0.5. Throughout this thesis, I refer to a worker’s average PCC for videos the worker

rated as a measure of the worker’s video tagging capability. Similarly, I refer to a video’s PCC as

the di�culty level of the video.

3.3.3 Video rating tasks

I aimed to crowdsource workers from three culturally distinct countries where autism is prevalent yet

access to resources is lacking. These are samples of areas where accessible, a↵ordable, and scalable

precision medicine solutions, such as instantiations of the technique described here, can enable access

to care to underserved populations globally. In particular, I selected Bangladesh, Kenya, and the

Philippines, countries that collectively represent diverse areas containing problematic issues with

autism prevalence and limited access to services [10, 129, 172, 299].

In order to generalize my findings across these distinct groups of workers, I posted four sets of

video rating tasks under the following hypotheses:

• H1a. There are workers on MTurk whose mean classifier PCC will exceed 75%.

• H1b. There are ‘super recognizer’ workers on MTurk whose mean classifier PCC will exceed

75% and whose mean will be over one standard deviation above 50%.

• H2a. There are workers from Bangladesh on Microworkers whose mean classifier PCC will

exceed 75%.
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• H2b. There are ‘super recognizer’ workers from Bangladesh on Microworkers whose mean

classifier PCC will exceed 75% and whose mean will be over one standard deviation above

50%.

• H3a. There are workers from Kenya on Microworkers whose mean classifier PCC will exceed

75%.

• H3b. There are ‘super recognizer’ workers from Kenya on Microworkers whose mean classifier

PCC will exceed 75% and whose mean will be over one standard deviation above 50%.

• H4a. There are workers from the Philippines on Microworkers whose mean classifier PCC will

exceed 75%.

• H4b. There are ‘super recognizer’ workers from the Philippines on Microworkers whose mean

classifier PCC will exceed 75% and whose mean will be over one standard deviation above

50%.

I evaluate the above hypotheses only for workers who rated at least ten videos and for videos that

received at least ten sets of ratings from workers. Hypotheses H1a, H2a, H3a, and H4a verify that

there exist workers whose mean classifier PCC is consistently higher than the classification decision

boundary by a sizable margin (25%) that is consistent with the documented 75% agreement rate

between qualified multidisciplinary team diagnosis [307] using the Autism Diagnostic Observation

Schedule (ADOS) [284] and Gilliam Autism Rating Scale (GARS) [169] scales. Hypotheses H1b,

H2b, H3b, and H4b are more stringent, requiring the worker to exhibit low enough variance in

their answers such that one standard deviation below their mean PCC is still above the classifier

decision boundary and therefore still yields the correct diagnostic prediction. This level of robustness

to variability is reasonable given the measures of inter-rater reliability of ADOS scoresheets, with

Cohen’s kappa coe�cients for individual ADOS items ranging between 0.24 and 0.94 [514].

The first set of tasks was posted on MTurk. The second, third, and fourth sets were posted to

distinct groups of workers on Microworkers. The Microworkers crowdsourcing tasks were targeted

to workers in Bangladesh, Kenya, and the Philippines in order to sample a su�ciently diverse global

population of crowdworkers while comparing independent subsets of the crowd.

All four independent studies consisted of a series of 13 multiple choice questions which were fed

as inputs into the video observation classifier (Figure 3.5). Although the videos did not necessarily

contain evidence of all 13 behavioral features used as inputs, workers were asked to infer how the

child would behave if placed in the situation in question.

On MTurk, workers were only allowed to proceed with rating further videos if they passed a

series of quality control metrics recording performance against the ADOS gold standard classifier

(see section Materials and Methods: Video Observation Classifier) and the time spent working on

the task. On Microworkers, worker filtering did not occur besides requiring a bare minimum of time

rating each video (a minimum of 2 min per video was required to accept a worker’s response).
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Figure 3.5: The process for calculating a probability score of autism from the categorical answers
provided by crowdsourced workers. (A) Workers answer a series of multiple-choice questions per
video that correspond to (B) categorical ordinal variables used in the input feature matrix to the
(C) logistic regression classifier trained on electronic medical record data. This classifier emits a
probability score for autism, which is the probability of the correct class when the true class is
autism and 1 minus this probability when the true class is neurotypical (the latter case is depicted).
(D) A vector of these probabilities is used to calculate mean worker and mean video probabilities of
the correct class.

3.3.4 Distribution of worker performance

For all four worker groups, there was major variation in the average probability score of the classifier

per video (Figure 3.6) and per worker (Figure 3.7). The mean probability of the true class for the

43 videos with at least ten worker ratings on MTurk was 63.80% (SD = 13.78%), with a minimum

of 16.90% and a maximum of 84.05%. On Microworkers, the mean PCC for videos with at least ten

ratings were 63.15% (N = 24; SD = 10.42%; range = 33.73–79.03%) for Bangladesh, 67.75% (N =

24; SD = 14.68%; range = 32.71–88.91%) for Kenya, and 72.05% (N = 24; SD = 13.05%; range =

47.84–90.80%) for the Philippines.

The mean classifier PCC for the 15 workers with 10 or more videos rated on MTurk was 66.67%

(SD = 5.98%), with a minimum of 48.16% and a maximum of 70.82%. On Microworkers, the mean

worker classifier PCC for those who provided ten or more ratings were 62.53% (N = 56; SD = 10.43%;

range = 42.21–79.53%) for Bangladesh, 66.67% (N = 23; SD = 9.75%; range = 46.62–81.03%) for

Kenya, and 72.71% (N = 25; SD = 10.25%; range = 51.38–89.08%) for the Philippines.

Crucially, while there were individual di↵erences in the subset of videos rated across workers,

there was no significant di↵erence in the di�culties of these videos across workers (Figure 3.8) for
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of average classifier probability of the correct class per video with at least
ten ratings from (A) MTurk workers, (B) Bangladesh Microworkers, (C) Kenya Microworkers, and
(D) Philippines Microworkers. There is wide variability in the di�culty level of rated videos.

workers who rated at least ten videos and videos with at least ten ratings from workers. This

confirms that the variability in worker performance in not attributable to the video di�culties. In

all four groups, a Pearson correlation test between the mean video PCC and mean worker PCC

yielded insignificant results (r = 0.088, p = 0.07 for MTurk; r = 0.017, p = 0.62 for Bangladesh

Microworkers; r = -0.018, p = 0.70 for Kenya Microworkers; and r = -0.030, p = 0.52 for Philippines

Microworkers).

3.3.5 Super recognizers

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 reveal that hypotheses H1a, H2a, H3a, and H4a are confirmed: there were

workers in all four study groups whose mean classifier PCC exceeded 75%. On MTurk, there was

one worker whose mean was greater than one standard deviation above 50%, confirming hypothesis

H1b. There were three Microworkers in the Bangladesh cohort, two Microworkers in the Kenya

cohort and ten Microworkers in the Philippines cohort whose mean was greater than one standard

deviation above 50%, confirming hypotheses H2b, H3b and H4b.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of average probability of the correct class per (A) MTurk worker, (B)
Bangladesh Microworker, (C) Kenya Microworker, and (D) Philippines Microworker who provided
at least ten ratings. There is wide variability in the ability of workers to provide accurate categorical
labels.

3.3.6 E↵ect of Time Spent Rating

Because of pervasive practices among MTurk workers of artificially inflating the time spent on the

task out of fear of spending insu�cient time on the task [56, 339], I only analyzed timing information

of Microworkers data. Several recorded times for MTurk tasks exceeded several hours, suggesting

MTurk worker behavior of bloating task times.

There was no statistically significant Pearson correlation between mean time spent on the task

and mean worker performance for the Kenya and Philippines Microworkers groups individually (r

= 0.191, p = 0.38 for Kenya Microworkers; and r = 0.193, p = 0.35 for Philippines Microworkers).

For Bangladesh Microworkers, there was a statistically significant correlation (r = 0.326, p = 0.01).

When aggregating all Microworkers results, the correlation is slightly strengthened (r = 0.358, p =

0.005).

3.3.7 Formalization of a crowd filtration process

These results suggest that clinical workflows incorporating crowdsourced workers for pediatric diag-

nostics of complex behavioral conditions like autism should first filter down the crowd to a subset of
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Figure 3.8: Mean classifier confidence per video vs. per worker for (A) MTurk workers, (B)
Bangladesh Microworkers, (C) Kenya Microworkers, and (D) Philippines Microworkers for videos
with at least 10 ratings and workers who provided at least ten ratings. Each vertical line of points
contains the di�culty levels of videos rated for one worker, visually demonstrating that workers
received similar distributions of video di�culties to rate despite displaying large variation in average
diagnostic confidence.

workers who repeatedly and consistently perform well. Here, I propose a novel workflow for recruit-

ment of crowdsourced workers to ensure high quality diagnostic evaluations of pediatric behavioral

health conditions:

• Train one or more machine learning classifiers using data accumulated by domain expert clin-

icians. These data may be actively acquired or mined from existing data sources. It is crucial

that the gold standard data are representative of the target pediatric population.

• Define a target performance metric for worker evaluation and a target number of workers to

recruit.

• Collect labels from a massive and distributed set of crowd workers (Figure 3.9).

• Filter the crowd workers progressively and repeatedly until the target number of workers have

reached or surpassed the target performance metric.

• The final set of globally recruited ‘super recognizers’ can be leveraged in precision health and
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precision medicine clinical workflows toward rating a worldwide pediatric population (Fig-

ure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Crowd filtration pipeline. Crowdsourced workers are first evaluated globally. The
highest performers from each location are further evaluated for one or more rounds until a final
skilled workforce is curated. These ‘super recognizers’ may then be repeatedly employed in global
clinical workflows.

3.3.8 Lessons

All four independent worker groups produced at least one worker who rated at least ten videos and

whose mean classifier PCC exceeded 75%. There was one MTurk worker, three Microworkers in

Bangladesh, two Microworkers in the Kenya cohort, and ten Microworkers in the Philippines cohort

whose mean was greater than one standard deviation above 50%. It is unclear whether language

barriers, di↵erences in Microworker demographics across countries, or other factors are responsible

for this inconsistency across countries.

I observe a high variation in worker performance in all four study groups. This variation in

performance is distinct from other common crowdsourcing tasks such as image labeling, where worker

responses are generally accepted to be high quality and therefore only simple quality control metrics

(rather than filtering processes) are usually in place. These results suggest that there are innate
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di↵erences between crowd workers’ abilities to successfully and accurately label behavioral features

from short unstructured videos of children. This variation in intrinsic ability to rate diagnostically

rich features suggests that a filtering process must occur to curate a subset of the crowd who are

skilled at inferring behavior patterns from videos. I term this skilled distributed workforce “super

recognizers” as they appear consistently adept at recognizing and tagging core autism symptoms

from unstructured video without prior training.

Further, I find that the time spent rating is weakly correlated with average performance, indi-

cating that workers can be filtered for spending too little time on the tasks in aggregate. Although

this trend was not observed in the Kenya and Philippines cohorts individually, this may likely be

attributed to the smaller sample sizes of these groups. Including these data in the aggregate time

correlation analysis bolstered the statistical significance of the correlation.

Gold standard classifiers trained on clinician-filled electronic health records are pertinent to

scaling digital behavioral diagnostics. The source of training data is crucial, as behavioral in-

struments are not always consistent with categorizing diagnostic outcomes for the same individ-

ual [480]. The classifier used here was trained on ADOS records, but the children in the videos

were not necessarily diagnosed via the ADOS, as there are several diagnostic instruments for

autism [285, 399, 68, 369, 487] capturing overlapping yet distinct behaviors.

It is clear that di↵erent workers possess varying capabilities in behavioral video tagging, a non-

trivial task. To realize economic crowdsourcing, several subsets of the crowd should be evaluated,

with adept subgroups further pursued. Curating such a skilled crowd workforce in a developing

country may lead to part time employment of ‘super recognizers’ in telemedical practices in that

country. This would eventually enable automated precision medicine through training machine learn-

ing classifiers using the labeled video data libraries accumulated through distributed behavioral video

tagging.

3.4 Metrics for identifying top workers

In the present study, I examine strategies for quantitatively determining the credibility and reliability

of crowd workers whose labels can be trusted by researchers. It is important that the metrics for

evaluating workers are speedy and simple, as formally credentialing recruited crowd workers through

institutional channels is laborious and slow. I crowdsource the task of providing categorical feature

labels to videos of children with autism and matched controls. For each crowdsourced worker,

I evaluate correlations of their mean classifier probability of the correct class (PCC) using their

answers as input with (1) the mean L1 distance between their responses to the same video spaced

one month apart, (2) the mean L1 distance between their answer vector to each video and all other

videos they rated, (3) the mean time spent rating videos, and (4) the mean time and L1 distance of

answers when the worker is explicitly warned about not spending enough time rating a video and
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Figure 3.10: Crowd worker feature tagging user interface deployed on Microworkers.com. Each
worker answered a series of multiple-choice questions corresponding to each input feature of a gold
standard classifier.

provided with a chance to revise their response. I then feed the metrics which are correlated with

PCC into a linear regression model predicting the PCC.

3.4.1 Clinically representative videos

I used a set of 24 publicly available videos from YouTube of children with autism and matched

neurotypical controls (6 females with autism, 6 neurotypical females, 6 males with autism, and 6

neurotypical males). Criteria for video selection and inclusion were that (1) the child’s hand and face

must be visible, (2) opportunities for social engagement must be present, and (3) an opportunity for

using an object such as a toy or utensil must be present. Child diagnosis was determined through

the video title and description. The videos were short, with a mean duration of 47.75 seconds (SD

= 30.71 seconds). The mean age of children in the video was 3.65 years (SD = 1.82 years).
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3.4.2 Crowdsourcing with Microworkers

Prior work has validated the capability of subsets of the crowd recruited from the Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk crowdsourcing platform [360] to provide feature tags of children with autism comparable

to clinical coordinators working with children with autism on a daily basis [476, 474]. I instead

recruited workers from Microworkers.com, as Microworkers consists of a diverse representation of

worker nationalities [193] compared to Mechanical Turk, which contains workers mostly from the

United States and India [212]. Furthermore, Microworkers provides built in functionality for allow-

ing workers to revise their answers if a requester is unsatisfied but believes the worker can redeem

their response. This functionality was crucial for the trustworthiness metric.

The task consisted of a series of 13 multiple choice questions identified, in prior work which

employed feature selection algorithms on electronic health records [2, 3, 124, 123, 121, 365], as

salient categorical ordinal features for autism prediction. Workers were asked to watch a short video

and answer the multiple-choice questions using the interface depicted in Figure 3.10. Microworkers

automatically records the time spent on each task.

Through a pilot study of internal lab raters providing 9,374 video ratings for which I logged

labeling times, I observed that the mean time per video was 557.7 seconds (9 minutes 18 seconds),

with a standard deviation of 929.7 seconds (15 minutes 30 seconds). The pilot task consisted of

answering 31 multiple choice questions, while the Microworkers task only contained 13 questions;

the proportional mean time is 233.9 seconds (3 minutes 54 seconds). I therefore required workers

to spend at least 2 minutes per video, a time threshold significantly below the 233.9 second mean

proportional time. If any crowd worker spent less than 2 minutes rating a video, I leveraged the

built-in functionality on Microworkers to prompt the users to revise their answers and sent them a

warning message disclosing that I know the “Impossibly short time spent on task.” I measured the

additional time spent by the worker, if any, as well as the changes in the answer vector (L1 distance)

after receiving this message.

I posted all tasks for all 24 videos exactly 30 days after the original task, allowing workers who

completed the first task to complete the task again while minimizing the chance that they could

use the memory of their prior responses to bias the test. Previous studies which evaluate test-retest

reliability consider 2 weeks to be su�cient time to prevent memorization of prior administrations of

the questionnaire [108, 357, 371, 317], and I increased this time frame to 30 days to minimize the

likelihood that any memory of the workers’ previous answers remained. The same video of the child

was provided for both administrations of the task. Workers were not provided with their original

answers for reference. The di↵erence between the worker’s original answers and their revised answers

on the same video served as quantitative information about the reliability of the worker.
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Figure 3.11: Process for collecting the data needed to evaluate trust and reliability metrics for crowd
workers. Each crowd worker watches unstructured videos of children with autism and neurotypical
controls, answering multiple choice questions about each video. These multiple-choice answers serve
as categorical ordinal feature vectors for a previously validated logistic regression classifier, trained
on clinician-filled electronic health records, that predicts the probability that a child has autism.

3.4.3 Classifier to evaluate worker performance

For a gold standard, I use a previously published and validated [45, 158, 247, 437, 438, 265], logistic

regression classifier (Figure 3.11), trained on electronic health record databases of autism diagnostic

scoresheets filled out by expert clinicians, which emits a probability score of autism using the crowd

workers’ multiple-choice responses as categorical ordinal feature vectors. Because logistic regression

classifiers produce a probability, I treat the probability as a confidence score of the crowdsourced

workers’ responses. I analyze the probability of the correct class (referred to as PCC), which is p

when the true class is autism and 1-p when the true class is neurotypical. When assessing classifier

predictions, I use a threshold of 0.5. I use a worker’s average PCC for videos the worker has rated as

a metric of the worker’s video tagging capability, with a higher mean PCC corresponding to greater

mean performance by the worker.

3.4.4 Evaluation metrics

I strive to develop metrics which only take input parameters that do not depend on a priori knowledge

about the correct classification score of the videos. I test the following metrics for correlation with

the PCC, where N is the number of videos rated by a worker, M is the number of questions per video

rating task (inputs to the diagnostic classifier), and Ai,j,k is the answer for video i and question j

for the kth time.

Mean same-child L1 distance (MSCL1): I asked crowd workers to rate the same child at

least one month apart. Workers did not have access to their originally recorded answers and were
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Figure 3.12: Process for calculating trust and reliability metrics for crowd workers. The reliability
of workers is determined by how di↵erent their answers are when rating the same video one month
apart. The trustworthiness of workers is determined by whether they spend the minimal amount of
time needed to properly answer the questions, whether they spend su�cient time when receiving a
warning, and whether their original answers change after receiving the warning.
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unaware that they would be asked to rate the same video a second time when providing the first

set of ratings. I observe the mean deviation for all videos between a worker’s original ratings for

the video and their subsequent ratings one month later. I call this metric the mean same-child L1

distance (MSCL1), which I consider as a metric of the worker’s test-retest reliability. Higher values

for the MSCL1 correspond to greater variation in worker responses when re-rating the same video

one month apart. Formally, MSCL1 is calculated as:

MSCL1 =
PM

i=1

PN
j=1 |Ai,j,2�Ai,j,1|

N

Mean pairwise internal L1 distance (MPIL1): To analyze the reliability of the worker’s

answers across videos, I look at the mean L1 distance between a worker’s answer to each video and

all other videos they rated. I call this metric the mean pairwise internal L1 distance (MPIL1).

MPIL1 is high when workers provide a wide variety of answer patterns across videos. If the worker

answers all questions the same way per video, the MPIL1 will be 0. Formally, MPIL1 is calculated

as:

MPIL1 =
PN

i1=1

PN
i2=1

PM
j=1 |Ai2,j�Ai1,j |

0.5N(N�1) , i1 < i2

Penalized time (PT): I aimed to build a metric that prioritizes rewarding workers who spent

su�cient time rating the first time while rewarding, to a lesser extent, workers who spend su�cient

time rating after receiving a warning. I also aimed to penalize workers who either do not spend more

time rating after receiving a warning or who do not su�ciently update their answers. I create a

metric of worker trustworthiness taking both of these factors into account which I call the penalized

time (PT). If workers spend longer than a time threshold T rating, then they are not asked to revise

their answers and receive a baseline score M. If they do not spend a su�cient time (T) rating, then

they are asked to spend more time and to revise their answers. In this case, the metric consists of

two terms, balanced by a weighting constant c. The first term is the “revision” mean same-child

L1 distance (RMSCL1) between initial and revised answers only for videos that the worker was

explicitly asked to revise. The second term is the mean of the total time spent rating, which is the

time spent initially (t1) and the time spent revising the answers (t2). Formally, PT is calculated as:

PT =

8
<

:
M, t1 � T

t1+t2
N + cRMSCL1, otherwise

Time spent: Finally, I record the mean amount of time spent rating per video, in seconds.

I hypothesized that workers who spend more time on the rating task will tend towards achieving

higher performance.

I hypothesized that all four metrics are correlated with PCC. I only calculate metrics for workers

who rated at least 10 videos. Because 13 questions were asked, an MSCL1 or MPIL1 of 13 means

that, on average, the worker’s answer di↵ered by 1 categorical ordinal answer choice per question
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Figure 3.13: Correlations between metrics and probability of the correct class (PCC). (A) Correlation
between mean same-child L1 distance and PCC. (B) Correlation between mean pairwise internal
L1 distance and PCC. (C) Correlation between time spent (s) and PCC. (D) Lack of correlation
between penalized time and PCC.

(e.g., the di↵erence between “Mixed: some regular echoing of words and phrases, but also some

language” and “Mostly echoed speech” in Figure 3.10).

3.4.5 Prediction of worker performance from metrics

I train and test a linear regression model to predict the mean PCC of the workers using 5-fold cross

validation. I evaluate all non-empty subsets of the correlative metrics described in section 2.4 as

inputs to the model. Since not all workers reopened the task after receiving a warning and not

all workers conducted the second task in the series, I evaluated the model both using all available

workers with complete data for all metrics as well as using the subset of 55 workers with data for

all metrics.
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Figure 3.14: Lack of correlation between PCC and (A) the total time spent rating post-warning and
(B) the L1 distance between the answer before and after the warning.

3.4.6 Correlation between metrics and probability of the correct class

Correlations of each of the worker metrics with their mean PCC are displayed in Figure 3.3. Mean

values per worker are only plotted and analyzed if at least 5 data points are available for the

worker. MSCL1, MPIL1, and mean time spent were all significantly correlated with PCC (r=0.31,

p=0.0212 for MSCL1; r=0.57, p¡0.0001 for MPIL1; r=0.16, p=0.0284 for time), supporting the

predictive power of these metrics. Intuitively, this means that higher variability in worker answers

for the same video and across videos correlates with increased worker performance. I note that only

MPIL1 passes Bonferroni correction. Penalized time was not significantly correlated with PCC

(r=0.17, r=0.1413 for penalized time).

Interestingly, Figure 3.13 reveals that the presence of enough data to calculate certain metrics

is in itself predictive of worker performance. Figure 3.13C shows that there are several workers

who had a mean PCC below 50%. However, none of these workers appear in the plot for MSCL1

(Figure 3.13A), MPIL1 (Figure 3.13B), or penalized time (Figure 3.13D), indicating that workers

with low average performance did not rate videos again after one month and did not revise their

answers when prompted.

I evaluate all values of the weighting constant c for the penalized time metric in the interval

[0.05, 10.0] using a step size of 0.05. No value resulted in a metric that positively correlates with

PCC. To investigate, I review the correlation between both terms of penalized time: (1) the mean

total time spent rating post-warning and (2) the mean L1 distance between the answer vector before

and after the warning (Figure 3.14). Neither of these metrics are correlated with PCC (r=-0.10,

p=0.3414 for revision L1 distance; r=0.11, p=0.2908 for total time), explaining the inability of the

penalized time metric to predict PCC regardless of the parameters chosen.
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3.4.7 Regression prediction of the mean probability of the correct class

Input Features 5-Fold MAE (%) 5-Fold MAE (%) N
All data points 55 workers with

all metric data
MSCL1, MPIL1, mean time 7.51 7.51 55
MSCL1, mean time 8.89 8.89 55
MPIL1, mean time 7.43 6.97 81
MSCL1, MPIL1 7.51 7.51 55
MSCL1 9.24 9.24 55
MPIL1 7.39 6.98 81
Mean time 15.56 9.83 193

Table 3.7: 5-fold cross validated mean average error (MAE) of a linear regression model predicting
the probability of the correct class for each worker using metrics on the same set of videos.

Table 3.4.7 contains the mean average absolute error (MAE) of a linear regression model pre-

dicting the probability of the correct class for each worker using metrics on the same set of videos.

There were 55 workers with data for all 3 metrics used in the regression model. For these workers,

all metrics predicted the PCC with less than 10% MAE.

The MAE when using all 3 features performs nearly identically, to two decimal places, compared

to using only MSCL1 and MPIL1. Mean time does not contribute much predictive power given

the other metrics. Interestingly, the most predictive input configuration when using the same 55

workers is MPIL1 together with mean time (6.97% MAE), followed by MPIL1 alone as a close

second (6.98% MAE). This is a testament to the success of the MPIL1 metric.

Input Features MAE (%)
All data points

MSCL1, MPIL1, mean time 10.93
MSCL1, mean time 13.03
MPIL1, mean time 11.50
MSCL1, MPIL1 10.41
MSCL1 11.87
MPIL1 10.91
Mean time* 12.10

Table 3.8: Mean average error (MAE) of the linear regression model predicting the probability of
the correct class for each worker using the same metric data and resulting classifier weights for the
workers and videos used in Table 3.4.7 and mean probability of the correct class calculations for
a distinct set of videos for a distinct set of workers. *Mean time as the only feature is the only
configuration of input features that requires a di↵erent set of data points: N=102 instead of a subset
of size N=62 for all other configurations.

Table 3.4.7 contains the mean average error of a linear regression model predicting the probability

of the correct class for each worker using metrics from one set of children and mean probability
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of the correct class calculations for a distinct set of children. The most predictive input feature

configuration (MSCL1 and MPIL1) results in a MAE of 10.41%, only 3.44% higher than the

best MAE when training and testing on the same set of videos and workers using cross-validation

(Table 3.4.7). MPIL1 is involved in all of the top-4 input metric configurations resulting in the

lowest MAE, again verifying the success of the MPIL1 metric.

3.4.8 Lessons

I identify three metrics which are individually highly correlated with the mean probability of the

worker’s categorical behavioral feature tags predicting the correct class. In particular, one of the two

reliability metrics - the mean pairwise internal L1 distance, which is the mean L1 distance between

a worker’s answer to each video and all other videos they rated - stood out as the most predictive

metric. Mean pairwise internal L1 distance alone can predict a worker’s PCC within 7% MAE when

trained on the same set of workers as in the test set but with di↵erent videos, and it can predict

PCC within 11% MAE when trained on one group of workers and tested on an entirely district

set of workers and videos. This metric alone therefore provides a powerful behavioral predictor of

worker performance and is therefore likely to be useful for rapidly filtering workers. The positive

correlation shown in Figure 3.13B suggests that unreliable workers will provide the same or similar

patterns of answer sequences for each task. An increasing diversity of answers between tasks results

in a higher PCC for the entire spectrum of possible L1 distances. Intuitively, this may be a result of

the diverse set of features exhibited by the heterogeneous behavioral characteristics of the children

in the dataset.

Interestingly, the raw time metric is not particularly correlative with PCC, indicating that an-

alyzing the answer domain is more informative than the time domain. For workers who received

a warning for low time spent, neither the time spent revising post-warning nor the L1 distance

between the original and revised set of answers was predictive of the workers’ final performance. It

is possible that once workers are aware that their time is tracked, they idly keep the rating interface

open, accumulating time without accumulating thoughtful work. This hypothesis is speculative, and

more fine-grained timing information must be recorded to evaluate such hypotheses.

Future work should evaluate workers on a larger scale, which will validate the preliminary find-

ings of the present study. It is possible that predictive time-based trustworthiness metrics exist.

Evaluation on a larger scale in conjunction with more fine-tuned worker metrics will lead to more

precise predictions.

I demonstrate that behavioral metrics about crowd workers can predict, with a high degree of

accuracy, the performance of crowd workers on behavioral feature extraction tasks for the binary

diagnosis of autism. Metrics like these can be used for quickly and e�ciently identifying crowd

workers who are trustworthy and reliable enough for exposure to highly sensitive PHI based on a

quantification of their reliability.



Chapter 4

Privacy-preserved behavior

annotation

4.1 Achieving trustworthy biomedical data solutions

Privacy and trust of biomedical solutions that capture and share data is an issue rising to the center

of public attention and discourse. While large-scale academic, medical, and industrial research

initiatives must collect increasing amounts of personal biomedical data from patient stakeholders,

central to ensuring precision health becomes a reality, methods for providing su�cient privacy in

biomedical databases and conveying a sense of trust to the user is equally crucial for the field of

biocomputing to advance with the grace of those stakeholders. If the intended audience does not trust

new precision health innovations, funding and support for these e↵orts will inevitably be limited. It

is therefore crucial for the field to address these issues in a timely manner. Here I describe current

research directions towards achieving trustworthy biomedical informatics solutions.

4.1.1 Introduction

The importance of trust in biomedical and healthcare technologies, especially consumer-facing

artificial-intelligence (AI) software, cannot be overstated. Issues of privacy and trust with regard

to large-scale data capture and analysis, particularly passive data capture by mobile devices and

social media, have recently come to the forefront of public and academic discourse across multiple

domains [54, 318, 496]. Such issues are especially important for healthcare, where solutions must pri-

oritize patient privacy. At a minimum, biomedical tools in the United States must satisfy the Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which mandates a set of regulations

regarding the privacy of patient health data [18]. While satisfying legal constraints is necessary, the

true metric of achieving satisfactory patient trust will come from the patients themselves, who may

73
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Figure 4.1: An opportunity space for innovation in methods for achieving trustworthy biomedical
data solutions. I list the 4 most active areas where security and trust in the exchange of data is high-
est: private and explainable artificial intelligence; sharing and integration of genomic and medical
records; construction and use of digital health tools; and crowdsourcing of healthcare management.
In all 4, methodologies of data transformation, access control, data aggregation, and transparency
can and should be deployed.
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request more stringent solutions.

In recent years, the biomedical research community has produced a wide array of research findings

relating to trustworthy biomedical data, spanning multiple fields and subdomains. Work in these

areas has included genomic data storage [270], privacy and sharing of protected health information

(PHI) [289, 117, 136], cryptography solutions to sharing genetic data that allow public querying while

protecting patient privacy [214], ethical considerations of new technologies and paradigms [337], and

privacy-preserving machine learning methods [502, 35]. However, the increasing prevalence of large-

scale biomedical data collection capabilities and e↵orts (such as the continued decrease in sequencing

costs), coupled with the explosion of applied machine learning systems and products, continually

creates demand for innovations in trustworthy methods which can handle growing technological

capabilities.

Here, I focus on four active themes in biomedical data science where the importance of trust

in data has taken center stage: (1) preserving privacy and explaining the decisions of artificial

intelligence algorithms, (2) sharing genomic and health records, (3) deploying digital health solutions,

and (4) crowdsourcing healthcare. For each research theme, I describe several core methodological

approaches (Figure 4.1) for building trustworthy biomedical data solutions which apply across the

data science pipeline: (1) data transformation (e.g., dimension reduction and image modification),

(2) access control (e.g., federated learning and cryptography), (3) data aggregation (e.g., aggregate

queries and di↵erential privacy), and (4) transparency (e.g., explainable AI). I discuss how these

trust-enabling methodologies can and should be invoked and describe prior e↵orts. I conclude with

a brief discussion of the bioethics literature.

4.1.2 Preserving privacy and Explaining decisions of artificial intelligence

AI in healthcare is increasingly rising in importance for solving challenges in the medical workflow

including clinical decision support, preventing errors, and scaling redundant tasks. Privacy preserva-

tion and explainability are crucial when machine learning algorithms are deployed in these settings.

I describe three common machine learning paradigms for attaining and preserving patient privacy

when biomedical data are used to train algorithms: (1) transformation of the data, (2) federated

learning, and (3) di↵erential privacy. I also discuss e↵orts to attain explainable AI.

If the data can be transformed in such a way that the downstream model still yields high pre-

dictive performance, simply altering the data to obfuscate the identity of the subject may be the

most desired option. For example, when using computer vision for use in activity recognition in

hospital bedside settings [420, 503], Yeung et al. leverage thermal [504] and depth [505] sensors

to create privacy-preserved video streams. Washington et al. simply place a face box over the

patients’ faces and pitch shift the audio when generating behavioral phenotypes of children with

autism using machine learning and crowdsourcing [481, 482], only minimally degrading performance

compared to when using unaltered videos. Machine learning models should be trained and tested
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on the maximally private alteration of the data while maintaining acceptable performance.

Federated learning as a privacy enhancing technique has garnered widespread attention for

achieving privacy in distributed mobile devices that may collect multimedia data streams. In fed-

erated machine learning, several distributed machines train models based on local data and share

only model weights, which do not contain any protected information, on either the other distributed

devices or a centralized server [497]. Federated learning has been applied to analyze data from

electronic health records [57, 205, 274], recognize activity patterns based on data from wearable

devices [74], and improve the interpretation of medical images [224].

A third commonly used privacy preserving technique is di↵erential privacy. Di↵erential privacy

involves injecting random noise into the training dataset such that the identifiability of each individ-

ual record is destroyed while the aggregate properties of the dataset are preserved [127]. Examples

of applying di↵erential privacy to protect patient privacy in the biomedical domain include injecting

noise into data from wearable sensors [271], genome wide association studies [451], and healthcare

social networks [368].

Another crucial property of trustworthy machine learning is explainability, including but not

limited to interpretability. Some machine learning algorithms are inherently explainable. In classi-

fication with logistic regression, for example, the exact prediction can be calculated from the input

values by plugging them into an equation. Making the coe�cients associated with each variable

transparent to the patient in a user-friendly manner would increase trust. However, with a large

dataset of high complexity, explainable algorithms may not be su�cient, requiring more powerful

yet less interpretable algorithms like neural networks. While components of certain neural networks

can be interpreted, such as by visualizing the weights and activations of feature maps in the interme-

diate layers of a convolutional neural network, making neural networks explainable is an emerging

active area of research [179]. Creating explainable AI has enabled increased reasoning about the

decision making process behind stroke prediction algorithms [375], further understanding of changes

in the skin microbiome [67], and elucidation of the reasoning of algorithms trained on electronic

health record [259]. In some cases, explainable AI can lead to scientific discovery, for example by

elucidating complex disease pathways in autism [424]. As explainable AI is becoming a popular

research direction across computing research fields, I expect more translatable innovations in the

coming years that safely embed AI in a variety of sectors of the healthcare ecosystem.

4.1.3 Sharing genomic and health records

The genome is a core foundation of precision healthcare, and shared human DNA records are essential

to advancements in human health. Millions of human genomes have been sequenced, either through

direct-to-consumer DNA platforms (e.g., 23andme and Ancestry) or through a healthcare provider,

with the number likely to exponentially increase as genomic sequencing becomes progressively more

a↵ordable and more speedy, improving at a rate faster than Moore’s Law [330]. Genomic data
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are exceptionally sensitive, and increasingly so as advancements in bioinformatics methods can

uncover a patient’s identity in a dataset with a small number of queries [11, 22, 109, 207] through

approaches like membership inference attack [415]. Addressing secure storage and sharing of genomic

data to solve such issues is a key research challenge required to advance genomics-based precision

health and medicine pipelines to the clinic [15]. Several methods for preserving genetic privacy have

been published, including di↵erential privacy-based approaches [14, 189, 376], perturbing the data

with Bayesian statistics and Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques [418], applying cryptographic

protocols and frequency-based clinical genetics [214], and encrypting the data before o✏oading it to

the cloud [469].

While the genome is a key data modality for precision health, it must be tightly tied to the

phenotype, perhaps best embodied in electronic medical record (EMR) data. EMR can be mined to

make data driven predictions about important biomedical issues such as the risk for diseases at the

heart of immediate public health crises (i.e., COVID-19) [457, 510, 526], understudied and unknown

adverse drug interactions [33, 366], and psychiatric and behavioral conditions with a small number

of behavioral biomarkers [121, 122, 294, 437, 467], including in underserved countries with di↵ering

laws and expectations about data sharing [438]. EMR are susceptible to attack, for example by

inferring disease heritability from exposed pedigree information [372]. Previously explored solutions

to addressing the sensitive nature of such records include only performing inference on common

medical events while keeping the remainder private [439, 219], reducing the dimensionality of the

dataset [480], transforming the dataset with the use of generative adversarial networks [23], giving

the patient control over who has access to the electronic health records [103], only allowing aggregate

queries without revealing the underlying dataset [293], and deploying cryptography schemes such as

symmetric key or asymmetric key encryption [150].

4.1.4 Deploying digital health solutions

While EMR are traditionally generated in the clinic, digital health solutions are increasingly de-

ployed to home settings [213, 292, 331]. As digital devices continue to receive FDA approval for

medical use [298, 528], it is inevitable, and exciting, that large portions of EMR data will be ac-

quired through consumer devices such as smartphones and embedded hardware. Digital devices

can longitudinally quantify patient symptoms when away from the clinic for conditions such as

brain-mediated neurological and psychiatric disorders [426, 447], cardiovascular disease [310, 309],

and infectious disease [345], among others. Examples of digital health solutions used in sensitive

settings include therapeutic devices administered by clinicians [483], therapeutic tools administered

in home settings [227, 239, 484], monitoring systems in hospital settings [92, 472], dual-purpose

interventions which explicitly collect patient health information to train machine learning mod-

els [226, 465, 225], pediatric healthcare interventions disguised to the child as a game [92, 228], and

wearable devices [464]. Many of these therapeutic and diagnostic devices collect potentially sensitive
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audio, image, and video streams for clinical use [59, 229, 378, 381], and these data streams are often

shared with clinicians or even crowdsourced with the consent of the patient. Furthermore, several

digital therapies are used in home settings, and such rich data streams are filled with protected health

information accompanied by potentially sensitive identifiable information such as the patient’s face,

images and video of the patient’s home, and audio recordings of the patient or their family while

using the device. It is therefore crucial to ensure patient privacy when these data leave the patient’s

device and are introduced into clinical workflows. Best practices discussed by Martinez-Perez et al.

include creating role-based access to data, making the privacy policy precise and clear to the user,

transferring data with TLS using 256-bit encryption, erasing the data after it has been used for its

intended purpose, and creating a data breach notification system [304].

Because consumer health technologies do not have direct oversight by clinicians, biased and

deliberately inaccurate reporting by the target audience can be a risk. Therefore, it is particularly

important to assess the quality of incoming data to garner the trust of healthcare providers and

scientists, using those data for healthcare management and innovation. Algorithms that perform

quality control to safeguard against biased or inaccurate reporting must go hand-in-hand with digital

innovations. It is crucial for researchers to easily identify invalid or unintended data. For both

consumers and scientists to gain confidence in the generalized applicability of digital tools, the

underlying data must be representative of the target population, making it pertinent to collect data

that are balanced across race, ethnicity, geography, gender, and other relevant demographics.

4.1.5 Crowdsourcing healthcare

Crowdsourcing is another approach used increasingly in clinical workflows [69, 87, 379, 431, 486].

Digital health and telemedical solutions that can scale through crowdsourcing approaches will be-

come a norm for healthcare. The use of crowdsourcing in healthcare can be broadly partitioned

into three categories: (1) crowdsourcing to achieve consensus on the presence or absence of medical

conditions; (2) crowdsourced capture (whether active or passive, or a combination) of longitudinal

data streams from from a large target cohort; (3) crowdsourcing the construction of training libraries

of robustly labeled health data (e.g., radiological images), that enable progressive improvement of

predictive models that can augment or replace decision points in the healthcare process.

Crowdsourcing appears in diverse healthcare settings and has been used for measurement of

autism symptoms for diagnostic decision support [94, 474, 476, 479], ranking adverse drug reac-

tions [175], and COVID-19 contact tracing and surveillance [61, 190, 429]. Despite the strong

clinical utility of crowdsourcing approaches, studies of trust and privacy for text, audio, image, and

video streams rated on crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk [238, 360] and Mi-

croworkers.com [193]) are lacking in the literature, especially with respect to biomedical research. As

with digital consumer technologies, labeled data from crowdsourcing pipelines have the potential to

su↵er from low quality [383], requiring methods to filter crowd workers and into a trusted workforce
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of repeatedly high quality workers. This session includes a paper by Washington et al. which intro-

duces quantitative metrics for evaluating crowd workers for their trustworthiness and reliability and

provides behavioral metrics for identifying a valuable subset of crowd workers for inclusion in pri-

vate clinical workflows. I hope that this study will inspire further work toward ensuring trustworthy

crowd-powered telemedicine. Figure 4.1 highlights that research into trustworthy biomedical crowd-

sourcing is relatively light. In particular, privacy-preserved crowdsourced annotation of transformed

data and on aggregate data is a currently unexplored yet fruitful research direction.

4.1.6 Considering the bioethics

It is important to keep sight of the ethical considerations and formal bioethical perspectives with

respect to biomedical innovations using trustworthy methods, or the lack thereof. Bioethical argu-

ments are typically grounded in traditional ethical theories. Deontology is an ethical theory that

considers actions as moral if they pass a series of conditions or rules [34]. A contrasting family of

ethical theories, consequentialism, requires that moral actions maximize the public good and the

utility of the action to all relevant stakeholders [34]. A third category, virtue ethics, states that

moral actions should be a manifestation of a virtuous character trait [34]. While all ethical theories

sound optimal in isolation, bioethical decisions may often satisfy one ethical theory while violating

another. For example, heavy COVID-19 surveillance will maximize the good to all people (Utili-

tarianism, a type of consequentialism) while violating a core principle (deontological ethics) of the

right to privacy. Bioethical analyses have been applied to genome sequencing for newborn screen-

ing [49, 200], clinical machine learning [70, 79], precision medicine [244, 319], wearables and mobile

health [253, 446], and crowdsourcing [154, 254].

4.2 Crowdsourced privacy-preserved feature tagging of videos

for autism detection

Standard medical diagnosis of mental health conditions often requires licensed experts who are in-

creasingly outnumbered by those at risk, limiting reach. I test the hypothesis that a trustworthy

crowd of non-experts can e�ciently annotate behavioral features needed for accurate machine learn-

ing detection of the common childhood developmental disorder Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) for

children under 8 years old. I implement a novel process for creating a trustworthy distributed work-

force for video feature extraction, selecting a workforce of 102 workers from a pool of 1,107. Two

previously validated binary ASD logistic regression classifiers, evaluated against parent-reported

diagnoses, were used to assess the accuracy of the trusted crowd’s ratings of unstructured home

videos. A representative balanced sample (N=50 videos) of videos were evaluated with and with-

out face box and pitch shift privacy alterations, with AUROC and AUPRC scores ¿0.98. With
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both privacy-preserving modifications, sensitivity is preserved (96.0%) while maintaining specificity

(80.0%) and accuracy (88.0%) at levels comparable to prior classification methods without alter-

ations. I find that machine learning classification from features extracted by a certified nonexpert

crowd achieves high performance for ASD detection from natural home videos of the child at risk

and maintains high sensitivity when privacy-preserving mechanisms are applied. These results sug-

gest that privacy-safeguarded crowdsourced analysis of short home videos can help enable rapid and

mobile machine-learning detection of developmental delays in children.

4.2.1 Background and significance

As digital and mobile healthcare becomes commonplace [427], data captured by interactive mobile

and wearable intervention systems with augmented data capture abilities [465, 464, 463, 239, 228,

227, 229, 226, 483, 484, 92, 91] have resulted in video which can be used for continuous digital

phenotyping [211, 445, 444]. The captured videos from these systems provide a rich data source which

can be presented to humans who answer behavioral multiple questions about the video [437, 438, 474],

resulting in the video-wide annotation of behavioral features that are currently beyond the scope of

automated methods. Incorporating human workers is crucial for annotating these behavioral features

from video and audio samples, as the behaviors are too complex to be automatically measured.

As mobile devices become increasingly pervasive, including in developing countries [44, 75, 125],

obtaining videos for a crowdsourcing-enabled evaluation process can potentially accelerate early

detection of developmental conditions for children who are currently limited by geographic, economic,

and social barriers to health care.

Crowdsourcing enables rapid human annotation of complex behavioral features in a scalable

manner [238, 360]. Because crowd workers can operate from anywhere in the world, diverse opinions

can be aggregated into a consensus set of features, minimizing potential e↵ects of noisy raters.

However, low quality annotations can degrade the accuracy of the crowd’s prediction. In addition

to low quality answers, di↵erent people have varying abilities to identify and discriminate social

features of other people, let alone children. This extends to parents, who may be biased about how

normal their child’s behaviors are in relation to other children. Optimized healthcare crowdsourcing

workflows must therefore contain a certain level of selectivity in the workforce towards workers who

can correctly identify abnormal deviations in subjective behavioral features such as social interaction

quality, expressive language ability, and speech patterns.

A concern for crowdsourced video-based detection is data privacy, especially for a marginalized

pediatric population recorded in the home setting. It is important to build trust with parents who

want to receive an a↵ordable and quick evaluation for their child but who may have apprehensions

towards sharing video with strangers. Preserving the privacy contained in videos while maintaining

enough information to provide a high-quality mobile detection tool is a critical challenge that must be

addressed before digital detection tools, no matter how accurate and precise, can become actualized
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and widely adopted. Transparency and trust in digital health and AI solutions is crucial yet lacking,

requiring innovation in trustworthy systems and methods [248, 361].

I test the hypothesis that a qualified (tested and trustable) crowd of non-expert workers recruited

from paid platforms can e�ciently tag features needed to run machine learning models for accurate

detection of ASD, which is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder that impacts social, communi-

cation, and interest behaviors [171]. Some examples of ASD symptoms that cannot be detected

with automated methods include ritualistic behaviors, narrow or extreme interests, resistance to

change, di�culty expressing emotion, trouble following directions, minimal social responsiveness,

and resisting physical contact [284, 285, 155]. I turn to humans to extract these complex behavioral

features. Precisely quantifying the developmental phenotype is crucial for developing high-fidelity

and accessible early diagnostic biomarkers for ASD [98, 4, 480, 2, 3, 124, 247, 467]. Current di-

agnostic evaluations use behavioral instruments measuring dozens of behaviors in extended assess-

ments [284, 285]. While early detection leads to prompt intervention and better outcomes, the wait

to receive formal assessments can surpass one year [174], and diagnosis is often delayed until children

enter primary school [25, 308]. This delay in diagnosis and subsequent treatment is more pronounced

in underserved populations [202, 241, 416]. Data-driven approaches have estimated that over 80%

of U.S. counties contain no ASD diagnostic resources [347]. The examinations must be administered

in person by clinicians and take hours to complete [43, 96, 490]. As developmental conditions like

ASD are dynamic and mutable phenotypes [234, 160], there remains an obligation to continuously

monitor such conditions [262]. With rising developmental health concerns [199, 426], there is a need

and opportunity for faster, scalable, and telemedical solutions.

Prior literature have explored video-based diagnostic methodologies. Kanne et al. developed a

mobile application where parents self-report answers to multiple choice questions about short video

clips of their child [231]. The Systematic Observation of Red Flags (SORF) is a detection tool for

ASD designed for observation of home videos of children [116]. Other e↵orts suggest that some crowd

workers who are recruited on crowd platforms have the potential to provide high quality behavioral

ratings [261, 476, 477]. The present study di↵ers from these previous works in two fundamental

ways: (1) this is the first study, to my knowledge, to fully crowdsource the task of providing human

labels at scale for ASD detection or diagnostic purposes, and (2) I provide the first exploration of

privacy-preserving mechanisms applied to the videos.

I demonstrate the potential of a distributed crowd workforce, selected through a multi-round

virtual rater certification process, to accurately tag behavioral features of unstructured videos of

children with ASD and matched controls between 1 and 7 years of age, both with and without

privacy-preserving alterations to the video. I emphasize that I am testing the ability of workers

recruited from the crowd to adequately and fairly score the features I care about without knowing

about the underlying goal of ASD detection. Because the videos are short, evidence of several

behavioral features I ask about do not appear in all videos. I ask workers to use their intuition about
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how the child would behave in reference to the question, and I hypothesize that the general impression

about a child from a short video clip could alone be useful behavioral features for diagnostic detection.

I feed the human-extracted behavioral features into two logistic regression binary ASD classifiers

trained on score sheets from the ADOS [284] observational instrument filled out by professional

clinicians. The performance of the classifiers is used as a gold standard of crowd rater performance.

I then evaluate the performance of the classifier on a balanced set of 50 unstructured videos of children

with ASD and matched controls. I evaluate median, mode, and mean aggregation methods of crowd

responses for a single question, finding that the accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity of the

classifier are >= 95% across all metrics for the best aggregation strategy, outperforming all prior

video-based detection e↵orts. I find that sensitivity (recall) of the classifiers is preserved, even with

the most stringent privacy-preserving mechanisms.

These results suggest that privacy-preserved videos can potentially be used for remote detection of

ASD. The benefit of leveraging the crowd for this task is in the feasibility of scaling up the presented

process. This paper demonstrates that qualified crowd workers can be recruited to provide reliable

behavioral annotations. In addition, I demonstrate the resilience and robustness of the technique

against privacy-preserving video modifications.

4.2.2 Machine learning classifiers

Two previously validated [437, 247] binary ASD logistic regression classifiers were used to evaluate

the quality of the crowd ratings (Figure 4.2d). One classifier (LR5) was trained on publicly available

archived medical records derived from the administration of the ADOS Module 2 [284] for 1,319

children with ASD and 70 non-ASD controls. I refer to this model as LR5 to indicate that it is

a logistic regression classifier that has 5 input features. The other classifier (LR10) was trained

on medical records from the ADOS Module 3 (26) for 2,870 children with ASD and 273 non-ASD

controls. I refer to this model as LR10 to indicate that it is a logistic regression classifier that has 10

input features. As discussed in [247], stepwise backward feature selection was applied to the ADOS

medical record database to determine the top-5 and top-10 predictive features for ASD diagnosis in

order to create a classifier with the minimal number of input features required for high performance.

It is important to minimize the number of questions to avoid redundancy of questions and to lower

the burden of crowd workers, which will result in higher detection throughput and greater scalability.

The ADOS electronic health record data served as the “training set”; the aggregated crowd answers

to multiple choice questions about public home videos served as the “test set”.

To calculate confidence intervals, I conducted permutation tests by bootstrapping the computa-

tions of AUROC, AUPRC, and point metrics for the unaltered conditions. I sampled with replace-

ment new versions of the test set to evaluate against all metrics. I conducted 10,000 iterations and

calculated the 95% confidence interval for each metric by sorting the resulting 10,000 metric values

and recording the value at position 250 (2.5 percentile) and position 9,750 (97.5 percentile).
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the crowd-powered AI detection process. (a) A trustworthy crowd is selected
through a filtration process involving an evaluation set of videos. (b) A diagnosis and gender balanced
set of unstructured videos are mined from YouTube. Videos are evaluated both with and without a
set of privacy-preserving alterations: pitch shift and face obfuscation. (c) The curated crowd extracts
behavioral features about the children in the videos by answering a set of multiple choice questions
about the child’s behavior exhibited in the video, with each worker assigned to a random subset of
the videos. (d) A classifier trained on electronic medical records (the training set) corresponding
to the multiple choice questions is used to predict the diagnosis from the aggregated video-wide
annotations (the test set), and the classifications are compared against the known diagnoses in the
video set (the test set).

4.2.3 Selection of videos

I recruited parents of children with ASD to share videos through advertising on social media and

listservs. Parents were asked to upload the videos to YouTube or to share a link to a previously

uploaded video. A representative collection (12 female ASD; 13 male ASD; 12 female neurotypical; 13

male neurotypical) of these videos and previously posted YouTube videos with su�cient descriptions

of diagnosis, gender, and age was selected for both children with and without ASD (Figure 4.2b).

Videos for ASD were required to match the following criteria: (1) the child’s hand and face are

visible, (2) opportunities for social engagement are present, and (3) an opportunity for using an

object such as a toy or utensil are present. To curate a variety of videos, no further selection criteria

were used. Of the 200 videos collected using this method, I selected a subset of 50 videos for the

study. The selection of 50 videos used in the final study was based solely on child demographics.
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I randomly sampled female ASD, male ASD, female neurotypical, and male neurotypical videos to

ensure either 12 or 13 children per category. I note that I did not filter or pre-select videos based on

whether the videos exhibited the symptoms asked about in the questionnaire. Instead, for questions

where the behavior in question was not exhibited in the video, I asked crowd workers to make their

best guess about what the correct answer was. I call this method “human imputation.”

4.2.4 Parent-reported diagnosis and clinician-provided severity levels

Diagnosis of the children in the videos was determined solely by parent-reported information or by

video title and description reported by the uploader, e.g., “Joey with ASD at 36 months”. However,

I performed a post hoc analysis of the ASD severity level of the children represented in the videos

by asking 7 licensed clinical experts who perform diagnostic evaluation for ASD as part of their job

function to watch each video of the 25 children with an autism diagnosis and to rate the severity of

the child’s autism symptoms according to the first question of the Clinical Global Impression (CGI)

scale. The CGI measures the “severity of illness” between 1 (“normal, not at all ill”) to 7 (“among

the most extremely ill patients”). I then recorded the mean rating rounded to the nearest whole

number. There were two videos with a mean rating of 2 (“borderline mentally ill”), two with a mean

of 3 (“mildly ill”), four with a mean of 4 (“moderately ill”), eight with a mean of 5 (“markedly ill”),

seven with a mean of 6 (“severely ill”), and two with a mean of 7 (“extremely ill”). I received 2 to 3

ratings per video. This validates that I posted a representative set of videos across the range of ASD

severity levels. Because no children were rated as 1 (“normal, not at all ill”), I was able to verify

that a video-based evaluation of the children by clinicians was consistent with the parent-reported

diagnoses. Worker response distribution for all questions across all 50 videos are shown in Figure 4.3,

and the distribution of mean Clinical Global Impression (CGI) ratings by professional clinicians for

the entire dataset is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.2.5 Recruitment of trustworthy and capable crowd workers

All experiments were conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) (Figure 4.2c). A di↵erent

set of N=20 balanced public YouTube videos used in prior studies (16) and selected as described

above were used to filter crowd workers on MTurk from an initial pool of 1,107 workers to a set of

82 workers passing a set of quality control measures (Figure 4.2a). To cast a wide net of potential

crowd workers while maintaining some promise of quality, the initial pool was required to possess

MTurk system qualifications indicating that they had completed at least 50 Human Intelligence

Tasks (HITs) and had a cumulative approval rating above 80%. workers possessed no prior training

or knowledge about the video rating task.

The first HIT in the filtering process asked workers to guess the clinical diagnosis of children

based on 10 short videos. The possible diagnoses for each video were Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

(“OCD”), “Apraxia”, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (“ADHD”), “Speech Delay”, and
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Figure 4.3: Worker response distribution for all questions across all 50 videos. A3 corresponds to
question 1; A5 to question 2; B1 to question 8; B2 to question 4; A2 to question 3; D3 to question
5; B3 to question 15; B8 to question 19; A4 to question 25; B7 to question 28, and D4 to question
30.

“No Condition”. Workers were also asked to provide a short free-form response for their answer. I

progressed workers to the next round of HITs if (1) the free-form response to the selected answer

was reasonable as determined by the authors, (2) the workers spent at least 20 seconds per video

on average, (3) the workers answered correctly on at least 5 of the 10 videos. Workers who passed

this round of filtering were invited to the next round of HITs through a small worker bonus of $0.05

and a corresponding message detailing the next steps for the task. These workers were provided a

custom MTurk qualification enabling them to see the next set of HITs.

In the next round of filtering HITs, a task identical to the one used in the primary study
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of mean Clinical Global Impression (CGI) ratings by professional clinicians
for the video dataset used.

was presented but with a set of 5 videos not included in the primary study. In this task, an

unstructured video of a child with a potential developmental delay interacting with his or her parent

was displayed. Following was a series of 31 multiple choice questions with wording corresponding

to features extracted in prior work via ML analysis of electronic health records generated by the

clinical use or clinical administration of those tools. Due to the short video length, several of the

behaviors asked in the questionnaires were not exhibited in any particular video. I hypothesized that

select crowd workers would be capable of accurately and precisely inferring a categorical estimate

of the child’s behavior in other situations based solely on the video clip, resulting in a “human

imputation” method for missing behaviors. I therefore did not provide any “N/A” option for any

multiple question, regardless of whether information about the behavior in question was present

within the video. Workers were filtered out based on the mean deviation from the answers provided

by researchers on the categorical answers. In addition, workers were filtered by quality control

metrics such as the number of blank answers and the time spent working on the task. Workers

progressing to the next round were similarly provided with a custom MTurk qualification, bonus,

and message.

In the final round of filtering HITs, more tasks identical to the one used in the primary study

were given to workers. Workers were filtered by the quality control measures above as well as their

deviation from other workers answering the same question for the same video. Workers who provided
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blank answers had their HITs rejected but were given an opportunity to revise their answer. If they

revised, they were not filtered out and their HIT was approved. If no response was provided, the

worker was filtered out. Workers were evaluated based on their classification performance against

the gold standard classifier described above. Workers whose features consistently led to a prediction

di↵ering from the gold standard classifier were filtered out. As in the previous rounds, workers

selected to participate in the final study were provided with a custom MTurk qualification and

recruitment message.

4.2.6 Survey of parents about sharing videos with and without privacy

alterations

To understand the e↵ect on parental trust of privacy-preserving mechanisms on videos of children

with autism, I recruited 510 parents on MTurk to conduct a survey about willingness to share

videos of their children under various privacy conditions. I showed parents a video of a child and

asked them whether they would share the video with other workers on MTurk under various privacy

conditions. I find that out of the 510 parents surveyed, 144 are not fine with sharing unaltered

videos of their child but are fine with sharing videos with the face box and pitch shift. 137 parents

are not fine with sharing the unaltered video but are fine with sharing the box. Only 12 parents

were not fine with unaltered videos but were fine with only pitch shifted videos. Interestingly, 125

parents were fine with sharing unaltered videos but no longer expressed a desire to share videos

with pitch shift and face obfuscation applied. To understand the reasoning for the aversion to

sharing privacy-preserved videos in comparison to unaltered videos, I categorized the free-form text

explanations provided by parents for each of their responses. 47 parents were not willing to share

when visual and audio privacy mechanisms were applied because privacy concerns remained when

sharing the video; 31 parents expressed that the content in the video was inappropriate for public

sharing; 63 parents expressed that the privacy mechanism removes the useful qualities of the video

for research purposes; 85 stated that the privacy makes the video no longer desirable for public

sharing; 8 stated that the video would no longer be useful for research purposes. These results

suggest that a substantial portion of parents are more likely to share videos of their children with

crowd workers when privacy-preserving alterations are made, but other parents would no longer be

content with sharing the altered videos. In total, 420 of the 510 parents surveyed were willing to

share results for at least one of the video conditions presented.

All privacy survey participants were vetted by the MTurk system to be parents using Amazon’s

filtering system. The survey displayed a single video of a child under each of the four privacy

conditions (unaltered, box covering the face, pitch shifted down by two semitones, and both a box

covering the face and the pitch shifted down). For each video, I asked, “Would you be willing to

share a similar video of your child with other workers on MTurk if you knew the purpose was to help

pediatric research for developmental delays?”. Workers could select either “Yes” or “No”. I then
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provided a required free form text box where I asked workers, “Provide your reasoning below”. The

quality of these free form responses was used to filter out responses. If the answer had nothing to

do with the questions asked, I rejected the response from the worker. I aimed to continue collecting

survey data until 500 survey responses were collected. Due to quality control filters applied to survey

responses, 510 valid survey responses were collected in total.

4.2.7 Altering videos to achieve privacy conditions

Figure 4.5: Interface of the clinical-grade video phenotyping crowdsourced task. A video is displayed
on the top of the page followed by a series of multiple-choice questions about the video. The answers
to these questions serve as categorical ordinal variables which can be used as features to a machine
learning classifier.

I used established mechanisms to test both visual and audio privacy. To achieve visual privacy,

I obfuscated the face with a red box, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. I used the OpenCV toolkit to

draw boxes over the bounding box of the face as detected by a convolutional pretrained ResNet

face detector. Frame smoothing was implemented to ensure that the face remained covered in the

occasional frames where the face detector failed. In particular, when a face was not detected in the

frame, the red box remained in the same position in all subsequent frames without a detected face

until a new face position was detected. This ensured that a box was drawn near the child’s face
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throughout the duration of the video. To ensure perfect and complete coverage of the child’s face

for all frames of the video, the processed videos were manually viewed and trimmed by the authors

until complete face coverage was achieved.

To achieve audio privacy, I chose to use pitch shifting because it preserves all of the original

content of the speech while obfuscating potentially identifying vocal features. I used ↵mpeg to

extract the audio from the original video, pitch shift the audio down by a factor of 10/7, then

append the new audio clip to a new video constructed from the sequential JPG frames of the

original video.

4.2.8 Crowdsourced behavioral feature extraction from video

I constructed a formal pipeline to aggregate a steady-state population of trustworthy and compe-

tent workers from a broad crowd whose answers to behavioral questions about videos would yield

high detection performance when fed as input into a machine learning classifier. Prior work has

demonstrated that features extracted by non-expert raters can yield high diagnostic performance on

unstructured videos (14). Yet, no prior literature, to my knowledge, has demonstrated the capacity

of crowdsourced ratings for diagnosis or detection of developmental conditions. I created a series

of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) crowdsourcing plat-

form to recruit crowd workers (see Materials and Methods: Recruitment of trustworthy and capable

crowd workers for details). I initially evaluated 1,107 randomly selected crowd workers through the

“virtual rater certification” process and filtered the crowd down to 102 consistently well-performing

workers who provided complete feature vectors with consistent results.

To extract categorical ordinal behavioral features for each video, I published a HIT for each of

a balanced set of 50 unstructured videos of children (25 ASD, 25 neurotypical; 26 male, 24 female).

Each HIT contained the embedded video of the child with a potential developmental condition and

a series of 31 multiple choice questions. Each multiple-choice question is a reworded version of one

or more questions from the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (26), an observational

instrument frequently used for diagnosing ASD. Due to the low number of behavioral features used

as input to the classifiers, I did not provide raters with the opportunity to answer “N/A” to a

particular question, instead requesting for raters to predict what the behavior for the child would be

using their intuition. Workers were not told that their task was to provide answers for diagnosing

or detection ASD, and they were not informed about the purpose of their multiple choice answers.

I hypothesized that some crowd workers would exhibit a high level of intuition about certain

ASD-related behaviors given other behaviors. While I only used a subset of the 31 questions as

inputs to the classifiers, the unused questions served as quality control opportunities (see Materials

and Methods: Recruitment of capable crowd workers for details). I randomly sampled 3 crowd

workers from the filtered crowd to perform each HIT. Three workers were chosen per condition

based on prior experiments by Tariq et al. demonstrating that 3 human raters are su�cient for the
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classifier performance to converge [437].

The importance of trust in healthcare solutions, especially with machine learning approaches

deployed on mobile devices, cannot be overstated. I explored the e↵ect of privacy-preserving mech-

anisms in the visual and audio domains on classifier performance. I published an identical set of

HITs with 3 privacy-preserving mechanisms: (1) full obfuscation of the face with a red face box

(visual privacy), (2) pitch shifting the audio of the child to a lower frequency (audio privacy), and

(3) a combination of both approaches (visual and audio privacy). As with the unaltered video tasks,

I randomly sampled 3 crowd workers from the filtered crowd to perform each HIT.

4.2.9 Performance of ASD classifiers

Figure 4.6: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall (PR) curves of the clas-
sifiers trained on aggregated features from the filtered crowd raters. The blue line shows the perfor-
mance of the LR5 classifier and the green line shows the performance of the LR10 classifier. ROC
curves for input features to the classifier are aggregated using the (A) mode, (B) round of the mean,
and (C) median of the crowd worker responses. The true positive rate is plotted against the false
positive rate for di↵erent class cuto↵s of the logistic regression classifier’s output probability. PR
curves for input features to the classifier are aggregated using the (D) mode, (E) round of the mean,
and (F) median of the crowd worker responses. Precision is plotted against recall for di↵erent class
cuto↵s of the logistic regression classifier’s output probability. For both ROC and PR curves, area
under the curves increasingly closer to 1.0 indicate increasingly better performance, and a value of
0.5 indicates random guessing by the classifier.

I evaluated the quality of the crowd’s answers using two logistic regression classifiers trained on

scoresheets from the ADOS observational instrument. I used one logistic regression classifier (which

I call LR5 for brevity) trained on 5 highly predictive questions from the ADOS and another classifier
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(which I call LR10 for brevity) trained on a di↵erent set of 10 highly predictive questions from the

ADOS. I plotted the Receiver Operating Curves (ROC) for all conditions, where the true positive rate

is plotted against the false positive rate for di↵erent class cuto↵s of the logistic regression classifier’s

output probability. I also plotted Precision-Recall Curves (PRC), where precision is plotted against

recall for di↵erent class cuto↵s. I measured the Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUROC)

and the Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC) for all classifiers and conditions. For both

of these metrics, values closer to 1.0 indicate better performance (1.0 means perfect classification)

while values closer to 0.5 indicate random guessing by the classifier.

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Specificity (%)
LR10 LR5 LR10 LR5 LR10 LR5 LR10 LR5

Mode 96.0 92.0 100.0 95.7 92.0 88.0 100.0 96.0
± 5.0 ± 7.0 ± 0.0 ± 7.0 ± 10.0 ± 13.0 ± 0.0 ± 6.7

Median 92.0 92.0 88.9 92.0 96.0 92.0 88.0 92.0
± 7.0 ± 7.0 ± 12.0 ± 10.4 ± 6.8 ± 10.0 ± 13.0 ± 10.4

Mean 90.0 98.0 85.7 100.0 96.0 96.0 84.0 100.0
(Rounded) ± 8.0 ± 3.0 ± 12.4 ± 0.0 ± 6.8 ± 6.8 ± 13.7 ± 0.0

Table 4.1: Performance of the machine learning classifiers on aggregated crowd features when using
the majority rules (mode), median, and mean aggregation methods. Performance metrics from
the LR10 and LR5 classifiers are shown respectively. A probability threshold of 0.5 was used to
distinguish the ASD and neurotypical classes.

I first aggregated the 3 crowdsourced responses for each video by taking the mode of the answers

to each question, breaking ties randomly. The mode of each crowd worker response was used as the

input to the classifiers. The AUROC of the LR10 classifier was 0.9872 ± 0.02 while the AUROC of

the LR5 classifier was 0.9904 ± 0.02 with mode aggregation (Figure 4.6a). The AUPRC of the LR10

classifier was 0.9895 ± 0.02 while the AUPRC of the LR5 classifier was 0.9906 ± 0.02 with mode

aggregation (Figure 4.6d). The LR10 classifier achieved 96.0% ± 5.0% accuracy, 100.0% ± 0.0%

precision, 92.0% ± 10.0% sensitivity / recall, and 100.0% ± 0.0% specificity (Table 4.2.9), and the

LR5 classifier achieved 92.0% ± 7.0% accuracy, 95.7% ± 7.0% precision, 88.0% ± 13.0% sensitivity

/ recall, and 96.0% ± 6.7% specificity with mode aggregation (Table 4.2.9).

I next aggregated the crowdsourced responses by using the median response of crowd workers as

the input to the classifiers. The AUROC of the LR10 classifier was 0.9864 ± 0.02 while the AUROC

of the LR5 classifier was 0.9904 ± 0.02 with median aggregation (Figure 4.6b). The AUPRC of

the LR10 classifier was 0.9897 ± 0.02 while the AUPRC of the LR5 classifier was 0.9911 ± 0.02%

with median aggregation (Figure 4.6e). The LR10 classifier achieved 92.0% ± 7.0% accuracy, 88.9%

± 12.0% precision, 96.0% ± 6.8% sensitivity / recall, and 88.0% ± 13.0% specificity (Table 4.2.9),

and the LR5 classifier achieved 92.0% ± 7.0% accuracy, 92.0% ± 10.4% precision, 92.0% ± 10.0%

sensitivity / recall, and 92.0% ± 10.4% specificity with median aggregation (Table 4.2.9).

Finally, I aggregated the crowdsourced responses by taking the mean of the categorical ordinal
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variables and rounding the answer to the nearest whole number. The AUROC of the LR10 classifier

was 0.9848 ± 0.03 while the AUROC of the LR5 classifier was 0.9936 ± 0.01 with mean aggregation

(Figure 4.6c). The AUPRC of the LR10 classifier was 0.9888 ± 0.02 while the AUPRC of the LR5

classifier was 0.9944 ± 0.01 with mean aggregation (Figure 4.6f). The LR10 classifier achieved 90.0%

± 8.0% accuracy, 85.7% ± 12.4% precision, 96.0% ± 6.8% sensitivity / recall, and 84.0% ± 13.7%

specificity (Table 4.2.9), while the LR5 classifier achieved 98.0% ± 3.0% accuracy, 100.0% ± 0.0%

precision, 96.0% ± 6.8% sensitivity / recall, and 100.0% ± 0.0% specificity with mean aggregation

(Table 4.2.9).

4.2.10 Performance using privacy-preserving mechanisms

Figure 4.7: ROC curves of the classifiers trained on aggregated features from the filtered crowd
raters under each privacy condition. The true positive rate is plotted against the false positive
rate for di↵erent class cuto↵s of the logistic regression classifier’s output probability. The color of
the curve represents the privacy condition: blue represents unaltered video, green represents face
obfuscation, red represents pitch shift, and purple represents face obfuscation and pitch shift. Plots
show aggregated results using the (A and D) mode, (B and E) median, and (C and F) round of the
mean of the crowd worker responses. The ROC curves are shown for both the LR5 (A - C) and
LR10 (D - F) classifiers. Area under the curves increasingly closer to 1.0 indicate increasingly better
performance, and a value of 0.5 indicates random guessing by the classifier.

I studied the e↵ect of privacy-preserving mechanisms on the performance of the crowd. I eval-

uated the performance of MTurk workers on the same balanced set of 50 videos with all faces

obfuscated, with audio pitch shifted down, and with both faces obfuscated and audio pitch shifted.

Each worker was assigned to one privacy condition per video. This allowed us to quantify the e↵ects

of visual and audio privacy mechanisms on non-expert ratings.
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The lowest AUROC for any aggregation method, classifier, and privacy condition was 0.8928 ±
0.09, using the mode aggregation strategy (Figure 4.7a). By contrast, the lowest median aggregation

AUROC was 0.9480 ± 0.06 (Figure 4.7e) and the lowest mean aggregation AUROC was 0.9488 ±
0.05 (Figure 4.7). Using all three aggregation methods, all privacy conditions lowered the AUROC

of both the LR5 and LR10 classifiers compared to the baseline unaltered condition (Figure 4.7). The

robustness of the ROC curve against privacy alterations appears to vary across aggregation strategies.

While the unaltered ROC curves are nearly identical for the unaltered conditions regardless of

aggregation strategy used (Figure 4.6), the privacy conditions introduce variance in curve shape and

AUROC values across privacy mechanisms, highlighting the importance of the aggregation strategy

chosen.

The lowest AUPRC for any aggregation method, classifier, and privacy condition was 0.8980 ±
0.09 (Figure 4.8) for the mode aggregation strategy. The relative e↵ects of the privacy conditions on

AUPRC were nearly identical to the e↵ects on AUROC (Figure 4.7). All privacy conditions lowered

the AUPRC with respect to the baseline unaltered condition (Figure 4.8). Like with AUROC,

the PR curves varied across aggregation strategies (Figure 4.8), with the lowest AUPRC for mode

aggregation (0.8980 ± 0.10; Figure 4.8a) manifesting noticeably lower than the lowest AUPRC

under any privacy condition for both median (0.9500 ± 0.07; Figure 4.8b) and mean (0.9476 ± 0.07;

Figure 4.8f) aggregation strategies.

Mean and median crowd worker aggregation strategies appear more robust to privacy-altering

modifications than the majority-rules (mode) strategy in terms of both AUROC (Figure 4.7) and

AUPRC (Figure 4.8). This e↵ect is likely due to the cumulative e↵ect of multiple cases where there

were no consensus answers between crowd raters on an individual question. In particular, there were

69 (video, question) pairs (out of a total 390 possibilities) where there was not a consensus category

chosen by the 3 raters, 64 pairs in the face box conditions, 96 pairs in the pitch shift condition, and

125 pairs in the combined case.

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Specificity (%)
Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄

Unaltered 96.0 92.0 90.0 100.0 88.0 85.7 92.0 96.0 96.0 100.0 88.0 84.0
Face Box 94.0 88.0 82.0 95.8 85.2 73.5 92.0 92.0 100.0 96.0 84.0 96.0
Pitch Shift 82.0 82.0 88.0 83.3 73.6 71.4 80.0 100.0 100.0 84.0 64.0 60.0

Face Box and 86.0 78.0 80.0 84.6 70.1 71.4 88.0 96.0 100.0 84.0 60.0 60.0
Pitch Shift

Table 4.2: Performance of the LR10 classifier on aggregated crowd features across privacy-preserving
mechanisms when using the mode, median, and mean aggregation methods, respectively. Sensitivity
of the classifier is retained even with the most stringent privacy-preserving mechanisms. A probabil-
ity threshold of 0.5 was used to distinguish the ASD and neurotypical classes. Mode is represented
as Mo, median is represented as ex, and mean is represented as x̄.

When using the median and mean aggregation methods, the sensitivity (recall) of both the LR5
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Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Specificity (%)
Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄ Mo ex x̄

Unaltered 92.0 92.0 98.0 95.7 92.0 100.0 88.0 92.0 96.0 96.0 92.0 100.0
Face Box 86.0 88.0 86.0 87.5 82.8 80.0 84.0 96.0 96.0 88.0 80.0 76.0
Pitch Shift 84.0 92.0 88.0 84.0 86.2 82.8 84.0 100.0 96.0 84.0 84.0 80.0

Face Box and 76.0 82.0 88.0 74.1 73.5 82.8 80.0 100.0 96.0 72.0 64.0 80.0
Pitch Shift

Table 4.3: Performance of the LR5 classifier on aggregated crowd features across privacy-preserving
mechanisms when using the mode, median, and mean aggregation methods, respectively. Sensitivity
of the classifier is retained even with the most stringent privacy-preserving mechanisms. A probabil-
ity threshold of 0.5 was used to distinguish the ASD and neurotypical classes. Mode is represented
as Mo, median is represented as ex, and mean is represented as x̄.

and LR10 classifiers was not degraded with any privacy condition, regardless of the classifier used

(Tables 2 and 3). This protective e↵ect against sensitivity was not present with mode aggregation.

With the LR10 classifier, the accuracy, precision, and specificity from any privacy condition was

lower than or equal to the unaltered condition using all aggregation methods (Table 4.2.10), except

that the face box resulted in higher specificity when using mean aggregation. With the LR5 classifier,

the accuracy, precision, and specificity from any privacy condition was lower than or equal to the

unaltered condition using all aggregation methods (Table 4.2.10). There is no clear di↵erence in the

face box and pitch privacy mechanisms in terms of severity of classifier performance degradation;

the e↵ect is highly dependent on the aggregation methods used. Dramatic di↵erences in classifier

performance using di↵erent aggregation methods but with all else held equal appeared in several

instances: the largest di↵erences across aggregation strategies for LR10 were 12.0% for accuracy

(face box; mode vs. mean aggregation), 22.3% for precision (face box; mode vs. mean aggregation),

20.0% for sensitivity (pitch shift; mode vs. median and mean aggregations), and 24.0% for specificity

(pitch shift and combined conditions; mode vs. mean aggregations) (Table 4.2.10). The largest

di↵erences for LR5 were 12.0% for accuracy (combined condition; mode vs. mean aggregation), 9.3%

for precision (combined condition; median vs. mean aggregation), 20.0% for sensitivity (combined

condition; mode vs. median aggregation), and 16.0% for specificity (combined condition; median vs.

mean aggregation) (Table 4.2.10).

4.3 Crowd annotations can approximate clinical autism im-

pressions from short home videos with privacy protec-

tions

In order for such solutions to truly scale for annotation by a large crowd workforce, the privacy of

the patients must be preserved. This is important in general for healthcare applications, but it is
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Figure 4.8: PR curves of the classifiers trained on aggregated features from the filtered crowd
raters under each privacy condition. Precision is plotted against recall for di↵erent class cuto↵s of
the logistic regression classifier’s output probability. The color of the curve represents the privacy
condition: blue represents unaltered video, green represents face obfuscation, red represents pitch
shift, and purple represents face obfuscation and pitch shift. Plots show aggregated results using
the (A and D) mode, (B and E) median, and (C and F) round of the mean of the crowd worker
responses. The ROC curves are shown for both the LR5 (A - C) and LR10 (D - F) classifiers. Area
under the curves increasingly closer to 1.0 indicate increasingly better performance, and a value of
0.5 indicates random guessing by the classifier.

especially critical when the patients in question are young children with a developmental delay and

observed by a stranger in the privacy of their home. My prior work has shown that applying light

privacy-preserving modifications to videos, such as pitch shifting and covering the child’s face with

a virtual box, results in minimal degradation of the quality of crowdsourced annotations used for

remote detection of autism-related behaviors [481]. However, such lightweight privacy protections

may be insu�cient to some patients, such as those patients who do not want the interior of their

home exposed to strangers on the Internet.

Here, I explore the e↵ect of standard visual privacy-preserving mechanisms. In particular, I

apply pixelation, dense optical flow, and Gaussian blurring, which are either standard methods for

protecting the privacy of human subjects in image and video datasets [356] or for representing visual

features for activity recognition [235] while obfuscating personally identifiable visual features. I

study the e↵ect of these video transformations on annotation quality. On a balanced test set of 30

videos of children with autism and 30 neurotypical controls, I find that no visual privacy condition

deviates from the unaltered condition by more than half of a categorical ordinal severity point out of

4 questions corresponding to behavior severity. I compare crowd responses to professional clinicians
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and find that the probability score emitted by the classifier is consistent with the clinicians’ global

impression from watching the same video. I also find that clinicians are more sensitive to autism-

related symptoms than crowd workers.

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the

ethical standards of the institution (approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board)

and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

4.3.1 Balanced video dataset

I leveraged a balanced video dataset of 30 children with autism and 30 controls without autism.

Both groups were gender and aged matched: I posted 30 videos of male children (13 with autism

and 17 neurotypical) and 30 videos of female children (17 with autism and 13 neurotypical). The

mean age in the videos of children with autism was 3.49 years old (SD=1.58 years old), and the

mean age in the videos of children without autism was 3.41 years old (SD=1.39 years old).

4.3.2 Logistic regression classifier for predicting autism

I utilized a previously validated [437, 438] logistic regression classifier for predicting autism vs. not

autism from the answers to the multiple-choice questions I asked crowd workers. The classifier [247,

265] was derived from the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) module 2 [283] and was

trained on clinician filled scoresheets from the Boston Autism Consortium (AC), the Simons Simplex

Collection v14 (SSC) [152], Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) [167], National Database

of Autism Research (NDAR) [182] and the Simons Variation in Individuals Project (SVIP) [80].

To generate confidence intervals, I performed 10,000 iterations for a bootstrapping procedure for

each video. In each iteration, I sampled with replacement from the 60 videos used for evaluation and

computed the accuracy, precision, recall / sensitivity, specificity, Area Under the Receiver Operating

Characteristic (AUROC), and Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC) on the resulting

video set.

4.3.3 Privacy conditions

I evaluated three privacy modifications applied to each video: (1) pixelation, (2) dense optical flow,

and (3) Gaussian blur. Pixelation and Gaussian blurring are common methods for protecting the

privacy of human subjects in image and video datasets [356]. Dense optical flow is a standard

method for representing visual features for activity recognition [235] which happens to also preserve

the privacy of the human subject in the video. To apply pixelation, I first resized the input frames

down to 32x32 pixels while applying bilinear interpolation. I then calculated the final pixelated

frame by resizing the smaller frame back to the original frame size using bilinear interpolation. To

calculate dense optical flow, I applied Farneback’s algorithm for two-frame motion estimation based
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Figure 4.9: Examples of the three visual privacy conditions used in this study. (A) Unaltered video
frame. (B) The same video frame with pixelation. (C) The same video frame with dense optical
flow. (D) The same video frame with Gaussian blur.

on polynomial expansion [147]. The image was colored through obtaining a 2-channel array with

optical flow vectors, where the direction of the vectors corresponds to the hue of the image and

the magnitude of the vectors corresponds to the value (lightness) of the image. To apply Gaussian

blurring, I used a blurring kernel with 0.25 the width and height of the input image. An example of

each of these privacy conditions is displayed in Figure 4.9.

I note that pixelation (Figure 4.9B) makes the background setting and human more discernible

(less private) than Gaussian blurring (Figure 4.9D), and Gaussian blurring is more discernible (less

private) dense optical flow (Figure 4.9C).

4.3.4 Crowd annotation

To recruit crowd workers, I posted a video rating task on the crowdsourcing website Microwork-

ers.com [193]. In this video rating task, crowd workers are asked to answer a series of 13 multiple

choice questions, with 4 answer choices each, about the child’s behavior exhibited in each of 8 video

videos (4 featuring a child with autism and 4 featuring a child without autism). I provided the

categorical ordinal variables corresponding to each worker’s answers into a pretrained binary logistic
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regression classifier for autism (see subsection Logistic regression classifier for predicting autism be-

low for details about classifier training). 1,000 crowd workers completed the task and passed basic

quality control checks for answer acceptance. Quality control measures included time spent on the

annotation task and deviations in answers between videos [481]. I did not include workers who did

not pass these basic quality control checks in the list of 1,000 evaluated workers.

I measured the classifier’s prediction for all 8 filtering videos for all workers. I then measured

the mean probability of the correct class (PCC) for each worker across all 8 videos, where the PCC

is the classifier’s output probability p when the true class of a video is autism and 1-p otherwise.

Out of the 1,000 workers evaluated, exactly 40 workers had a mean PCC at or above 80% when the

mean PCC was rounded up. I recruited these 40 crowd workers to rate the primary video set of 60

videos used in this study.

Each of the 40 crowd workers were tasked with rating all 60 videos described in the subsection

Balanced video dataset. I randomly split the 40 workers into 4 groups, and each group was assigned

to one privacy condition per video. Therefore, no worker saw more than one version of each video.

Furthermore, all workers saw exactly 15 unaltered videos, 15 videos with pixelation, 15 videos with

dense optical flow, and 15 videos with Gaussian blurring. This ensured that no privacy condition

was biased by any crowd worker annotation biases.

4.3.5 Clinician annotation

I recruited 19 clinicians to rate the same balanced video dataset and provide the same categorical

ordinal video-wide annotations as the crowd workers. All clinicians were licensed professionals who

provide diagnoses of autism as part of their job duties. All clinicians were asked an additional

question which crowd workers were not asked: “Do you think the child has autism?” The answer

choices were:

• No, I am confident the child does not have autism (0)

• No, but I am unsure (1)

• Yes, but I am unsure (2)

• Yes, I am confident the child has autism (3)

All 60 videos received at least 1 complete rating by at least 1 clinician. Some videos were rated

by more than 1 clinician, in which case I recorded the mean of the clinician answers for that video.

For the “Do you think the child has autism?” question, I coded the responses from 0 to 3 as shown

above.

Clinicians were also asked to provide a Clinical Global Impression (CGI) [180] rating for the

children in the videos. The CGI scale measures the “severity of illness” between 1 (“normal, not at
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all ill”) to 7 (“among the most extremely ill patients”) and is designed to allow clinicians to provide

a global impression without providing a formal diagnosis.

4.3.6 Item-level analysis

For each question I asked crowd workers, I measured the mean absolute deviation of the mean answer

for each privacy condition from the mean answer for the baseline condition. This di↵erence provides

a measure of the privacy condition’s e↵ect on annotation quality. I hypothesized that some questions

would be more susceptible to alteration with certain privacy conditions applied.

4.3.7 Performance of clinicians and crowd workers

Out of the 30 videos of children with autism, clinicians rated 8 videos confidently (with a mean

autism rating above 2.5 out of 3.0). By contrast, clinicians rated 18 of the videos of neurotypical

children confidently (with a mean autism rating below 0.5 out of 3.0). All 8 confidently rated videos

were of children with autism, while 16 of the 18 neurotypical children were correctly identified (only

2 were actually diagnosed with autism). This suggests that clinicians observing remote videos of

children are cautious about calling an autism diagnosis, but when they do guess a diagnosis, the

child is very likely to actually have autism.

The clinician’s classifier correctly identified 28 of the 30 autism cases while only correctly iden-

tifying 14 of the 30 neurotypical cases. By contrast, the crowd’s classifier correctly identified 25

of the 30 autism cases and 27 of the 30 neurotypical cases. This suggests that clinicians are more

sensitive to autism-related symptoms than crowd workers, thus resulting in a higher frequency of

autism diagnosis by the binary classifiers.

There is a clear linear correlation (r=0.75, p¡0.001) between the mean Clinical Global Impression

(CGI) score provided by professional clinicians for each video and the corresponding classifier score

emitted by the logistic regression classifier with crowd inputs (Figure 4.10). This suggests that

crowd responses in conjunction with machine learning algorithms can approximate clinician intuition,

and the classifier’s output can be interpreted as a fairly reliable approximation of clinical global

impressions of autism.

Of the 60 unaltered videos, the mean performance metrics were 90.0% +/- 7.5% accuracy, 92.9%

+/- 8.9% precision, 86.7% +/- 11.8% recall (sensitivity), and 93.3% +/- 8.6% specificity. The mean

AUROC was 90.0% +/- 7.5% and the mean AUPRC was 93.1% +/- 6.2%.

4.3.8 E↵ect of privacy conditions

The linear correlation between the mean Clinical Global Impression (CGI) score provided by profes-

sional clinicians for each video and the corresponding classifier score emitted by the logistic regression

classifier with crowd inputs is maintained with privacy-preserving video modifications (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: There is a clear linear correlation (r=0.75, p < 0.001) between the mean Clinical Global
Impression (CGI) score provided by professional clinicians for each video and the corresponding
classifier score emitted by the logistic regression classifier with crowd inputs.

Figure 4.11: The linear correlation between the mean Clinical Global Impression (CGI) score pro-
vided by professional clinicians for each video and the corresponding classifier score emitted by the
logistic regression classifier with crowd inputs is maintained with privacy-preserving video modifica-
tions. The correlation is weaker for Gaussian blurring (r=0.64, p=0.001 for Gaussian blurring) than
for dense optical flow and pixelation (r=0.71, p=0.0002 for both).

The correlation is weaker for Gaussian blurring (r=0.64, p=0.001 for Gaussian blurring) than for

dense optical flow and pixelation (r=0.71, p=0.0002 for pixelation for both).

With pixelation, the mean performance metrics were 85.0% +/- 9.2% accuracy, 88.9% +/- 12.1%

precision, 80.0% +/- 14.4% recall (sensitivity), and 90.0% +/- 10.9% specificity. The mean AUROC
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was 85.0% +/- 9.0% and the mean AUPRC was 89.4% +/- 7.9%.

With dense optical flow, the mean performance metrics were 85.0% +/- 9.2% accuracy, 81.8%

+/- 13.1% precision, 90.0% +/- 10.9% recall (sensitivity), and 80.0% +/- 14.4% specificity. The

mean AUROC was 85.0% +/- 9.0% and the mean AUPRC was 88.4% +/- 7.9%.

With Gaussian blurring, the mean performance metrics were 83.3% +/- 9.2% accuracy, 83.3%

+/- 13.7% precision, 83.3% +/- 13.7% recall (sensitivity), and 83.3% +/- 13.7% specificity. The

mean AUROC was 83.3% +/- 9.3% and the mean AUPRC was 87.5% +/- 8.5%.

4.3.9 Item-level results

Mean Deviation for Mean Deviation for Mean Deviation for
Pixelation Dense Optical Flow Gaussian Blurring

Abnormal Speech 0.28 0.32 0.29
Echolalia 0.39 0.45 0.47

Repetitive Language 0.25 0.30 0.26
Expressive Language 0.29 0.41 0.33

Eye Contact 0.29 0.37 0.33
Facial Expressiveness 0.25 0.32 0.29

Social Initiation 0.26 0.30 0.31
Sharing Excitement 0.34 0.32 0.37
Aggressive Behavior 0.09 0.12 0.12

Table 4.4: The mean absolute deviation for each privacy condition from the baseline condition
answers for the behaviors used in the autism classifiers. This di↵erence provides a measure of the
privacy condition’s e↵ect on annotation quality.

Table 4.3.9 displays the mean absolute deviation of the mean answer for each privacy condition

from the mean answer for the baseline condition. This di↵erence provides a measure of the privacy

condition’s e↵ect on annotation.

I found that pixelation resulted in smaller deviations from the unmodified video condition com-

pared to dense optical flow and Gaussian blurring. In all but one behavioral annotation (for sharing

excitement), the mean deviation for pixelation was less than for the other two privacy conditions.

Dense optical flow, which provides maximal privacy, did not have a discernible di↵erence from Gaus-

sian blurring (private but less so), providing support for the use of dense optical flow in translational

settings.

The annotation with the lowest deviation across all conditions was for displaying aggressive

behavior. This makes intuitive sense and serves as a sanity check, as no aggressive behavior was

displayed in any of the videos I presented.

None of the 9 behaviors used for the classifiers contained a mean deviation above 0.5. This means

that the mean deviation is less than one half of the distance between one categorical ordinal variable

representing symptom severity and the variable indicating one severity level higher (all questions
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contained 4 multiple choice options). I note that while these deviations are consistently small, the

aggregation of these deviations results in more misclassifications (see E↵ect of privacy conditions).

4.3.10 Discussion and conclusion

I explored the potential for global image transformations to provide privacy for video subjects while

still preserving behavioral annotation quality. While no individual question was drastically degraded,

some behavioral annotations were degraded more than others. Pixelation consistently resulted in

less drastic degradations than blurring and optical flow. I also found that the classifier’s predictions

from the crowd’s annotation of the unaltered videos were strongly correlated with clinician global

impressions. A slightly less strong correlation persisted even after all privacy modifications I tested,

providing evidence that the classifier’s output can potentially be considered as an estimation of

clinical global autism impression scores even when annotations are provided for a privacy-preserved

video stream.

There are several limitations to the current study. While the configuration of questions I asked

workers and clinicians resulted in worse performance by the clinicians’ annotations, this could have

been due to over-sensitivity by the classifier rather than anything the clinicians did wrong. I therefore

do not make any claims about the performance of clinicians as compared to crowd workers. An

interesting limitation is that the definition of autism tends to shift over time with evolving DSM

criteria and clinical practices [321]. Because clinicians were providing annotations several years

after the videos of children were recorded, it is possible that the children who did not qualify for a

diagnosis at the time the videos were recorded would qualify for a diagnosis by the time the clinicians

reviewed the videos.

There are several interesting avenues of future work. The annotations provided by crowd workers

can potentially be used to train computer vision classifiers detecting behaviors relevant to autism

detection such as emotion evocation [181, 198, 473], hand or head stimming [475, 257], and abnor-

mal eye contact [460]. While humans are worse at detecting certain behavioral patterns from videos

when privacy mechanisms are applied, it is possible that convolutional neural networks can more

easily detect these features by learning subtle and nonlinear feature maps beyond human compre-

hension. As machine learning algorithms improve and relevant databases become more plentiful, the

possibility of removing humans from the remote detection pipeline seems increasingly inevitable.

Future work should ensure that all methods work for all stakeholders and such methods should

therefore be evaluated across races and ethnicities to ensure fair and unbiased A.I. While some

machine learning methods may help account for biased datasets, no technique matches the benefit of

using balanced data. Fair and balanced healthcare A.I. initiatives must explicitly recruit participants

in equal numbers across all demographics served to allow for equitable services for all.
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4.4 Discussion

My results confirm the hypothesis that a qualified crowd of non-expert workers from paid platforms

can e�ciently tag features needed to run machine learning models for accurate detection of ASD. I

emphasize that I am testing the ability of workers recruited from the crowd to adequately and fairly

score the features I care about without knowing anything about the underlying detection task. I

am able to derive accurate diagnoses through feeding the crowd workers’ responses into a machine

learning classifier.

I demonstrate the first crowdsourced study of human-in-the-loop machine learning methods for

detection of any behavioral condition, focusing on pediatric ASD as a challenging case study. When

aggregating the categorical ordinal behavioral features provided by the crowd, the best classifier using

the optimal aggregation strategy for this dataset (mean) yielded >= 96% performance for accuracy,

precision, sensitivity (recall), and specificity. This performance exceeds alternative classification

methods that do not employ crowdsourcing, with notable prior results achieving an accuracy of

88.9%, sensitivity of 94.5%, and specificity of 77.4% on the best-performing classifier [437] on a

di↵erent video dataset. This suggests that when privacy-preserving mechanisms are not applied to

video, the methods described here can still work. However, I emphasize that much larger studies

with a fully representative cohort are required before the solution described here can be translated

into clinical settings.

Even with privacy mechanisms in place, the results perform slightly higher than AI-based video

phenotyping of ASD absent of crowdsourcing and privacy protection (14). The LR5 classifier, used

on crowd responses to videos with both pitch shift and face obfuscation applied, still achieved

88.0% accuracy, 96.0% sensitivity, and 80.0% specificity using mean aggregation. These results

are comparable to the unaltered video classifiers in prior work (14). Because the sensitivity was

preserved, the method can potentially provide privacy-preserved detection for ASD in a scalable

and accessible manner.

While I do not perform a clinical study, I am interested in how the proposed methods can

eventually be leveraged in diagnostic practices. One potential use case could be the integration of

the methods described here with commercial telehealth solutions for pediatric behavioral diagnostics,

where behavioral measures are needed but can be rate limited by the number of coders. Such tools

can aid clinicians in finding children who have an increased risk of ASD, helping to speed up the

currently long waitlists [174] for starting and receiving care. However, before such translational

use cases can be realized and implemented in a health care system, larger studies, including o�cial

clinical trials, will be required to fully evaluate the potential of the presented methods to translate

to the clinic. I believe that digital health care solutions in general, including approaches like mine,

will allow for more e↵ective detection and diagnosis of behavioral, mental, and developmental health

conditions.

In an age where privacy of personal data is at the forefront of geopolitical issues and public
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discourse, trust is paramount for e↵ective data sharing. I found that those parents who would not

share raw videos of their children would share the videos after the privacy-preserving steps were

applied. Importantly, applying these mechanisms to the videos did not degrade the sensitivity of

the classifier but did degrade the specificity (by a certain percentage). More work on trustworthy

AI will be needed to maximize both trust and the utility of data being shared.

I propose and implement a structured process of (1) applying feature selection on electronic med-

ical record data to determine the behaviors most predictive of a particular condition, (2) training

machine learning classifiers to predict a diagnosis with the minimal feature set on the electronic

medical record data, (3) building a diagnostically and demographically balanced training library

of videos enriched for those features, (4) applying privacy transformations to those videos, (5) re-

cruiting a curated crowd workforce, (6) assigning members of the curated crowd to behaviorally

tag subsets of the videos, and finally, (7) providing a diagnosis by feeding in the aggregated crowd

responses as input to the machine learning classifier. This process can likely be applied to other de-

velopmental conditions, enabling scalable telemedical practices. In order for the presented technique

to truly scale, manual annotators must check the quality of the privacy modifications. To preserve

privacy during these manual checks, the image can be transformed into a feature representation

that maintains the human outline while preserving privacy, such as dense optical flow. As object

detection methods, and in particular face detection, improves, I expect this human requirement to

dissolve. In the meantime, however, the task of manually checking the privacy alterations can be

crowdsourced without curated workers, enabling scalability of the overall approach.

I also demonstrate the first published case, to my knowledge, of “human imputation”, where

humans can fill in the missing data in the questionnaires using their intuition about the child.

All videos were short, ranging from 15 seconds to 129 seconds (mean = 42.4 seconds; SD = 24.9

seconds), and only illustrating a few of the behavioral questions used in the classifiers. Nevertheless,

raters were capable of rating the missing behaviors to a su�cient degree to realize strong classifier

performance. Because most clinicians are unwilling to answer questions about unobserved behavior,

this methodology proves promising when incomplete data are available for a patient, which is often

the case in longitudinal at-home data monitoring e↵orts. I note that while this methodology will not

su�ce for a formal clinical-grade diagnosis, it may help to increase the throughput and scalability

of remote detection e↵orts.

There are several limitations of the present study. An important limitation is that some of

the questions the crowd workers were asked, while not used as input to either the LR5 or LR10

classifiers, did mention autism in the wording, potentially biasing their inputs in the direction of

increased severity of symptoms. I conducted an analysis of worker response distributions for each

question across videos to verify whether this was the case and found no noticeable answer biases

towards either more severe or less severe symptom ratings. In an ideal setting, workers would not

have received any communication about “autism” and would simply annotate observed behaviors in
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the video.

While the dataset used was balanced for gender and diagnosis, the unstructured nature of the

videos could introduce uncontrolled confounders. Diagnosis was based on self-reporting from par-

ents, introducing the potential for discrepancies in the diagnostic reports of the child. ASD is a

heterogeneous spectrum condition, and the phenotype is not binary. However, the analysis per-

formed in the present study treats ASD as a binary condition, not capturing subtleties in children

who may “almost have ASD” or “barely have ASD”. One possible approach for future work would

involve using the probabilities emitted from the logistic regression classifier as an estimate of ASD

severity. Another limitation introduced by this study design is the inability to attribute the degra-

dation of performance to either a lack of ability of workers to “impute” the missing video data or

the natural degradations that would result from the privacy-preserving mechanisms. Future work

evaluating the granular e↵ects of video-based privacy techniques on item-level answers would result

in greater translatability of the results to the clinic. A final and crucial limitation is that while the

videos I selected were balanced by age, gender, and diagnosis, there are undoubtedly multiple biases

in the selected video sample, requiring further work on larger samples to evaluate how the discussed

methods will scale for all populations.



Chapter 5

Active learning to optimize

crowdsourced labeling

Interactive mobile systems often generate large datasets of naturalistic behavior as a byproduct of

their use [228, 227, 229, 226, 225], and these datasets can be leveraged to train new machine learning

classifiers that may be more e↵ective in real-time interactive systems. However, the data must first

be labeled to be useful for machine learning. While data annotators could label the entirety of the

dataset, this process can be infeasible for large and complex datasets. Neural networks take a long

time to train - on the scale of days or weeks on the most powerful graphics processing units (GPUs)

with large image datasets. This can result in thousands of dollars spent until training convergence.

Active learning is a framework for identifying the most salient data points for humans to label in

vast unlabeled datasets. E↵ective active learning strategies can drastically reduce the ine�ciencies

associated with labeling an entire dataset. An additional benefit of active learning is the generation

of more focused and lightweight datasets with predictive power approaching that of the entire pool

of data.

Active learning techniques typically use a machine learning model trained on a smaller labeled

dataset to identify unlabeled data points with a low classifier probability. Traditional approaches to

active learning include uncertainty-based approaches, where data for which the classifier is proba-

bilistically uncertain of the correct class are prioritized, as well as a representation-based approaches,

where similar unlabeled data points (where similarity may be determined by unsupervised ap-

proaches) are prioritized [412, 413]. Early approaches to active learning for a↵ective computing

have demonstrated noticeable improvements. Ahmed et al. achieve 88% emotion detection accu-

racy for 7 emotions (happy, disgusted, sad, angry, surprised, fear, and neutral) when applying active

learning compared to less than 73% when selecting frames at random using a custom dataset curated

from webcam images [9]. Their active learning method consists of evaluating mini batches of images

106
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with a pretrained model and replacing labels with a confidence below a static threshold. Thiam et

al. also follows this paradigm by pretraining a background model on a dataset of emotional events

and asking the human annotator to label examples that are not well explained by this background

model, finding that 14% of the original dataset identified with active learning contains 75% of the

total emotional events [442]. Senechal et al. apply active learning to the labeling of facial action

units in naturalistic videos collected from webcams [410] to create a computationally tractable radial

basis function support vector machine classifier reaching performance above the previously published

baseline on AM-FED, a dataset of naturalistic facial expressions [312].

The largest challenge in active learning research is that there is no one-size-fits-all approach for

all datasets [412, 413]. For example, maximum entropy active learning consistently outperforms

random selection of labels on some datasets while performing drastically worse than random on

others [195, 408]. I have found that this issue is magnified when attempting to apply active learning

on highly heterogeneous a↵ective computer vision data.

Here, I explore active learning for a↵ective datasets collected from an at-home digital phenotyping

application for children with autism. Digital therapeutics for pediatric autism which help children

practice emotion evocation [92, 91, 181, 239, 465, 464, 483, 484] are increasing being developed and

studied for at-home therapy for use by families without access to traditional healthcare services. The

use of these therapies generates massive datasets which contain emotion evocations. Because the

therapies are administered by parents in home settings, the datasets are noisy and heterogeneous.

The dataset I use here consists of frames extracted from video recorded by a mobile autism

therapeutic application consisting of a Charades game played by parents and children called Guess-

What [198, 228, 227, 229, 226, 473]. During game sessions, the parent places the phone on their

forehead, facing the child. The child acts out the emotion prompt depicted on the device and the

parent guesses the emotion performed by the child. If the parent tilts the phone forward, indicating

a correct evocation of the emotion prompt by the child, then the corresponding frames receive the

prompt as a metadata label. In the meantime, the front-facing camera of the phone records real

time video of the interaction. I consider these “automatic label” metadata as potentially useful to

the active learning process.

I run a post-hoc simulation of active learning on the dataset acquired from GuessWhat game-

play by ensuring that all emotions, as represented by the automatic label metadata, are equally

represented. I try this approach with and without maximum entropy. Because I found marginal

performance gains over random frame selection, I sought to understand why active learning was not

more e↵ective. I explore simulations with synthetic low-dimensional datasets to understand which

dataset and model configurations fail during active learning procedures using noisy automatic la-

bels. Finally, I recognize that emotion datasets often have subjective labels [478], including in the

GuessWhat dataset, so I pilot a crowdsourcing-based active learning algorithm to determine how

many labels each data point should receive. This work provides preliminary explorations of the
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challenges and opportunities which arise in active learning with heterogeneous image datasets with

noisy labels.

5.1 Active learning simulation using metadata from a mobile

autism therapeutic

5.1.1 Methods

We experiment with a dataset generated from GuessWhat, a smartphone app which provides at-

home therapy to children with autism [228, 227, 229, 226, 225]. During therapy sessions consisting

of gameplay between a parent and child with autism the parent holds the smartphone on their

forehead while the phone displays emotional Charades prompts to the child. If the child correctly

evokes the emotion, then the parent tilts the phone forward, and this response is recorded using

accelerometer sensors. The parent tilts the phone backwards if the child cannot correctly evoke

the emotion. Throughout the gameplay session, GuessWhat collects video recordings of the child

through the front-facing camera of the smartphone.

Figure 5.1: Generation of automatically labeled frames from gameplay. All time points during a
90 second gameplay session corresponds to either an emotion prompt or a transition in which the
parent holding the phone is switching to the next emotion prompt.

The gameplay sessions generate a video with timestamp labels marking the start and end frames

of the prompt (Figure 5.1). Each frame is marked with the corresponding prompt on the GuessWhat

session if any is present. These emotive metadata can be used as noisy automatic labels for training

an emotion detection classifier. Here, we experiment with the potential of these metadata to aid in

the active learning process.

After acquiring ground truth labels for all frames as described in Washington et al. [478], we ran

a post hoc simulation using the final labeled dataset to understand the most e↵ective strategy for

ordering the frames to converge test performance with as few manual labels as possible (Figure 5.2).

We evaluate the following active learning strategies, where X is the set of unlabeled data frames and

Y is the set of possible predictions:
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Figure 5.2: Maximum entropy-based active learning.

• Baseline: random frames. As a baseline without active learning, we order frames randomly.

Sequential frames corresponding to a random emotion prompt from a random video session

for a random child are consecutively displayed.

• Automatic labels: cycle through (emotion, child) tuples. There is a drastic class imbalance in

the emotions that children evoked during gameplay sessions. To balance the labeled data to

the extent possible, we cycle through one random frame for each (automatic emotion label,

child) tuple until all tuples have been exhausted. The order of cycling through (automatic

emotion label, child) tuples is chosen randomly.

• Confidence-based approach using automatic labels: cycle through (emotion, child) tuples with

maximum entropy frames first. Same ordering as above, where (emotion, child) tuples are

cycled through randomly, except instead of selecting a random (emotion, tuple) frame, the

frame with the maximum entropy is selected. Entropy is defined as follows, where x is the

matrix of pixels constituting a frame, y is the predicted class out of N possible emotion classes,

and P (y|x) is the classifier’s emitted probability of frame x having class y:

H(x) = �
PN

i=1 P (yi|x)log(P (yi|x))

For each of these active learning strategies, we calculate a frame queue using that method and

add the top 35 frames (5 per class) from the queue to the training set. We then train a classifier
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with the training set so far, recalculate the frame queue with the updated classifier, and repeat. We

run 10 iterations of each active learning strategy.

We use a ResNet152V2 [189] convolutional neural network pretrained on ImageNet weights [104]

for all active learning conditions and strategies. The network was trained with Adam optimiza-

tion [236] and categorical cross-entropy loss. The following data augmentations were applied at

random: rotation range of up to 7 degrees, a brightness range between 70% and 130%, and horizon-

tal flips.

At each iteration, we evaluate the model on the Child A↵ective Facial Expression (CAFE)

dataset [281], a publicly available image dataset of children emoting “anger”, “disgust”, “fear”,

“happy”, “neutral”, “sad”, and “surprise” in controlled settings. CAFE contains 1,192 images of

90 females and 64 males. The racial distribution of subjects is: 27 African American, 16 Asian, 77

Caucasian/European American, 23 Latino, and 11 South Asian.

To emphasize the importance of working towards creating machine learning models that minimize

bias and work for all individuals, we also evaluate the model against a subset of CAFE balanced

by race, gender, and emotion expression. This subset contains N=125 images and has been used in

prior literature due to its demographic balance [335].

Finally, we use the techniques described by Figueroa et al. [151] to estimate how many frames

are needed for the classifier to converge. This estimation occurs after the collection of enough

frames to fit a power law distribution to the plot of classifier accuracy and F1 score vs. number of

frames labeled. We use the scipy Python library to estimate parameters a, b, and c of the following

equation, where x is the number of frames collected and f(x) is the accuracy or F1 score of the

resulting classifier:

f(x) = (1� a)� bx
c

5.1.2 Results

We first perform a simulation without including any public datasets, as training time to convergence

would drastically increase with the additional number of training frames. We first evaluate against a

subset of CAFE balanced by emotion, gender, and race, which we call the “balanced CAFE subset”.

This balanced CAFE subset has been evaluated in prior work [335]. The network trained on all

images achieved an overall accuracy of 84.8% accuracy and an 83.9% F1-score on the balanced

CAFE subset. When excluding the Hollywood Squares dataset and only training using the RaFD,

CK+, and JAFFE datasets, the resulting model achieves 70.4% accuracy on the balanced CAFE

subset, highlighting the added value of the GuessWhat data.

Cycling through (user-derived emotion label, child) tuples and selecting the highest entropy frame

satisfying that tuple outperforms selection of random frames by a large margin and outperforms

cycling through tuples and choosing a random frame in that tuple by a smaller margin (Figure 5.3).

Cycling through frame metadata with maximum entropy starts to reach near convergence at 4
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of active learning techniques to baseline when evaluating against a balanced
subset of CAFE images. The x-axis represents the total number of frames included in the dataset.
Cycling through (user-derived emotion label, child) tuples and selecting the highest entropy frame
satisfying that tuple (green) is compared against cycling through tuples and choosing a random
frame in that tuple (orange) as well as only selecting random frames (blue). 35 frames, or 5 frames
per class, are chosen per active learning iteration. (A) Accuracy per active learning iteration. (B)
F1-score per active learning iteration.

iterations (140 frames) while cycling through frame metadata alone does no reach this point until

at least iteration 8 (305 frames).

We next evaluate active learning on the entirety of CAFE. Figure 5.4 shows that cycling through

(emotion autolabel, child) tuples and selecting the maximum entropy frame outperforms random

baseline when evaluating on the entirety of CAFE, although the margin is not as dramatic as

compared to the balanced CAFE subset. Interestingly, cycling through (emotion autolabel, child)

tuples without choosing the maximum entropy frame performs worse than the random baseline.

This is possibly due to the severe class imbalance of the full CAFE dataset. Figure 5.5 shows that
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Figure 5.4: F1 score per active learning iteration when evaluating against the entirety of CAFE.
The x-axis represents the total number of frames included in the dataset.

cycling through (emotion, child) tuples and selecting the maximum entropy frame also outperforms

random baseline when starting with a model pretrained on JAFFE and CK+.

Figure 5.5: F1 score per active learning iteration when evaluating against the entirety of CAFE. The
x-axis represents the total number of additional frames added to the dataset for a baseline consisting
of the entirety of the JAFFE and CK+ datasets.

Figure 5.6 shows an active learning simulation when including JAFFE and CK+ prior to the

first active learning iteration and evaluated on the balanced CAFE subset. Fitting a power law

distribution to the data, we arrive at the following relationship:

CAFE Accuracy = 0.704 + 0.008(number of labeled frames)0.257
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This relationship predicts 81.49% accuracy with 35,265 labeled frames, which is a slight under-

prediction of the true accuracy of 84.8% when training a ResNet with all frames. This is likely a

result of the decreased utility of progressively low entropy frames.

Figure 5.6: Fitting a power law distribution to the plot of balanced CAFE subset accuracy vs. the
number of frames labeled using active learning when including JAFFE, RaFD, and CK+ prior to
the first active learning iteration.

5.2 Active learning with soft target labels

5.2.1 Methods

A↵ective computing datasets often contain subjective labels. One case of subjective labels is for

compound emotions. For example, a subject may be depicting compound emotions such as “happily

surprised”, “angrily surprised”, or “fearfully surprised” [120]. In other cases, the label may be

ambiguous. For example, some human raters may rate an image as depicting anger while others

may rate it as disgusted [478]. Both answers could be correct, or the true expression might require

additional context. To account for this type of subjectivity in emotional labels, training emotion

classifiers with soft-target labels rather than one-hot encoded labels has been proposed and validated

as a feasible method to create classifiers which output probability distributions which mimic the

variation in human interpretation [478].

I investigate active learning with such subjective data where multiple labels are required per

image to construct a soft-target label from the crowd. I use CAFE for an active learning simulation,

as CAFE contains 100 independent human annotations per image. I evaluate on 3 separate folds

of CAFE to verify robustness of results. Each of the 3 folds consists of two-thirds of CAFE in the

training set and the rest in the test set. To avoid overfitting, I ensured that no child subject in the

training set ever appeared in the test set for all folds. The final one-hot labels were determined by
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majority voting, with ties broken randomly.

At each iteration of the simulation, I randomly sample labels from the distribution of 100 human

annotations provided in CAFE for all images in the CAFE dataset. A total of 3N labels are sampled

per iteration, where N is the total number of images. In the baseline condition, I sample 3 labels

per image. I train a ResNet classifier for 200 epochs with the same configuration as the ResNet in

Experiment 1. To generate each number at each iteration, I take the mean and standard deviation

of the held-out validation data for the final 50 epochs. Training accuracy converged prior to epoch

150 for all conditions, folds, and simulation iterations.

In the active learning condition, I sample 1 label for all images. For the remainder of labels, I

sort the remaining frames by decreasing entropy of the crowd label distribution. For the frames in

the top 10th percentile of maximum entropy crowd labels, I sample 6 additional times (7 samples

total). For the frames in the 10th through 25th percentile, I sample 4 additional times (5 samples

total). For frames in the 25th through 65th percentile, I sample 2 additional times (3 samples total).

The remaining frames do not receive additional labels at that iteration (1 sample total). This again

results in 3N samples distributed in total in the active learning condition (N + 6*0.1*N + 4*0.15*N

+ 2*0.4*N = 3N).

5.2.2 Results

Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3
Labeled Active Active Active
Frames Cycling Learning Cycling Learning Cycling Learning

3 1.56 ± 0.26 1.47 ± 0.33 1.84 ± 0.35 1.83 ± 0.37 1.69 ± 0.29 1.88 ± 0.43
6 1.49 ± 0.35 1.42 ± 0.26 2.05 ± 0.59 1.98 ± 0.48 2.02 ± 0.40 1.86 ± 0.35
9 1.75 ± 0.49 1.47 ± 0.31 1.99 ± 0.56 2.02 ± 0.43 2.03 ± 0.45 2.00 ± 0.51
12 1.60 ± 0.36 1.55 ± 0.28 2.09 ± 0.56 1.89 ± 0.47 2.04 ± 0.74 2.03 ± 0.44
15 1.60 ± 0.38 1.59 ± 0.38 2.08 ± 0.38 2.24 ± 0.47 2.24 ± 0.54 2.12 ± 0.67
18 1.74 ± 0.45 1.63 ± 0.37 2.05 ± 0.52 1.93 ± 0.39 1.69 ± 0.36 2.39 ± 0.60
21 1.70 ± 0.36 1.61 ± 0.34 2.08 ± 0.70 1.99 ± 0.53 2.26 ± 0.43 1.87 ± 0.40
24 1.62 ± 0.32 1.53 ± 0.34 2.50 ± 0.63 1.93 ± 0.56 1.93 ± 0.39 2.00 ± 0.44
30 1.90 ± 0.38 1.58 ± 0.32 2.11 ± 0.53 2.06 ± 0.49 1.94 ± 0.45 1.65 ± 0.37
45 1.56 ± 0.26 1.47 ± 0.33 2.34 ± 0.63 2.05 ± 0.49 2.03 ± 0.56 1.98 ± 0.47
75 1.76 ± 0.49 1.47 ± 0.31 2.60 ± 0.51 2.45 ± 0.61 2.13 ± 0.48 1.85 ± 0.33

Table 5.1: Categorical cross-entropy loss when training and testing with one-hot encoded labels
after various iterations of frame labeling. The number of labeled frames is beyond the first 3 labels
acquired per frame. Instances where the categorical cross-entropy loss is higher (by greater than
0.01) for active learning than equally labeling all frames are highlighted in red.

I recorded the categorical cross-entropy loss when training and testing with one-hot encoded

labels (Table 5.2.2), training and testing with soft-target labels (Table 5.2.2), training with one-hot

encoded labels and testing with soft-target labels (Table 5.2.2), and training with soft-target labels
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and testing with one-hot encoded labels (Table 5.2.2). I find that active learning with crowd labels

consistently outperforms random cycling of frames when training and testing with one-hot encoded

labels across all folds: in all 11 iterations for fold 1, in 9 out of 11 iterations in fold 2, and in 8 out

of 11 iterations in fold 3.

By contrast, active learning did not demonstrate any benefit over random cycling of frames when

using soft-target labels in either the training or testing process. When training with soft-target labels

(Tables 5.2.2 and 5.2.2), the losses between active learning and cycling conditions are nearly identical

across all simulation iterations both when one-hot encoded and soft-target labels are used to evaluate

the test set. When training with one-hot labels and testing on soft-targets (Table 5.2.2), there is no

clear trend, with active learning performing better on some iterations and cycling performing better

on others.

Using soft-target labels for emotion classification has resulted in lower loss compared to one-

hot encoded labels in prior works [478]. I replicate these results here: when testing with one-hot

encoded labels, training with soft-target labels (Table 5.2.2) results in noticeably lower loss than

training with one-hot encoded labels (Table 5.2.2) by a margin larger than the error bars. When

testing with soft-target labels, training with soft-target labels (Table 5.2.2) results in similarly lower

loss compared to training with one-hot encodings (Table 5.2.2).

Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3
Labeled Active Active Active
Frames Cycling Learning Cycling Learning Cycling Learning

3 0.96 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.02 1.06 ± 0.01
6 0.97 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01
9 0.96 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01
12 0.97 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.01
21 0.96 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01
30 0.97 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01
45 0.96 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.01
75 0.96 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01

Table 5.2: Categorical cross-entropy loss when training and testing with soft-target labels after
various iterations of frame labeling. The number of labeled frames is beyond the first 3 labels
acquired per frame.

5.3 Discussion

I explore some of the challenges associated with active learning for heterogeneous, noisy, and sub-

jective datasets such as emotion data. The first approach I take incorporates metadata which are

collected simultaneously with the original dataset. These metadata provide a noisy prior estimation

of the true label, allowing for ensuring of some degree of class balance (with some degree of error)

during the active learning process. I find that this approach outperforms random cycling of frames.
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Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3
Labeled Active Active Active
Frames Cycling Learning Cycling Learning Cycling Learning

3 3.24 ± 0.51 2.75 ± 0.67 3.39 ± 0.49 3.20 ± 0.53 2.81 ± 0.61 3.04 ± 0.48
6 2.88 ± 0.56 3.13 ± 0.53 3.14 ± 0.68 3.37 ± 0.73 3.39 ± 0.62 3.22 ± 0.58
9 3.26 ± 0.71 3.06 ± 0.44 3.16 ± 0.80 3.49 ± 0.71 3.55 ± 0.76 3.46 ± 0.68
12 3.13 ± 0.47 3.04 ± 0.68 3.34 ± 0.60 3.25 ± 0.57 3.47 ± 0.88 3.51 ± 0.71
21 3.38 ± 0.42 3.09 ± 0.49 3.20 ± 0.74 3.62 ± 0.47 3.72 ± 0.64 3.37 ± 0.75
30 3.54 ± 0.46 3.13 ± 0.59 3.42 ± 0.57 3.41 ± 0.65 3.62 ± 0.51 3.28 ± 0.55
45 3.24 ± 0.51 2.75 ± 0.67 3.29 ± 0.76 3.46 ± 0.57 3.76 ± 0.81 3.47 ± 0.71
75 3.26 ± 0.71 3.06 ± 0.43 3.51 ± 0.49 3.63 ± 0.72 3.41 ± 0.65 3.19 ± 0.64

Table 5.3: Categorical cross-entropy loss when training with one-hot encoded labels and testing with
soft-target labels after various iterations of frame labeling. The number of labeled frames is beyond
the first 3 labels acquired per frame.

Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3
Labeled Active Active Active
Frames Cycling Learning Cycling Learning Cycling Learning

3 0.60 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.02
6 0.62 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.03
9 0.61 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.03
12 0.62 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.02
21 0.61 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.03 0.72 ± 0.02
30 0.62 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.03
45 0.60 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.03
75 0.61 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.02

Table 5.4: Categorical cross-entropy loss when training with soft-target labels and testing with one-
hot encoded labels after various iterations of frame labeling. The number of labeled frames is beyond
the first 3 labels acquired per frame.

I recommend further explorations of the utility of automatically generated metadata in machine

learning processes.

While I scratch the surface of exploring the incorporation of metadata in the active learning

process, there are several possible areas of further study. Modern active learning approaches have

been proposed which work well for deep learning with image data. For example, Bayesian convo-

lutional neural networks have been demonstrated to aid active learning for high dimensional image

datasets [159], as the neural network weights are modeled as distributions and the output of the

neural network can therefore be interpreted as a calibrated probability distribution.

The major limitation of this portion of the study is the exploration of this technique on only a

single dataset. Further studies should validate this method on other datasets with di↵erent proper-

ties, including for classifiers related to other behavioral features of autism [64, 118, 187, 186, 340,

420, 460, 473]. One possible source of confounding variation in the automatic labels could be di↵er-

ent biases towards certain incorrect classes. In methods such as the one presented here where the
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metadata plays a fundamental role in which data are prioritized, bias mitigation strategies for the

metadata are equally as important as strategies for the data itself. Avoiding bias in active learning

in general is an under-explored topic.

Another challenge of active learning with “di�cult data” containing subjective classes is the

incorporation of multiple independent human annotations in the active learning process. In partic-

ular, I study active learning in situations where multiple crowdsourced acquisitions are acquired for

each video, a common practice in digital behavioral phenotyping [261, 437, 438, 474, 481, 476, 477].

We find that prioritizing frames with the maximum entropy according to the distribution of crowd-

sourced responses results in lower loss than obtaining an equal number of human labels per image.

This result does not hold for incorporating soft-target labels in either the training or test sets.

These results indicate that crowdsourced active learning is useful as an uncertainty metric when

crowdsourcing the labeling of subjective data points and training with standard approaches.



Chapter 6

Computer vision classifiers for

complex human behavior

The current lack of a precise and scalable outcome measure for quantifying the severity of symp-

toms over time is a major problem for psychiatry. Outcome measures must be objective, enabling

consistent data capture robust to environment, device of administration, and human error. Such

diagnostic measures will likely outperform outdated diagnostic practices. Once su�cient human-

provided labels are generated for image and video datasets, novel ML models can be trained for

predicting relevant behavioral features from videos and predicting autism directly.

6.1 Background and related work

Computer vision algorithms for autism detection typically follow either a rule-based or statistical ML

approach. A wide variety of computer vision models have been used to detect behavioral features

relevant for predicting autism. Artificial neural networks [397] and deep reinforcement learning [492]

have been used to predict social engagement intensity of children with autism. Owada et al. used

facial expression models to measure expression levels during ADOS-directed activities, finding that

people with autism tend to exhibit more ‘neutral’ emotions [355]. Facial expression analysis has also

elucidated that people with autism make less facial movements overall [178, 264, 300]. Rehg et al.

trained a SVM to detect smiling and social engagement, both relevant features for detecting autism,

based on extracted features from structured videos [385].

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a class of neural networks which exhibit state-of-the-

art performance for image analysis. Li et al. used a CNN to extract facial attributes from images

and used these features to classify autism with an F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and

recall) of 76% [266]. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are another class of neural networks that

118
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perform well with time series data such as video. Zunino et al. used an RNN to classify autism from

structured videos, reaching an accuracy, precision, and recall around 80% [529]).

Another paradigm is rule-based classification, which typically involves leveraging ML models to

extract features from images and then applying a set of quantitative criteria about the features to

reach the final classification. OpenPose [65], a system that estimates skeletal key points via a CNN,

has been used to extract features such as hand movement velocity to distinguish videos containing

body movements of cases and controls in naturalistic settings [83]. Rule-based methods have also

been used to detect atypical posture in children with autism by calculating head movement rate [97].

Autism-related behavior has been quantified in infants via estimation of yaw and pitch motion [187].

Expression recognition for spontaneous expression has performed better when imposing a metric

space rule where spatially close data points have a higher probability of being in the same emotion

class [468].

There are several methods for predicting social features related to autism from video recorded on

a head-mounted display, an inherently harder problem due to the movement and noise captured in

such videos. When incorporating skin color analysis, false face detection rates are decreased in video

collected from moving head-mounted cameras [348]. Social saliency, or the amount of joint attention

directed towards a common point, has been estimated using geometric models incorporating the

primary gaze ray and the center point of the eyes [363, 422]. Statistical methods for image analysis

successfully quantified head movement di↵erences between autism cases and controls by extracting

yaw, pitch, and roll [302]. Similarly, hand movement stereotypes such as hand flapping, ear covering,

and head shaking have been extracted and classified using linear methods [148].

Data-driven eye tracking approaches have also been leveraged towards direct diagnostics. Eye

tracking data have been used as inputs to an SVM to classify autism with AUCs >89% on a dataset

of Chinese children [277] and 92% on a separate database [218], outperforming classification accuracy

of instrument-based classifiers using ADOS and CARS. Jiang et al. created a classifier using both

emotion recognition performance and tracked eye movements as features, achieving an accuracy of

86% [217]. Dris et al. used an SVM to classify autism with an AUC of 96%, specificity of 92.3%,

and sensitivity of 86.6% [119]. Eye tracking features have been combined with demographic data

to train decision tree and random forest models, achieving an accuracy of 96% [64]. Overall, eye

tracking appears to be a promising method of detecting some of the core gaze-related features of

autism.

6.2 Emotion detection

The Child A↵ective Facial Expression (CAFE) dataset is currently the most popular facial expression

dataset containing children. Prior machine learning e↵orts which do not include CAFE images in

the training set have reached 56.0% accuracy on CAFE [282, 336, 491], even after combining facial
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expressions (e.g., “anger” and “disgust”) into a single class, limiting granularity. I do not discuss

prior publications that report higher accuracy by using subsets of the CAFE dataset in the training

and testing sets. This overall lack of performance in prior work highlights the need for developing

facial emotion classifiers which work for children. With a lack of labeled data being the fundamental

bottleneck to achieving clinical grade performance, low-cost and speedy data generation and labeling

techniques are pertinent.

As a first step towards the creation of a large-scale dataset of child emotion, I have previously

designed GuessWhat, a dual-purpose smartphone application that serves as a therapeutic for chil-

dren with autism while simultaneously collecting highly structured image data enriched for emoting

children. GuessWhat was designed for children ages 2 and up to encourage prosocial interaction

with a gameplay partner (e.g., mom or dad), turning the focus of the camera on the child while

presenting fun but challenging prompts for the child to try to act out [228, 227, 229, 226, 225]. I

have previously tested GuessWhat’s potential to increase socialization in children with autism as

well as its potential to collect structured videos of children emoting facial expressions. In addition

to collecting video enriched with emotions, GuessWhat gameplay generates user-derived labels of

emotion by leveraging the Charades-style gameplay structure of the therapy.

Here, I document the full pipeline for training a classifier using emotion-enriched video streams

coming from GuessWhat gameplay, resulting in a state-of-the-art pediatric facial emotion classifier

which outperforms all prior literature when evaluated on CAFE. I first recruited parents and children

from around the world to play GuessWhat and share videos recorded by the smartphone application

during gameplay. I next extracted frames from the videos, automatically discarding some frames

through quality control algorithms, and uploaded the frames on a custom behavioral annotation

labeling platform named HollywoodSquares. I prioritized the high entropy frames and shared them

with a group of 9 human annotators who annotated emotions in the frames. In total, I have collected

39,968 unique labeled frames of emotions which appear in the CAFE dataset. Using the resulting

frames and labels, I trained a facial emotion classifier that can distinguish happy, sad, surprised,

fearful, angry, disgust, and neutral expressions in naturalistic images, achieving state-of-the-art

performance on CAFE and outperforming prior literature by over 10%. This work demonstrates

that therapeutic games, while primarily providing a behavioral intervention, can simultaneously

generate su�cient data for training state-of-the-art domain-specific computer vision classifiers.

The primary methodological contribution of this work is a general purpose paradigm and pipeline

(Figure 6.1) consisting of (1) passive collection of pre-labeled structured video from therapeutic

interventions, (2) active learning to rank the collected frames leveraging the user-derived labels

generated during gameplay, (3) human annotation of the frames in the order produced in the previous

step, and (4) training a classifier while artificially augmenting the training set. I describe my

particular instantiation of this general paradigm in the following sections.
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Figure 6.1: Pipeline of the model training process. Structured videos enriched with child emotion
evocation are collected from a mobile autism therapeutic deployed in the wild. The frames are ranked
for their contribution to the target classifier by a maximum entropy active learning algorithm and
receive human labels on a rating platform named HollywoodSquares. The frames are corresponding
labels are transfer learned onto a ResNet-152 neural network pretrained on the ImageNet dataset.

All study procedures, including data collection, were approved by the Stanford University Insti-

tutional Review Board (IRB) as well as the Stanford University Privacy O�ce. In addition, informed

consent was obtained from all participants, all of whom had the opportunity to participate in the

study without sharing videos.

6.2.1 Recruitment

To recruit child video subjects, I ran a marketing campaign to gather rich and diverse video inputs

of children playing GuessWhat while evoking a range of emotions. I posted to social media (Face-

book, Instagram, and Twitter) and contacted prior study participants for other digital smart phone

therapeutics developed by the lab [465, 464, 483, 484, 239]. All recruitment and study procedures

were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board.

6.2.2 Data collection and emotions considered

GuessWhat is a mobile autism therapy, implemented on both iOS and Android, which has been

previously documented as a useful tool for the collection of structured video streams of children

behaving in constrained manners, including evocation of targeted emotions. GuessWhat features

a Charades game where the parent places the phone on their forehead, facing the child, while the

child acts out the emotion prompt displayed on the screen. The front-facing camera on the phone

records a video of the child in addition to corresponding prompt metadata. All sessions last for 90

seconds. Upon approval by the parent, each session video is uploaded to a Simple Storage Service

(S3) bucket on Amazon Web Services (AWS). The app has resulted in 2,155 videos shared by 456

unique children. Parents are asked to sign an electronic consent and assent form prior to playing
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GuessWhat. After each gameplay session, parents are o↵ered to (1) delete the video, (2) share the

videos with the research team only, or (3) share the videos publicly.

I sought labels for Paul Ekman’s list of six universal emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness,

sadness, and surprise [132, 131, 135, 134]. Ekman originally included contempt in the list of emotions

but has since revised the list of universal emotions. Because CAFE does not include labels of

contempt, I do not train my classifier to predict contempt. I add a seventh category of neutral,

indicating the absence of an expressed emotion. My aim was to train a 7-way emotion classifier

distinguishing between Ekman’s 6 universal emotions plus neutral.

6.2.3 HollywoodSquares frame labeling

Figure 6.2: HollywoodSquares rating interface. Annotators use keyboard shortcuts and the mouse
to speedily annotate a sequence of frames acquired during GuessWhat gameplay.

The Wall Lab and I developed a frame labeling website which I named HollywoodSquares. The

website provides human labelers with an interface to speedily annotate a sequential grid of frames

(Figure 6.2) that were collected during GuessWhat gameplay. To enable rapid annotation, Holly-

woodSquares enables users to label frames by pressing hotkeys, where each key corresponds to a

particular emotion label. To provide a label, users can hover their mouse over a frame and press the
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hotkey corresponding to the particular emotion they want to label. As more frames are collected

by GuessWhat, frames continue to appear on the interface. Because the HollywoodSquares system

displays over 20 images in the screen at once, it encourages rapid annotation and enables simultane-

ous engagement by many independent labelers. This permits rapid convergence of a majority rules

consensus on image labels.

I ran a labeling contest with 9 undergraduate and high school annotators, where I challenged

each annotator to produce labels that would result in the highest performing classifier on the CAFE

dataset. Raters were between the ages of 15 and 24 years and were from the Bay Area, Northeastern

US, and Texas. The raters included 2 males and 7 females. For the frames produced by each

individual annotator, I trained a ResNet-152 model (see Model training section below). I updated

annotators with the number of frames they labeled each week as well as the performance of the

classifier trained with their individual labels. I provided a cash prize to the annotator with the

highest performance at the end of the 9-week labeling period.

HollywoodSquares was also deployed for a testing phase, during which iterations to frame labeling

practices were made between the research team and annotation team. All labeled frames acquired

during this testing phase were discarded for final classifier training.

All annotators were registered as research team members through completion of HIPAA and

CITI training protocols in addition to encrypting their laptop with Stanford Whole Disk Encryption.

This provided annotators with read-only access to all videos and derived frames from GuessWhat

gameplay that were shared with the research team. Final labels were chosen by the following process.

If all annotators agreed unanimously about the final frame label, then this label was assigned as

the final frame label. If disagreements existed between raters, then the emotion gameplay prompt

associated with that frame (the “automatic label”) was assigned as the final label for that frame,

as long as at least one of the human annotators agreed with the automatic label. If disagreements

existed between raters but the automatic label did not match any human annotations, then the

frame was not included in the final training dataset.

6.2.4 Model training and evaluation

I leveraged an existing CNN architecture, ResNet-152 [189], with pretrained weights from Ima-

geNet [104]. I used categorical cross entropy loss and Adam optimization with a learning rate of 3

x 10-4, �1 set to 0.99 and �2 set to 0.999. I retrained every layer of the network until the training

accuracy converged. I considered the model to converge when it did not improve against a validation

dataset 20 consecutive epochs. I applied the following data augmentation strategies in conjunction

and at random for each training image and each batch of training: rotation of frame between -15 and

15 degrees, zoom by a factor between 0.85 and 1.15, shift image in every direction by up to 1/10th

of the width and height, change brightness by a factor between 80% and 120%, and a potential

horizontal flip.
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The CNN was trained in parallel on 16 Graphics Processing Unit cores using a p2.16xlarge Elastic

Cloud Compute instance on AWS using the Keras library in Python with a Tensorflow 2 backend.

With full GPU utilization, the training time was 35 minutes and 41 seconds per epoch for a batch

size of 1,643, translating to $14.40 per hour.

Two versions of the model were trained: (a) one with exclusively non-GuessWhat public dataset

frames from JAFFE [295], a random subset of 30,000 A↵ectNet [324] images (a subset was acquired

to avoid an out of memory error), and the Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) dataset [291], as well as

(b) one with these public dataset frames plus all 39,968 labeled and relevant GuessWhat frames.

I evaluate the models against the entirety of Child A↵ective Facial Expression (CAFE) dataset [281],

a set of front-facing images of racially and ethnically diverse children aged 2 to 8 years expressing

happy, sad, surprised, fear, angry, fearful, and neutral emotions. CAFE is currently the largest

dataset of facial expressions from children and has become a standard benchmark for the field.

While prior literature evaluates models exclusively on the entirety of the CAFE dataset [26, 153,

282, 336, 380, 491], I additionally evaluate on Subset A and Subset B of CAFE as defined by the

authors of the dataset. Subset A contains images that were identified with 60% accuracy or above by

100 adult participants [281], with a Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency score of 0.82 (versus 0.77

for the full CAFE dataset). Subset B contains images that contain “substantial variability while

minimizing floor and ceiling e↵ects” [281], with a Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.768 (close to the score

of 0.77 for the full dataset).

6.2.5 Frames labeled

Emotion Frequency Number of Children Number of Videos
Anger 643 28 62
Disgust 1,723 46 95
Fear 1,875 41 89
Happy 13,332 73 228
Neutral 16,055 87 289
Sad 947 31 93

Surprised 5,393 52 135

Table 6.1: Representation of emotions represented in the HollywoodSquares dataset, including how
many children and videos are represented for each emotion category.

The HollywoodSquares annotators processed 106,001 unique frames (273,493 including the testing

phase and 491,343 unique labels when counting multiple labels for the same frame as a di↵erent

label). Of the 106,001 unique frames labeled, 39,968 received an emotion label corresponding to

one of the seven CAFE emotions (not including the testing phase labels). Table 6.2.5 contains the

number of frames which were included in the training set for each emotion class, including how many

children and videos are represented for each emotion category. The frames which were not included
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received either a label of “None” (corresponding to a situation where no face or an incomplete face

appears in the frame), “Unknown” (corresponding to the face not expressing a clear emotion), or

“Contempt” (corresponding to the face not expressing an emotion in the CAFE set). The large

number of curated frames displaying emotion demonstrates the utility of HollywoodSquares towards

filtering out emotion events from noisy data streams. The lack of balance across emotion categories

is a testament to the di�culty of evoking anger and sadness in particular, and to a lesser extent

disgust and fear.

Race / Ethnicity Frequency
Arabic 6

Black of African 16
East Asian 16
Hispanic 36

Native American 7
Pacific Islander 5
South Asian 14

Southeast Asian 7
White or Caucasian 100

Not Specified 6

Table 6.2: Representation of race and ethnicity of children whose who played the “Emoji” Charades
category and uploaded a video to the cloud.

Of the children who completed one session of the Emoji challenge in GuessWhat and uploaded

a video to share with the research team, 75 were female, 141 were male, and 51 did not specify.

Table 6.2.5 contains the racial and ethnic makeup of the participant cohort. Representative Guess-

What frames and cropped faces used to train the classifier, from the subset of participants who

consented explicitly to public sharing their images, are displayed in Figure 6.3.

6.2.6 Performance on CAFE, CAFE-defined subsets, and racially, gender,

and emotionally balanced CAFE subset

The ResNet-152 network trained on the entire labeled HollywoodSquares dataset as well as JAFFE,

A↵ectNet subset, and CK+ achieves 66.9% balanced accuracy and 67.4% F1-score on the entirety

of CAFE (confusion matrix in Figure 6.4). When only including the HollywoodSquares dataset in

the training set, the model achieves 64.12% balanced accuracy and 64.20% F1-score. When only

including JAFFE, A↵ectNet subset, and CK+, the classifier achieves 56.14% F1-score and 52.50%

balanced accuracy, highlighting the contribution of the HollywoodSquares dataset.

To quantify the contribution of the neural network architecture itself, I compare the performance

of several state-of-the-art neural network architectures when only including the HollywoodSquares

dataset in the training set (Table 6.2.6). I evaluated the following models: ResNet152V2 [189],

ResNet50V2 [189], InceptionV3 [432], MobileNetV2 [403], DenseNet121 [204], DenseNet201 [204],
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Figure 6.3: Example of frames collected from GuessWhat gameplay, including examples of both
cropped (a) and original (b) frames. All images displayed here have been consented and assented
by participants for public sharing.

and Xception [76]. The same training conditions and hyperparameters were used across all models.

I found that the ResNet152V2 model performed better than the other networks when trained with
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Figure 6.4: Confusion matrix for all of CAFE.

the data, so I used this model for the remainder of experiments.

The performance increases to 79.1% balanced accuracy and 78.0% F1-score on CAFE Subset

A (confusion matrix in Figure 6.5), a subset containing more universally accepted emotions labels.

When only including the non-GuessWhat public images in the training set, the model achieves 65.3%

balanced accuracy and 69.2% F1-score. On CAFE Subset B, the balanced accuracy is 66.4% with

67.2% F1-score (confusion matrix in Figure 6.6), and 57.2% balanced accuracy and 57.3% F1-score

when exclusively training on the non-GuessWhat public images.
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Model Balanced Accuracy (%) F1 Score (%) Network Parameters
ResNet152V2 64.12 64.20 60,380,648
ResNet50V2 63.67 63.12 25,613,800
InceptionV3 59.00 59.66 23,851,784
MobileNetV2 57.63 58.19 3,538,984
DenseNet121 58.20 59.19 8,062,504
DenseNet201 57.02 58.95 20,242,984
Xception 58.16 60.58 22,910,480

Table 6.3: Comparison of several popular neural network architectures trained on the same dataset.
Default hyperparameters were used for all networks.

6.2.7 Classifier performance based on image di�culty

CAFE images were labeled by 100 adults, and the percentage of participants who labeled the correct

class are reported with the dataset [281]. I bin frames into 10 di�culty classes (i.e., 90%-100% correct

human labels, 80%-90% correct human labels, etc.). I see in Figure 6.7 that the classifier performs

exceedingly well on unambiguous images. Of the 233 images with 90%-100% agreement between the

original CAFE labelers, the classifier correctly classifies 90.1% of the images. The true label makeup

of these images is: 131 happy, 58 neutral, 20 anger, 9 sad, 8 surprise, 7 disgust, and 0 fear images,

verifying that humans have trouble identifying non-happy and non-neutral facial expressions. Of the

455 images with 80%-100% agreement between the original CAFE labelers, the classifier correctly

classifies 81.1% of the images.

6.2.8 Discussion

Through the successful deployment of an in-the-wild child developmental health therapeutic that

simultaneously captures video data, I show that a pipeline for intelligently and continuously labeling

image frames collected passively from mobile gameplay can generate su�cient training data for a

high performing computer vision classifier (relative to prior work). I curated a dataset that contains

images enriched for naturalistic facial expressions of children, including but not limited to children

with autism.

I demonstrate the highest performing pediatric facial emotion classifier to date according to the

CAFE dataset. The highest performing prior work, which evaluates facial emotion classification

on CAFE including images from CAFE in the training set, achieved up to 56.0% accuracy on

CAFE [282, 336, 491] and combined “anger” and “disgust” into a single class. By contrast, I achieve

66.9% balanced accuracy and 67.4% F1-score without including any CAFE images in the training

set. This is a clear illustration of the power of parallel data curation from distributed mobile devices,

and this approach is likely to generalize to collection of training data for other domains.

I note that I collected a su�ciently large training sample to alleviate the need to extract facial

keypoint features as was done in prior works. Instead, I used the unaltered images as input to a
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Figure 6.5: Confusion matrix for CAFE Subset A.

deep convolutional neural network.

A major limitation of the work is the use of 7 discrete and distinct emotion categories. Some

images in the training set might have exhibited more than one emotion, such as a “happily surprised”

or “fearfully surprised”. This could be addressed in future work by a more thorough investigation of

the final emotion classes. Another limitation is that the generated dataset, like existing prior emotion

datasets, contains fake emotion evocations by the children. This is due to limitations imposed by
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Figure 6.6: Confusion matrix for CAFE Subset B.

ethics review committees and the IRB who, understandably so, do not allow provoking real fear or

sadness in participants, especially young children who may have a developmental delay. This issue

of fake emotion evocation has been documented in prior literature [95, 100, 101, 459]. Finding a

solution to this issue which would appease ethical review committees is an open research question.

Another limitation is that I did not address the possibility of complex or compound emo-

tions [120]. A particular facial expression can consist of multiple universal expressions. For example,
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Figure 6.7: Classifier performance versus original CAFE annotator performance for 10 di�culty bins.
The classifier tends to perform well when humans agree on the class, and poorly otherwise. The
number of images in each bin is listed in parentheses. This highlights the issue of ambiguous labels
in a↵ective computing and also demonstrates that the model performance scales proportionally to
human performance.

“happily surprised”, “fearfully surprised”, and even “angrily surprised” are all separate subclasses

of “surprised”. I have not separated these categories in this study. I recommend that future work

explore the possibility of predicting compound and complex facial expressions.

There are several fruitful avenues for future work. The paradigm of passive data collection during

mobile intervention gameplay could be expanded to other digital intervention modalities, such as

wearable autism systems with front-facing cameras. This paradigm can also be applied towards

the curation of data and subsequent training of other behavioral classifiers. Relevant computer

vision models for diagnosing autism could include computer vision-powered quantification of hand

stimming, eye contact, and repetitive behavior, as well as audio-based classification of abnormal

prosody, among others.

The next major research step will be to evaluate how systems like GuessWhat can benefit from

incorporation of the machine learning model back into the system in a closed-loop fashion while
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preserving privacy and trust [485]. Quantification of autistic behaviors during gameplay via the

machine learning models trained with gameplay video can enable a feedback loop which provides

a dynamic and adaptive therapy for the child. Models can be further personalized to the child’s

unique characteristics, providing higher performance through customized fine tuning of the network.

6.3 Handling subjective labels

Machine learning models which predict human emotion from images of facial expressions are in-

creasingly used in interactive systems and applications such as multimodal sentiment analysis [232,

373, 374], healthcare [433, 499], and autonomous vehicles [143]. Emotion recognition is traditionally

modeled as a classification problem, where the model predicts a discrete emotion category. However,

facial expressions are often ambiguous [106, 517, 524], and it is often not ideal for a machine learning

model to output a single class for a subjective label. Fortunately, most supervised learning methods

output a probability distribution over all possible classes. Sometimes, the a↵ective computing sys-

tem will visualize this distribution to the user [208]. Examples include commercial emotion detection

services like A↵ectiva [297, 312] and autonomous vehicles displays [462]. In a large number of use

cases, however, only the class with the highest probability is visualized [216, 276].

While the paradigm of training a model with a discrete one-hot encoded label and predicting

a probability distribution is reasonable when the training data have indisputable labels, images of

facial expressions can have ambiguous labels or even multiple correct labels simultaneously, and

the label should ideally represent this inherent uncertainty. Soft-target labeling, where the training

labels represent a probabilistic distribution rather than a one-hot encoded label, is an established

solution to this issue. Training with soft-target labels results in classifiers which predict probability

distributions representative of the soft-target labels [16, 146, 507]. I hypothesize that crowdsourcing

can generate distributions which mirror those generated in a lab setting.

Here, I explore the use of crowdsourcing to acquire a distribution of labels for images with

ambiguous or multiple classes (I call these “subjective labels”). I first describe the acquisition

of crowdsourced labels for four representative images which I display to the reader along with

the distribution of crowd responses to demonstrate the phenomena of subjective labels in a↵ective

computing. I then crowdsource the labeling of a subset of the Child A↵ective Facial Expression

(CAFE) dataset, a collection of emotive images of children which conveniently comes with 100

independent human annotations per image. I next show that the crowdsourced distribution mirrors

the original CAFE distribution, validating the feasibility of crowdsourcing for generating a reliable

and representative distribution of human labels for an image. Finally, I compare the performance

of two versions of a convolutional neural network (CNN) trained on CAFE: one with traditional

one-hot encoded vectors and the other with soft-target labels based on CAFE annotator responses.

I find that the classifier trained with soft targets results in classifier predictions that much more
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closely mirror the true human distribution on independent subjects not included in the training set.

I hope that this work will be of use to designers and developers of machine learning models for

a↵ective computing systems who wish to provide probabilistic outputs to the end user.

6.3.1 Related work

While crowdsourcing and soft-target labels have been studied in a↵ective computing, I am the first

to explore the feasibility of using crowdsourcing to acquire reliable soft-target labels for computer

vision emotion detection. I describe related work below.

Facial emotion detection

Facial emotion detection is a key challenge for machine learning. For intelligent machines to convinc-

ingly pass the Turing test [455], an understanding of human emotion is crucial. There has been a

strong body of machine learning literature for detecting human a↵ect from a variety of data streams,

including audio [373, 374, 515], text [63, 252], images [436], and video [181, 465, 464]. Here, I focus

on image-based emotion detection from facial expressions.

Fundamental to a successful computer vision approach for a↵ective computing is the feature

representation of the image, and there are several approaches to engineering such features. A

common approach is to extract facial keypoints and use a feature representation consisting of the

coordinates of the keypoints [111, 181, 343, 414]. This approach works well when the dataset is small,

as the representation itself is compact and therefore amenable to lightweight learning approaches

such as logistic regression, support vector machines, and decision trees. Another feature extraction

approach, CNNs, can automatically learn relevant nonlinear feature maps. CNNs oftentimes result

in superior performance to other methods when the dataset is su�ciently large [144, 473].

Emotion detection with subjective labels

Paul Ekman posited that there are seven fundamental human emotions which are universal across

cultures and geographic boundaries: happy, sad, surprise, anger, fear, disgust, and contempt [132,

133]. However, these expressions are not mutually exclusive. Du et al. discussed the existence of

compound emotions, or combinations of existing emotions to form new ones [120]. Examples of

compound emotions include “happily surprised”, “fearfully surprised”, and “fearfully disgusted”.

Through smartphone sensing, Zhang et al. found that pairs of emotions which are often presented

simultaneously include (happy, surprised), (sad, disgust), and (sad, fear) [519]. This issue has been

explored for emotional speech [106, 524]. While some emotions may be jointly expressed, others may

be singular yet ambiguous. The issue of subjectivity in training labels, whether due to ambiguous

labels or multiple correct labels, has been documented in the fields of digital health and a↵ective

computing in particular [286, 313, 388, 461, 517].
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The topic of subjective labels in a↵ective computing datasets containing speech and audio data

has been explored in prior work. Mower et al. represent emotion labels at the granularity of

utterances, thereby representing a time profile of how the dominant emotion in speech changes

quickly over time [327, 328]. Fujioka alternates between updating neural network parameters and

updating sample importance parameters at each training iteration [157]. Ando et al. utilize soft-

target training, where the emotion labels are based on the proportion of human annotations instead

of the traditional one-hot encoding [16].

Soft-target training is a general machine learning method for handling subjective training labels.

This approach is particularly desirable when multiple labels are acquired per image. Classification

of soft labels can be beneficial because they can account for inherit subjectivity in labels and are

robust against random noise [443]. A variation of this method is a soft loss function, which consists

of subtracting the minimum between-class distance from the maximum within-class distance [498].

Soft-target and loss training have been shown to outperform hard target training (one-hot encod-

ing) when the training goal is to produce an output distribution like the distribution of annotator

labels [367], and this phenomenon has been observed across several datasets and tasks [456].

The issue of subjective labels has also been explored in multimodal sentiment analysis, where

the goal is to predict sentiment from multiple data streams [232, 373, 374], including a↵ect-enriched

videos. Chaturvedi et al. created a fuzzy classifier for predicting the degree to which several

emotions are expressed in a particular image [71]. Another approach is to predict the amount

of valence and arousal displayed on continuous axes (regression) rather than predicting categories

(classification) [346, 364, 425, 511, 522].

Crowdsourcing with subjective labels

There are several bodies of work which describe approaches to handling crowdsourced labels. Kairam

and Heer hypothesize that there are intrinsic but valid di↵erences between crowd workers when

labeling data points and therefore categorize workers by their labeling patterns [221]. Other examples

of categorizing workers include measuring sample informativeness, active and cooperative learning

strategies, and controlling for labeler trustworthiness metrics [388].

There have been other statistical learning techniques beyond the soft-target labeling discussed

above which have been successful with crowdsourced labels. Rodrigues and Pereira add an extra

“crowd layer” at the end of a traditional CNN architecture trained to predict the outputs of each

labeler individually and therefore the biases of crowd workers [389].

Crowdsourcing has been used to acquire emotion labels of images. Korovina et al. found that

crowd workers labeling discrete emotion categories on a color wheel had low agreement scores (Kappa

value less than 0.15) [246] while consistency between workers when labeling valence and arousal was

much stronger [245].
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6.3.2 Acquiring crowd labels for CAFE images

I use the CAFE dataset [281, 280], which is the largest public dataset of front-facing images depicting

children emoting. CAFE is used as a benchmark in several a↵ective computing publications [281, 280]

and is the standard evaluation dataset for pediatric a↵ective computing. CAFE was originally

labeled by 100 untrained human raters, and the raw distribution of 100 human labels per image are

provided along with the ground truth labels. For example, the first image in the dataset was labeled

as “angry” by 62% of raters and as “disgusted” by 25% of raters. All other emotions received 5% or

fewer labels. One could hypothesize from these numbers that the image looks “mostly angry” with

“some disgust”. Manually inspecting the image reveals a facial expression which could reasonably

be categorized as either “angry” or “disgusted” depending on the context. (CAFE images are

protected by copyright and cannot be republished, so I refer to this image by its filename in the

publicly available dataset: F �AA� 01 052�Angry.jpg).

To validate the capability of crowdsourcing to produce a reliable ground truth label distribution,

I crowdsourced the task of labeling CAFE images and compared the resulting crowd-generated

distribution to the distribution reported in the original CAFE dataset. All crowdsourcing was

conducted on Microworkers.com, a crowdsourcing platform similar to Amazon Mechanical Turk [360]

but with a more globally representative pool of workers [193]. Each task consisted of labeling one of

seven emotion categories (happy, sad, surprised, angry, fearful, disgusted, and neutral) for a subset

of images in CAFE. I chose to limit rater labels to absolute ratings (one-hot representations) because

I wanted to capture the relative weighting of each emotion within an image. Because humans are

notoriously poor at precisely quantifying relative contributions of individual components in mixed

representations, especially in the case of human emotion recognition [84, 85, 176], I asked each rater

to only provide the most salient emotion according to their interpretation. By acquiring labels from

100 independent crowd workers per image, each providing their vote for the most prominent emotion,

I created a representation describing the between-subject subjectivity of the emotion expressed in

the image.

I acquired labels for 131 randomly selected images from CAFE and I solicited 100 crowd labels

per image. I manually checked each label for correctness, and workers with consistently high-quality

labels were recruited for additional labeling tasks for 76 separate images. Here, “high-quality”

means that the authors could potentially agree with the label (e.g., a “happy” label for a clearly

“sad” image would not be accepted, but a “fearful” label for a “fearfully surprised” expression would

be accepted). My goal when excluding workers without consistently “high-quality” labels was to

filter out crowd workers who were answering randomly to receive payment, as this is a common

issue in crowdsourcing [12, 60, 90, 260]. I analyzed both the filtered and unfiltered worker labels on

di↵erent sets of CAFE images to measure the possibility that filtering workers could mask ambiguity

of the labels.

All crowdsourcing tasks were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Stanford
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University. All workers were required to sign an electronic consent form approved by the IRB before

participating in the task.

6.3.3 Training and testing with crowd probability distributions

Traditionally, multi-class models are trained with categorical cross-entropy loss, where
P

is the

summation operator, C is the number of classes, pi is the ground truth probability of class i, and qi

is the classifier prediction for class i:

�
PC

i pilog(qi)

When the true classes are indisputable, which is the usual assumption for classification, then the

ground truth probability distribution pi is a one-hot encoding (i.e., a probability of 1 for the “true”

class and a probability of 0 for all other classes). In the case of subjective classes where the true label

may consist of a weighted combination of multiple classes, like in emotion datasets where complex

emotions are present, I hypothesize that providing soft-target labels instead of one-hot encodings

will result in classifier predictions for separate human subjects which resemble the human annotator

response distribution.

I trained a machine learning model using two sets of image labels: (1) the original CAFE labels

as one-hot encoded vectors and (2) soft-target vectors representing the distribution of 100 human

responses from the original CAFE dataset. I held out all images from 5 randomly selected child

subjects from CAFE (F-AA-01, F-EA-39, M-LA-08, M-AA-11, and F-LA-13, corresponding to one

female African American, one female European American, one male Latin American, one male

African American, and one female Latin American) and used these as test set images. The rest of

the images were used to train the classifier. 1,141 images (196 angry, 180 disgusted, 135 fearful, 206

happy, 222 neutral, 103 sad, and 99 surprised) were used in the train set and 51 images (9 angry, 11

disgusted, 5 fearful, 9 happy, 8 neutral, 5 sad, and 4 surprised) were used in the test set.

I transfer learned on a ResNet-152 [189] CNN pretrained on ImageNet [104]. I trained each neural

network using the Keras framework [77] with a TensorFlow [1] backend for 100 epochs with a batch

size of 16 and a learning rate of 0.0003 using Adam optimization [236]. To increase generalization

of the training process and reduce overfitting, I applied the following data augmentation strategies:

a rotation range of 7 degrees, a zoom range of 15%, a shear range of 5%, a brightness range of 70%

to 130%, and horizontal flipping.

6.3.4 Demonstration of subjective emotions

The methods described here are not specific to CAFE. I focus on CAFE in this paper as a case

study of a popular a↵ective computing dataset and as a dataset which provides ground truth labels

for many human annotators (100) per image. However, CAFE images are subject to copyright and
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Figure 6.8: Examples of images with subjective emotion labels. I acquired 200 crowdsourced anno-
tations for each image above. Percentages of labels for each emotion category are displayed under
the image for all emotions receiving at least 10% of votes. (A) This expression could be anger or
disgust. (B) This expression is a compound expression of fear and surprise. (C) Depending on
context, this image could be anger, fear, or surprise (or some combination). (D) It is unclear if this
face is neutral or sad, highlighting a need for personalized emotion recognition techniques.

cannot be republished. To provide the reader with visual examples of facial expressions with large

numbers of crowd annotations per image, I display free-to-republish images in Figure 6.8. For each

image, I acquired 200 crowdsourced labels from Microworkers.com, as described above.

Figures 6.8A shows an image that could be labeled as either angry or disgusted, and Figure 6.8C

shows an image that is possibly angry, fearful, surprised, or some combination of the 3. Further

context is required to reach full confidence about the true classes. Figure 6.8B displays a compound

emotion, where the individual appears to be “fearfully surprised”. Assigning only a single category

to the image would be misleading. Figure 6.8D depicts a situation where it is unclear whether the

individual’s neutral face looks sad or if that individual is making a sad face. In cases like this, a

personalized emotion recognition model would likely be required.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of labels by subjectivity. Histogram of the number of highest-voted classes
required to reach greater than or equal to 80% rater coverage for each image.

I also quantified the subjectivity of images in CAFE. I measured the number of images with 80%

of annotations represented with the top-N most frequent labels for N ranging from 1 to 5 inclusive

(histogram in Figure 6.9). I see that while many emotions do not contain much subjectivity (N=1),

most images are either ambiguous between or compound with 2 or more emotions. When the cuto↵

is increased to 90% (Figure 6.10), the number of subjective labels increases further.

6.3.5 Comparison of CAFE labels and crowd performance

When looking at the majority consensus label, the filtered crowd agreed with the CAFE labels

100% of the time for happy, neutral, sad, and surprise. There was 90% agreement for disgust, 75%

agreement for anger, and 50% agreement for fear. When combining commonly confused labels into

one class (“anger + disgust” and “fear + surprise”), the filtered crowd agreed with the CAFE labels

100% of the time for happy, neutral, sad, and “fear + surprise” and 88.8% for “anger + disgust”.

By contrast, the unfiltered crowd workers did not agree as strongly with the CAFE labels when
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of labels by subjectivity. Histogram of the number of highest-voted classes
required to reach greater than or equal to 90% rater coverage for each image.

Image CAFE Labeler Crowdsourced Labeler
Distribution (Count) Distribution (Count)

9990-angry F-AA-15.jpg 30, 37, 15, 8, 0, 8, 2 7, 3, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0
10108-angryopen F-AA-15.jpg 29, 6, 35, 1, 1, 23, 5 2, 2, 4, 0, 0, 6, 0
10194-disgust F-AA-15.jpg 3, 86, 3, 2, 1, 5, 0 2, 10, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0

10288-disgustwithtongue F-AA-15.jpg 3, 91, 0, 3, 2, 0, 1 1, 6, 1, 5, 0, 0, 1
10383-fearful F-AA-15.jpg 2, 1, 82, 2, 1, 6, 6 0, 1, 10, 0, 0, 0, 3

10461-fearfulopen F-AA-15.jpg 2, 3, 58, 2, 3, 1, 31 0, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 9
10526-happy F-AA-15.jpg 1, 0, 0, 96, 2, 1, 0 0, 0, 0, 14, 0, 0, 0
10739-neutral F-AA-15.jpg 1, 0, 1, 1, 89, 7, 1 0, 0, 0, 0, 14, 0, 0

10867-neutralopen F-AA-15.jpg 2, 2, 10, 1, 33, 0, 52 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 0, 7
10967-sad F-AA-15.jpg 3, 3, 6, 1, 2, 85, 0 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 0

11027-sadopen F-AA-15.jpg 0, 5, 22, 0, 0, 72, 1 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 11, 0
11079-surprise F-AA-15.jpg 1, 0, 23, 0, 2, 0, 74 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 13

Table 6.4: CAFE original annotator distribution vs. filtered worker’s distribution for subject F-
AA-15 in CAFE. Distribution categories, in order: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neutral, Sad,
Surprised
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looking at the majority consensus, highlighting the need for quality control measures when crowd-

sourcing emotion annotations. There was 100% agreement for surprised, 93.3% agreement for happy,

83.3% agreement for sad, 76.9% agreement for disgusted, 64.3% agreement for angry, 61.5% agree-

ment for neutral, and 30.8% agreement for fearful.

Image CAFE Labeler Crowdsourced Labeler
Distribution (Count) Distribution (Count)

9979-angry F-AA-03.jpg 89, 4, 0, 0, 0, 4, 3 78, 31, 2, 8, 3, 2, 3
10100-angryopen F-AA-03.jpg 16, 0, 36, 5, 1, 2, 40 17, 3, 38, 15, 0, 0, 54
10184-disgust F-AA-03.jpg 17, 41, 2, 12, 19, 8, 1 12, 75, 1, 10, 25, 3, 1

10280-disgustwithtongue F-AA-03.jpg 19, 77, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1 19, 85, 2, 13, 6, 0, 2
10375-fearful F-AA-03.jpg 2, 4, 49, 13, 2, 3, 27 10, 12, 27, 15, 16, 3, 44

10454-fearfulopen F-AA-03.jpg 0, 1, 27, 4, 1, 0, 67 1, 0, 43, 3, 0, 0, 80
10515-happy F-AA-03.jpg 1, 0, 0, 98, 1, 0, 0 0, 4, 0, 113, 8, 1, 1

10635-happyopen F-AA-03.jpg 1, 2, 0, 94, 1, 0, 2 0, 0, 0, 126, 0, 0, 1
10730-neutral F-AA-03.jpg 3, 2, 0, 2, 73, 19, 1 2, 1, 0, 0, 77, 47, 0

10858-neutralopen F-AA-03.jpg 4, 4, 4, 2, 17, 3, 66 1, 7, 21, 1, 10, 5, 82
10960-sad F-AA-03.jpg 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 92, 0 8, 9, 3, 0, 4, 103, 0

11021-sadopen F-AA-03.jpg 1, 6, 21, 15, 13, 30, 14 9, 21, 24, 14, 12, 43, 4
11068-surprise F-AA-03.jpg 2, 1, 13, 20, 1, 0, 63 1, 1, 12, 30, 0, 1, 82

Table 6.5: CAFE original annotator distribution vs. unfiltered crowdsourced class distribution for
subject F-AA-93 in CAFE. Distribution categories, in order: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neutral,
Sad, Surprised

Tables 6.3.5 and 6.3.5 compare the distribution of labels from the original CAFE labelers as well

as the filtered and unfiltered crowd workers (respectively) for a single image. In both the filtered and

unfiltered cases, the distributions qualitatively mirror each other in terms of their peaks. In all cases,

peaks which appear in the CAFE annotator distribution also appear in the crowd distribution, and

vice versa. However, these distributions are noisy, and the relationship between the peaks cannot be

guaranteed (e.g., if “anger” has more labels than “disgust” for CAFE annotators, “disgust” may have

more ratings for crowd annotators). The generated crowd distributions must therefore be regarded

as a noisy approximation to the true probability distribution, and further work should account for

this noise in the label representation.

6.3.6 Training and testing with crowd probability distributions

I evaluate the models with F1-score rather than accuracy because CAFE is not a balanced dataset.

When training with the one-hot encoded labels, the F1-score on the held-out test set is 94.33%.

I emphasize that this high performance is misleading due to the ambiguity of the ground truth

labels. When training with vectors representing the distribution of human labels, the F1-score on

the held-out test-set is 78.68%. While the F1 score is lower when training with human distribu-

tion labels, the distribution of emotion predictions much more closely resembles the distribution of
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of human label distribution (A) and the predicted probability of a classifier
trained with a probability vector representing the variety of human labels (B) vs. a one-hot encoded
vector for images with subjective emotion labels (C).

human labels for the distribution-trained classifier. For many applications of a↵ective computing,

having a representative label distribution is more important than absolute accuracy. The mean

L1 distance between the human label distribution for the test set and distribution-trained classifier

is 0.3727 (SD=0.3000); the mean L1 distance between the human label distribution and one-hot

encoding-trained classifier is 0.6078 (SD=0.4143). The di↵erence in L1 distances between these two

groups is statistically significant according to an independent 2-sample t-test (t=3.2827, p=0.0014).

To visualize this di↵erence, Figure 6.11 compares the true emotion distribution with the emitted

distribution of each of the two classifiers for 3 representative images in the test set with subjective

labels.

6.3.7 Discussion

Interaction designers and developers of a↵ective computing systems should consider whether soft or

hard targets is the most appropriate label representation for training an a↵ective computer vision
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classifier for a particular application and dataset. A↵ective computer vision models which are

optimized for understanding the potentially diverse range of human interpretations of emotion can be

used in several applications of interactive systems, such as AI-powered systems which aid individuals

with autism and other developmental delays [483, 484, 465, 464, 92, 91, 239], e-learning systems [223,

442], or at-home diagnostic screening tools for psychiatry conditions [437, 438, 474, 481, 480, 476,

467, 124, 121, 247].

There are several limitations of this work. This study was performed on a single dataset. For

these results to generalize to other types of images, including for crowdsourced soft-target label

generation in domains outside of emotion recognition, other datasets must be explored. Another

limitation is that I did not record or account for potential biases in the quality control steps for

filtering the crowd. Further study into how di↵ering crowd quality mechanisms a↵ect the result

would be interesting, as the data label quality can drastically a↵ect of a machine learning algorithm.

A final limitation is that I did not have a reliable method to disentangle compound emotions from

ambiguous labels.

By acquiring labels from 100 independent crowd workers per image, each providing their vote for

the most prominent emotion, I created a representation describing the between-subject subjectivity

of the emotion expressed in the image. This representation notably obfuscates within-subject sub-

jectivity, and an alternative which should be studied in future work is to ask each rater to provide

multiple selections through a semantic scale, as in Korovina et al. [246, 245].

6.4 Headbanging detection

Activity recognition computer vision algorithms can be used to detect the presence of autism-related

behaviors, including what are termed “restricted and repetitive behaviors”, or stimming, by diag-

nostic instruments. Examples of stimming include hand flapping, spinning, and head banging. One

of the most significant bottlenecks for implementing such classifiers is the lack of su�ciently large

training sets of human behavior specific to pediatric developmental delays. The data that do exist

are usually recorded with a handheld camera which is itself shaky or even moving, posing a challenge

for traditional feature representation approaches for activity detection which capture the camera’s

motion as a feature. To address these issues, I first document the advantages and limitations of

current feature representation techniques for activity recognition when applied to head banging

detection. I then propose a feature representation consisting exclusively of head pose keypoints. I

create a computer vision classifier for detecting head banging in home videos using a time-distributed

convolutional neural network (CNN) in which a single CNN extracts features from each frame in the

input sequence, and these extracted features are fed as input to a long short-term memory (LSTM)

network. On the binary task of predicting head banging and no head banging within videos from the

Self Stimulatory Behaviour Dataset (SSBD), I reach a mean F1-score of 90.77% using 3-fold cross
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validation (with individual fold F1-scores of 83.3%, 89.0%, and 100.0%) when ensuring that no child

who appeared in the train set was in the test set for all folds. This work documents a successful

process for training a computer vision classifier which can detect a particular human motion pattern

with few training examples and even when the camera recording the source clip is unstable. The

process of engineering useful feature representations by visually inspecting the representations, as

described here, can be a useful practice by designers and developers of interactive systems detecting

human motion patterns for use in mobile and ubiquitous interactive systems.

6.4.1 Related work

I discuss examples of both advances in computer vision techniques for detecting stimming behaviors

and corresponding interactive systems which target stimming behaviors in children with develop-

mental delays. Because this research area is plentiful, I focus this literature review particularly on

autism and pediatrics literature.

Activity recognition with moving cameras

General-purpose activity recognition with moving cameras has been explored in prior work. Most

prior approaches are based on representations derived from optical flow, an approach I describe

in more detail in Section 3. Wu et al. obtain particle trajectories through optical flow over time

and decompose the trajectories into a background and foreground component [494]. The object

motion and camera motion are used to predict activity. Rezazadegan et al. identify “action regions”

through a multi-step process [386]. They first identify the outline of the body (“boundary mask”)

using features derived from optical flow. The boundary mask is predicted with structured random

forests. To obtain the final region of interest, they employ edge-based object detection methods [527]

on the binary boundary mask. They achieve 74.73% success rate on the UCF101 dataset and 42.1%

success rate on HMDB. Avgerinakis et al. identify background regions displaying motion artefacts

using optical flow and superpixels; dense trajectories and motion extracted from these regions are

used as features to detect activity, achieving 56.2% accuracy on the UCF sports dataset [21]. Optical

flow-based feature representations maintain artefacts from the human subject’s physical appearance,

thus requiring large datasets to train a classifier.

Other activity recognition literature use features derived from pose estimation. Pose estimations

are ideal for smaller datasets due to their robustness against the physical appearance of the human

subject. A stick figure is used to represent the human’s body at every step, thereby reducing over-

fitting. Okumura et al. use hand keypoints to detect cooking-related activities from an egocentric

camera [352]. Dousty and Zari↵a use hand detection, pose estimation, and arm orientation estima-

tion to detect tenodesis grasp [115]. Pose estimation approaches can be easier to implement than

flow-based methods, as they often do not require extensive and complex postprocessing steps.
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Computer vision detection of stimming

Computer vision approaches can enable scalable and a↵ordable “behavioral phenotyping” of children

with autism [404]. While general purpose activity recognition algorithms can perform well on a broad

set of actions, it can be useful to leverage a custom feature representation for more domain-specific

tasks. Here, I discuss prior computer vision e↵orts for automatically identifying motor movements

and stereotyped behaviors.

Motor control and movements related to autism include head posture, head movement, and

grasping patterns. Researchers have hypothesized that computer vision algorithms can pick up on

the generally accepted motor variations between children with autism and neurotypical children.

Some studies operate under controlled laboratory conditions. In one such study, Dawson et al. find

that toddlers with autism exhibit increased head movement compared to neurotypical controls by

tracking facial landmarks [97, 99]. In another lab-controlled study, Zunino et al. use a CNN which

extracts features which are then fed into an LSTM to detect grasping actions, reaching an accuracy

of 72% for subjects with autism and 77% for neurotypical subjects [529]. I note that I employed a

similar neural network architecture in the present study. Some research e↵orts have worked towards

classification of autism-related motor movements from unstructured video clips. Vyas et al. use a

2D mask R-CNN to distinguish autism from neurotypical behavior in unstructured video clips from

a private data set, reporting precision of 72% and recall of 92% [466].

Advances in computer vision detection require shared and public datasets for training and testing

the model. The Self-Stimulatory Behavior Dataset (SSBD) [377] is a dataset of unstructured home

videos of children performing one of three self-stimulatory behaviors: headbanging, spinning, and

hand flapping. The authors of the dataset build a 3-way classifier distinguishing these 3 behaviors

using Space Time Interest Points (STIP) [258] and reach a 50.7% classification accuracy using 5-fold

cross validation and 47.3% accuracy using 10-fold cross-validation. I use the SSBD dataset in the

present study, as it is the only public dataset, I am aware of containing several labeled examples of

self-stimulatory behaviors.

Machine learning powered interactive systems for behavioral therapy

The intersection of HCI and AI for autism has become an area of interest within the HCI com-

munity. Interactive systems have been developed to aid in at-home behavioral therapy for children

with autism, and these digital therapies are powered by activity recognition models which automat-

ically detect autism-related behaviors. Some works explore how AI can enhance existing interactive

technologies for people with autism. Begel et al. leverage emotion detection models for providing

feedback about facial expressions during video calling sessions [36]. Bartoli et al. evaluate the po-

tential of games centered around “motion-based” touchless interaction, where sensing devices such

as cameras powered by computer vision algorithms track and analyze body movements [32]. On a

prototype of this paradigm with a Kinect application, they find that children with autism improved
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on measures of selective attention and sustained attention after playing the game. Other works

explore how AI-powered interactive systems can aid in structured therapy. Mobahi and Karahalios

propose that HCI systems can continually monitor the gaze of a child and adapt the treatment

accordingly [322]. Robotic therapies powered by computer vision have also demonstrated great

promise. Feil-Seifer et al. show that a classifier can determine whether children are attempting to

interact with a socially assistive robot in a social manner [149]. Moghadas et al. use computer

vision to distinguish children autism from neurotypical children from interaction with a parrot-like

robot [323]. A number of HCI works detect autism-related behaviors such as eye contact [500], atyp-

ical prosody [53], and emotion expression [228, 227, 229, 226, 225, 370, 465, 464, 483, 484] for use in

wearable autism therapies. Continued improvements in the underlying computer vision algorithms

powering these interactive systems will enable higher precision interactions in targeted therapeutic

games for autism.

6.4.2 Activity-based feature extraction with moving cameras

Figure 6.12: Representation of 6 sequential frames using popular feature representation techniques
for activity recognition for a video clip exhibiting head banging. (A) The unmodified sequential
frames. (B) Dense optical flow. (C) Lucas-Kanade optical flow displayed on the original image. (D)
Lucas-Kanade optical flow in isolation. (E) Pose estimation using body keypoints displayed on the
original image. (F) Pose estimation without the original image in the background. All methods
displayed here contain noisy features unrelated to headbanging, many of which occur due to camera
movement.

In the absence of a massive and su�ciently heterogeneous dataset, activity recognition algorithms

from video streams require feature extraction of relevant features to avoid overfitting to the training

data. Before building the classifier, I explored three common activity recognition methods: Lucas-

Kanade optical flow, dense optical flow, and pose estimation via keypoint detection. I use videos

contained in the Self-Stimulatory Behavior Dataset (SSBD) [377], a dataset of unstructured home

videos of children performing one of three self-stimulatory behaviors: headbanging, spinning, and
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hand flapping. The dataset is scraped from public domain videos posted on video sharing websites

such as YouTube, Vimeo, and Dailymotion. Each of the three behaviors is marked with a timestamp.

I manually visualize Lucas-Kanade optical flow, dense optical flow, and pose estimation via keypoint

detection for several clips and determined that only a modified version of pose estimation would be

feasible with moving cameras. Figure 6.12 displays the representation of 6 sequential frames using

each technique for a video clip exhibiting head banging. I describe the advantages and limits of these

feature representation methods below to motivate the eventual approach, and I use Figure 6.12 as

an illustration of problems which occurred consistently across videos.

Dense optical flow computes flow for all points in a frame, resulting in “flow vectors” with a

magnitude and direction [147]. Figure 6.12B displays an example of dense optical flow on a sequence

of frames for a video clip of head banging in the SSBD dataset, where direction is encoded as hue

and magnitude is encoded as intensity. Clear limitations of dense optical flow representations are

immediately clear. For example, movement is detected outside of the region of the child, for example

by the pink toy on the table. The child’s chair is also sometimes detected as movement. These extra

non-relevant movement patterns add much noise to the dense optical flow image, making it a non-

ideal representation. One possible solution is to run object detection to crop out the part of the

frame without the human, but background artefacts may still remain in this approach. In addition,

the flow image appears similar to the outline of the child, making the method prone to overfitting

to the child’s body shape and camera angle.

Lucas-Kanade optical flow, in contrast to dense optical flow, computes flow for a sparse number

of points pre-defined by the user [27], for example detected edges or corners. I create a uniform

square grid of tracking points where each point is spaced out by 10 pixels in both the x and y

direction. Figure 6.12C displays the resulting Lucas-Kanade optical flow motion tracking appended

to the original image, while Figure 6.12D displays the tracking in isolation. The Lucas-Kanade

method brings its own set of limitations by detecting movement outside of the body to an extent

that is more dramatic than dense optical flow. This technique is particularly sensitive to background

movement detection associated with slight shifts in the camera.

Pose estimation is a technique which is more robust to camera movement compared to optical

flow. I use OpenPose realtime multi-person pose estimation [65, 66, 419, 488] to track skeletal

keypoints in each frame. OpenPose uses a CNN which is trained to predict part a�nity fields, or

flow fields representing relationships between body parts, and confidence maps which encode body

part locations. Unlike optical flow, OpenPose predicts each frame independently of the surrounding

frames. Figure 6.12E displays the estimated skeletal pose appended to the original image, while

Figure 6.12D displays the pose skeleton in isolation. There are some clear limitations to using

unmodified pose estimation. The noisy skeleton problem is a documented issue which arises when

body parts are self-occluded [267, 518]. I observe that body part occlusion is a frequent occurrence

in unstructured home videos, making unmodified pose estimation a non-ideal feature representation.
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Figure 6.13: The feature representation used in this paper on headbanging video clips for 3 separate
children (A) – (C) and for not head banging video clips for 3 other children (D) – (F). Only head
keypoints and lines connecting them are retained in this representation. Every 5 frames in the
original video are sampled to generate the input sequence to the neural network (7 frames covers
one second of time at 30 frames per second). While head banging clips show di↵ering keypoints for
each frame, non-head banging clips show comparatively stable keypoints between frames.

To account for the body part occlusion issue, which would inject unnecessary noise which would

confuse the classifier, I modify the pose estimation output by only extracting key points in the head

region. For a headbanging classifier that assumes the child subject is standing still, I hypothesize

that only the head keypoints are necessary for a headbanging classifier. The resulting feature

representation is displayed in Figure 6.13, which contains 3 examples of headbanging sequences (A-

C) and 3 examples of non-headbanging sequences (D-F). I qualitatively observe that the headbanging

sequences tends to show di↵ering keypoint positions for each frame, while non-head banging clips

show comparatively stable keypoints between frames (Figure 6.13).
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6.4.3 Training and testing a headbanging detector

Figure 6.14: Model architecture for the time-distributed convolutional neural network (CNN) trained
to detect hand flapping from short video sequences. Each input frame is fed into a CNN which
extracts visual features from the frame. These features are used as input to an LSTM network
which makes the final binary prediction of “head banging” vs. “not head banging”.

I implement a time-distributed convolutional neural network (CNN) using the Keras [77] Python

library with a Tensorflow [1] backend. The time-distributed CNN is a standard CNN architecture

which learns to extract visual features from each frame in the image sequence. The activated feature

maps from each image in the video clip are fed into the corresponding sequence input position in a

long short-term memory (LSTM) [194] neural network. I note that the same CNN architecture and

weights are used at each time step in the LSTM rather than a separate CNN trained for each position

in the sequence. Figure 6.14 provides a visualization of the time-distributed CNN architecture. I

train using Adam optimization [236] with an initial learning rate of 0.0001.

I perform 3-fold cross validation, ensuring that no child who appeared in the train set would

appear in the test set for all folds. Three folds was the right amount to ensure that a variety

of children would appear in both the training and testing sets while still maintaining the ability

to evaluate the classifier under multiple partitions of the dataset. In total, I use 27 video clips

containing headbanging video clips containing “normal” head motions. To minimize overfitting

and increase generalization, I apply the following data augmentations to each frame: rotation at a

random interval between -45 and 45 degrees and zooming in with a random zoom factor between 1.0

and 2.0. Although the dataset is small, I believe that the combination of the reduced feature space,

data augmentation, and complete separation of children between training and testing sets provides
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strong validation of the presented technique for detecting head banging.

The mean F1-score, a popular machine learning metric which is the harmonic mean of precision

and recall, is 90.77% across the 3 cross-validation folds. The individual F1-scores per fold are 83.3%,

89.0%, and 100.0%.

6.4.4 Discussion, limitations, and future work

I present a computer vision classifier which can detect head banging in videos recorded with a

handheld device. I achieve a 90.77% F1-score on a subset of video clips from the SSBD dataset. I

separate videos by children into the train and test sets for each fold of 3-fold cross validation, ensuring

that no child in a video clip which appeared in the train set also appeared in the test set. However,

I must admit that head banging classification is an incredibly “easy” computer vision task after

extracting the correct feature representation of exclusively head poses, as visualized in Figure 6.14.

This highlights the importance of selecting a robust and representative feature representation when

conducting activity-based activity recognition. Other autism-related stimming behaviors, such as

hand flapping and body spinning, will likely require further engineering of the feature representation.

There are several limitations to the current pilot study which must be addressed in an expanded

and more comprehensive evaluation. While intuition suggests that the reduced noise of the pose-

based feature representations will result in less overfitting to the human subject’s physical appearance

and background environment, a formal comparison against optical flow approaches will be required

to quantify the actual performance gains. Crucially, I evaluate against a subset of an already small

dataset. While it is interesting that the classifier was able to distinguish headbanging from not

headbanging with such a small sample, a much larger dataset is required to see how these results

generalize. Nevertheless, I believe the preliminary results presented here show that it is possible

to detect headbanging with few training samples, and I welcome further work which evaluates the

method more comprehensively and with respect to alternative methods.

A major direction for future work will be to evaluate the utility of the head banging model in

clinical settings. Remote AI-powered video-based diagnostics and screeners as well as telemedical

digital therapies are increasingly being developed for autism in children. The e�cacy of remote and

automated telemedicine is limited to the performance of the underlying AI. Due to the complexity of

computer vision for human behavior in general, further innovations and creativity in feature extrac-

tion and representation methods are vital to account for noisy datasets and to enable distinguishing

of complex human behaviors. Crucially, at-home therapy requires more robust vision models which

can account for moving or unsteady cameras, which are conditions that are not usually accounted

for by optical flow and other feature representations for activity recognition. Extracting a subset of

poses is a good start, but there are potentially more e↵ective and robust representations waiting to

be discovered.

There are several HCI considerations which warrant future study. It would be useful to know
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whether crowd workers can provide reliable activity annotations with transformed images to enables

privacy-aware crowdsourcing. For example, while optical flow may not be an e↵ective representation

for training ML models, it may preserve the privacy of the clips while still revealing enough informa-

tion to allow crowd workers to provide correct labels [485]. It will also be important to evaluate how

new behavioral classifiers can be integrated into interactive systems, enabling increasingly adaptive

user interfaces.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Implications for clinical practice

Data science and digital technologies have the potential to enable rapid, scalable, and a↵ordable

diagnostic classification. This thesis focuses on autism as an example of a challenging disorder due

to its highly heterogeneous nature, but the methods herein can and must be applied to all sorts of

behavioral conditions.

The data-driven autism diagnostics and continuous phenotyping e↵orts described here use pro-

tected medical records to train models and extract features. For the field of neuropsychiatric diagnos-

tics to rapidly progress in the same way that ImageNet enabled for computer vision, standardized

image and video datasets must be published and used across all projects. Such a standardized

dataset will provide a true benchmark for new diagnostic techniques.

I also described methods of preserving the privacy of collected videos and prior e↵orts of incorpo-

rating humans in the diagnostic loop. Finally, I summarized existing digital therapeutic interventions

that allow for data capture and longitudinal outcome tracking as the diagnosis moves along a pos-

itive trajectory. Digital phenotyping of autism is paving the way for quantitative psychiatry more

broadly and will set the stage for more scalable, accessible, and precise diagnostic techniques in the

field.

Neuropsychiatric conditions such as autism are not static and modern diagnostic measures must

take this into account. AI and data science can continue to enable digital diagnostics and therapies

to become more scalable, accessible, and precise. Tools like GuessWhat have the ability to become

adaptive, capturing personalized outcome data and optimizing the interventional games for precision

health. Longitudinal outcome tracking in digital therapies is a form of providing a continuous

diagnosis over time, and the therapies themselves can be personalized to the user in a closed-loop

fashion based on the longitudinal digital diagnosis. Digital interventions such as SuperpowerGlass

and GuessWhat are preliminary examples of mobile tools which set the stage for the creation of

151
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more interventions as dual- and multi-faceted systems. In the long term, digital interventions will

enable behavioral diagnostics accessible to anyone with a smartphone or computer.

However, this thesis scratches the surface of what is a vast area of study ripe with myriad

challenges and opportunities.

7.2 Challenges and Opportunities

Computer vision classifiers which distinguish and detect nonverbal social human behavior can aid

digital diagnostics and therapeutics for psychiatry and the behavioral sciences. While computer

vision classifiers for traditional and structured classification tasks can be developed with standard

data science pipelines for supervised learning consisting of data labeling, preprocessing, and training

a neural network relevant variant, there are several pain points which arise when attempting this

process for classifying communicative nonverbal human behavior. Here, I discuss the challenges

and corresponding opportunities in this space, including handling heterogeneous data, avoiding

biased models, labeling massive and repetitive data sets, working with ambiguous or compound

class labels, managing privacy concerns, learning appropriate representations, and personalizing

models. I discuss current state-of-the-art research endeavors in computer vision and cover tools

to address these issues such as data curation, data augmentation, crowdsourced labeling, active

learning, reinforcement learning, generative models, representation learning, federated learning, and

meta-learning. I highlight the machine learning advancements which are needed for complex imaging

classifiers to predict categories successfully and reliably such as social human behavior.

7.2.1 Background

ML (ML), and in particular computer vision (CV), is increasingly being used across many if not

all sectors and industries, including but not limited to healthcare [161, 142], robotics [250], security

systems [402], industrial settings [449], autonomous vehicles [301], biology [93], and astronomy [47].

While theoretical ML techniques have been validated using benchmark datasets, these applications

have been limited to certain domains. Here, I focus on CV for nonverbal social human behavior such

as emotion evocation, engagement, eye contact, paying attention to a conversation partner, hand

gestures, body language, aggression, distraction, hyperactivity, and other nonverbal communicative

behaviors. Understanding such nonverbal communication through vision is certainly a prerequisite

for passing the Turing test [455]. However, CV for recognizing and classifying human behavior is

a particularly challenging task, and there is a plethora of di�culties which can make the estab-

lished process of simply labeling datasets and training a convolutional neural network (CNN) on the

resulting labels yield low performance.

Classifying and detecting communicative nonverbal behavior with automated methods is par-

ticularly beneficial for clinical psychiatry and behavior sciences. “Digital phenotyping” has been
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coined by Insel et al. as the use of digital devices to passively monitor human subjects and then

finding correlations between device usage patterns behavioral patterns, often relating to mental

health [211, 353]. In addition to passive measurement of behavior, recent digital phenotyping e↵orts

have broadened to include structured digital interventions (“active” rather than “passive”) which

measure and adapt to user behavior.

A particularly rich data stream for communicative nonverbal behavioral data is images and videos

recorded on smartphones, augmented or virtual reality wearables, and webcams. These data can

depict rich information about an individual’s emotional state, engagement, gait, psychical health,

rest, intoxication, and several other relevant features. Digital phenotyping with computer vision

has been previously attempted for video surveillance of sleep [303], emotion recognition [181, 473],

quantifying eating behavior [197, 394, 430], sign language recognition [29, 37], surveillance to prevent

suicide attempts [50], detecting distracted driving [6, 24, 351, 452], and several other behaviors, and

the list continues to rapidly expand.

Unfortunately, quantifying social human behavior, with all of its nuances and complexities, is

one of the most challenging CV tasks, if not the most challenging. Common issues often arise

from the complexity and heterogeneity of the underlying data, including noisy data streams, biased

datasets, massive and repetitive data, subjective class labels, vast array of possibilities for feature

representations, privacy issues, and the need for model personalization. While much work and

success has been achieved in ML for social behavior, the challenges I identify here have usually

resulted in poor model performance by commercial standards, limiting widespread productization

of such models. I discuss these challenges and corresponding opportunities for developing CV for

for detecting social human behavior, all of which require extensive innovation before such classifiers

are translated out of research settings.

7.2.2 Handling Data Heterogeneity

Video data collected from camera streams such as webcams, security footage, autonomous vehicles,

robots, and smartphone or handheld cameras are inherently noisy, especially when the data are col-

lected in naturalistic settings. Precise data acquisition e↵orts can and have been run in controlled

lab environments, but these e↵orts cannot scale or generalize to naturalistic settings. Slight devi-

ations from lab conditions can lead to unintended and detrimental overfitting. Practically useful

datasets therefore require large scale data collection e↵orts, most often in unmediated settings. To

account for batch e↵ects and other causes of irrelevant variation across data points and to minimize

the inevitable resulting overfitting, concerted e↵ort is required to both minimize overall noise and

to equalize noise across classes and demographics.

Innovative data collection schemes deployed in consumer devices can help alleviate some of the

noise inherent in incoming data. Kalantarian et al developed a mobile therapeutic game for children

with autism in which children interact with the parent through Charades prompts displayed on the
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phone while the parent holds the phone on their forehead [228, 227, 229, 226, 225]. Videos of the

child are recorded through the front-facing camera of the device. Structure is imposed on the data

through two mechanisms: the structure imposed by the underlying game and metadata provided

explicitly by the parent during the game. There is a one-to-one mapping between game prompts

and data labels, and the time of a video during which a behavior prompt is displayed is likely to be

enriched with the corresponding behavior. Parents validate these “automatic labels” by tilting the

phone forward to indicate a correct prompt and backwards to indicate an incorrect prompt. Data

collections mechanisms such as this, which impose structure in unstructured settings, can help to

reduce noise, and yet are a relatively understudied area in the literature.

Oftentimes, however, the data have already been collected without classification in mind, and

the only option for ML engineers is to computationally minimize the noise. Feature engineering is

a family of techniques used for this purpose. The primary challenge for such methods is to extract

features relevant to the classification task at hand without capturing irrelevant features which would

lead to overfitting. Such feature representations can be hand-engineered for the learning goals.

For example, common feature representations for activity recognition which minimize noise not

related to movement include dense optical flow [147], Lucas-Kanade optical flow [290], and pose

estimation landmarks [89, 341, 450]. Popular computer vision libraries such as OpenCV [55] and

OpenPose [66, 65, 419, 488] ease the implementation barriers for utilizing these techniques, resulting

in successes in simple activity recognition models which predict activities such as head banging [475],

gait analysis [391] (including for dementia detection [521]), fall detection for seniors [206], and knee

adduction moments in patients with osteoarthritis [48].

While carefully and manually crafted feature descriptors and feature extractors can work well

in some domains, it is often nontrivial to develop such representations for social human behavior.

Representation learning, or the automated learning of useful feature representations, has become a

feasible approach with the recent democratization of deep neural network training. I discuss feature

representation learning in detail in the “Learning Appropriate Representations” section below.

Data augmentation is another approach to handling noisy data streams. Data augmentation

consists of generating modifications to the input dataset which maintain the original categorization

of the data but provide the classifier examples of the data point in di↵erent contexts. Examples of

common image-based data augmentations include adjusting brightness, zooming, flipping, rotating,

injecting noise, and cropping. Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) have been used to

generate completely synthetic images, including for social behavior tasks such as emotion recogni-

tion [506]. Interpolation on the latent space learned by variational autoencoders has also enabled

non-trivial data augmentations [278]. I discuss these methods in more detail in sections below.

While some advancements have been made in this area, there are no standard feature represen-

tations for human social behavior, and this is by far the largest bottleneck in creating successful

models. Advancements in manually engineered and learned feature representation methods will
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likely enable some of the most dramatic advancements in CV classifiers moving forward.

7.2.3 Labeling Massive, High Dimensional, Complex, and Repetitive Data

Sets

Digital phenotyping data streams are often massive due to the continuous nature of the data col-

lection. CV data collection for computational psychiatry have come from naturalistic home videos

recorded using the front-facing camera of the phone [228, 227, 229, 226, 225] as well as wearable

devices [92, 91, 181, 239, 465, 464, 483, 484] during gamified therapy sessions. With repeated use,

such longitudinal interventions generate massive data streams which can be used as training data for

behavioral classifiers. Given the infeasibility, in terms of both time and cost, of labeling all data with

ground truth human annotations, researchers have confronted the issue from two angles: (1) using

model uncertainty or other metrics to intelligently prioritize frames for labeling (a technique called

“active learning”), and (2) automatically labeling frames using unsupervised and representational

approaches.

Active learning, or the use of metrics to estimate which unlabeled data points would provide

the greatest performance boost to a classifier if those points were to be labeled, is an active area

of ML research. There are two major paradigms in active learning literature: uncertainty sampling

and diversity sampling. In uncertainty sampling, points are labeled based on the classifier’s output

probability confidence about unlabeled data points. In diversity sampling, points are selected based

on some measure of similarity between the points. Another method is query by committee, where

multiple classifiers vote on the expected output of an unlabeled data point, and points with max-

imal disagreement are labeled. More complex methods have been proposed to attempt to balance

the exploration-exploitation tradeo↵ [41], such as Active Thomas Sampling [51]. Other methods

leverage the inner workings of the model in question, such as the minimum marginal hyperplane

technique used with support vector machines, where data points with the minimum di↵erence from

the classification separation boundary are prioritized.

A major challenge in uncertainty sampling for computer vision deep learning models is that

traditional CNNs do not contain properties amenable to active learning. Unlike simple models such

as logistic regression, CNNs are uncalibrated, meaning that their output probability distribution

in the final softmax or sigmoid network layer does not represent confidence well, minimizing the

impact of uncertainty sampling methods. Traditional CNNs happen to be overconfident. Bayesian

neural networks have been proposed as a solution to the calibration issue by sampling each network

parameter from a distribution [159]. During network inference, all possible parameters are integrated

over, simulating an infinite ensemble of neural networks, thus providing a better uncertainty measure.

A challenge is that Bayesian CNNs tend to underperform compared to traditional CNNs, thus

requiring training of two separate model architectures, one for active learning and one for inference.

Other approaches to uncertainty sampling for deep neural networks include learning the loss function
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directly [509].

Diversity sampling methods as well as methods which combine uncertainty sampling and diversity

sampling have also been proposed. A diversity sampling approach used in deep neural networks for

computer vision is to find the “core set” of images which maximize the variety of image features

in the dataset and are thus representative of the entire dataset [411]. The primary challenge for

this approach is finding an image representation which captures the features of importance to social

behavior without capturing the irrelevant features. I discuss the existing work in this space and the

challenges and opportunities in the section “Learning Appropriate Representations” below. Methods

which combine diversity and uncertainty sampling include active learning acquisition functions which

take into account both the mutual information between model output and parameters as well as

similarity between images [237], using weighted k-means clustering based on intermediate network

embedding and weighted by uncertainty metrics [523], and computing a gradient vector of the model

output with respect to model weights which can be clustered to find similar points [19].

The overarching challenge in active learning research is that no metric-based strategy, whether

based on uncertainty or diversity, will work for all types of data. For example, datasets may consist of

several repetitive data points, resulting in redundancy when using a static metric such as maximum

entropy. Adaptive strategies modeled after reinforcement learning can learn a policy for selecting

salient data points, thereby “learning how to learn” [145]. In some cases tailored to computer vision

for human behavior, the active learning system relies on a policy function which is personalized for

each human subject [396]. Reinforcement learning for active learning is a relatively understudied

area, but initial approaches rely on the formulation of active learning as a Markov Decision Process

(MDP). Some approaches model active learning as a streaming process, where individual frames are

sent to the system, which then decides whether to label the data point [145, 396]. Other formulations

select an individual point from a large pool [279, 471]. The reward of the the MDP is usually a

function of the increase in classifier performance according to one or more metrics when new data

are added [145, 279, 358, 396]. I note that this reward measurement in each state of the MDP is

nontrivial, as it requires heavy computation per iteration of active learning to retrain the classifier

and measure its performance. The MDP state sometimes does not account for the discrete time

inherent of a MDP and is modeled as the point or points being considered or some function (feature

representation) of the point [396, 493]. Because uncertainty-based active learning requires a metric

for classifier uncertainty, the state can also include the classifier’s parameters or even the prediction

itself [358], which is a function of the data point. The MDP action is usually the choice of one or

more unlabeled points to label [145, 396].

While reinforcement learning and other adaptive active learning strategies have been validated

from a research context, training a policy function requires vast amounts of (state, action, reward)

tuples and extensive compute power to train, and the acquisition of the reward is in itself expensive

since it requires retraining a classifier. Given this resource constraint and the significant thought and
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engineering overhead, adaptive active learning may not be practically useful given current practices.

However, if more clever MDP formulations and representations of state, action, and reward are

developed, then e�cient labeling of the massive, high dimensional, complex, and repetitive nature

of the datasets may become widespread.

In lieu of or in addition to active learning, automatic labeling of data points via semi-supervised

learning can considerably reduce the required number of human labels, making su�cient labeled

coverage of the dataset tractable. Semi-supervised learning involves pseudo-labels which are gen-

erated by the classifier for unlabeled data points. Semi-supervised learning works best when the

distributions of properties of the unlabeled points are similar to those of the labeled points used to

train the classifier. Unfortunately, because social behavior classifiers are often trained on data from

naturalistic settings, a pretrained model’s predictions on a new image from a new individual in a new

setting is particularly prone to wrong predictions due to overfitting. Robust feature representations,

as described in the section “Learning Appropriate Representations” below, are required.

The complexity of behavioral imaging data usually requires high quality annotators. On tra-

ditional crowdsourced data labeling tasks, the data points to label are instantly identifiable by

nonexperts, and the correct label is not subjective or ambiguous. For example, ImageNet [104],

the most popular computer vision dataset, consists of nouns such as “car mirror”, “car wheel”,

“hourglass”, and “printer”. By contrast, classification of human behavior requires understanding

of verbs. Activity recognition, a popular subfield of computer vision, includes datasets such as the

Kinetics 400 Dataset [233] with classes such as “kissing”, “hugging”, “ice skating”, and “playing

guitar” - most or all of which are fairly unambiguous. Labeling of clinically useful behaviors for

behavioral and psychiatric diagnoses, however, is much more complex. The labels can be subjective,

with multiple correct labels or even multiple labels at once being the correct label. Oftentimes,

domain experts are required to provide reliable labels, but this is not scalable in practice. One

solution is to train a crowd workforce to distinguish behaviors of interest. The limiting issue of this

approach is that social behavior is particular complex and nuanced and is thus highly amenable to

overfitted interpretations by individuals without a particularly high social acuity. An alternative

approach is to curate a skilled workforce of “super recognizers” who consistently annotate complex

social behaviors correctly in a series of test tasks [474, 481, 476, 477].

Industries centered around data labeling for AI have risen as a natural byproduct of the ease

of ML model development and training. Crowdsourcing services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk

(MTurk) [360] and Microworkers [193] provide organizations with a large pool of online gig workers

who can provide data labels as a service. Other enterprises, such as Hive, CloudFactory, and Humans

in the Loop, provide management of large data labeling workforces who can be trained according to

a client’s requirements. Further explorations into the methods described in this section could enable

commercial data labeling services to expand to more complex, high dimensional, and noisy datasets.

Sophisticated data labeling is a nascent subfield of data science, and it is likely that advancements
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in e�cient labeling assignment algorithms will propel model development e↵orts.

7.2.4 Avoiding Biased Models

Biased ML plagues a plethora of human-centered applications of ML. Datasets of human behavior

are particularly prone to biases from many aspects of the data acquisition pipeline, and the high

dimensionality of imaging data tends to magnify these issues.

One of the worst situations that can occur is batch e↵ects which di↵er across classes. For example,

facial expressions are emoted di↵erently across cultures [306, 401], and the interpretation of the

expression label also di↵ers across labelers due to cultural di↵erences in emotion perception [139].

Such di↵erences are likely to occur for a multitude of behaviors. Any classifier should perform equally

for all groups it is developed to serve, and data should be collected in similar or identical settings for

some groups. For example, let’s say we are predicting behavioral symptoms of a particular psychiatric

condition using computer vision. Because the United States has a larger White population than

Black [163], it is possible that more datapoints will be collected for the White population than the

Black population in a large scale data collection e↵ort. A simple first-pass solution is to simply

balance the dataset by demographics such that each outcome variable has equal representation of all

demographic groups. However, such a solution will not account for the reduced diversity of settings

in the Black subgroup compared to the White. Even if balancing the number of data points,

random selection of images will result in a greater variation of background setting and lighting,

camera configurations, and subtleties of behavior in the White subgroup compared to the Black,

thus resulting in a more robust classifier when evaluating on the White population.

Sometimes, di↵erences in number, quality, and diversity of data samples across demographic

groups are inevitable. A potential mitigator is to turn to data augmentation to equalize noise across

classes. Data augmentation has been shown to reduce dataset bias [448] when applying background

substitutions, geometric transformations such as translation, mirroring, and rotation, and color

transformations such as brightness modification and color channel intensity modifications [314].

GANs have been used to perform targeted data augmentation by transferring sensitive properties of

data points between groups. For example, racial characteristics have been transferred across images

[512] using CycleGANs, which enable image-to-image translation when paired examples are not

present by using a combination of adversarial loss to ensure generated images in the target domain

are consistent with real images in the target domain along with cycle consistency loss to maximize the

reconstruction of an image when domain transfers between both domains have been consecutively

applied [525]. GANs and variational autoencoders (VAEs) have been combined in a VAE-GAN

architecture to reduce dataset bias by enforcing a shared latent space which is used both for image

reconstruction and domain transfer. The end of the VAE also serves as the generator network in a

GAN. The discriminator evaluates whether the domain transferred images are realistic [215, 275].

Adversarial learning can also minimize bias by using a discriminator to predict a sensitive latent
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variable known in advance, such as a demographic group [516].

The largest di�culty with these approaches is that they require an understanding of the potential

biases by engineers in advance. Not all potential confounders can be explicitly enumerated, espe-

cially for images with complex nonlinear interactions between features and sensitive demographic

attributes. Complex image datasets are especially prone to unanticipated confounders such as hair

or eye color, clothing preferences, and handedness. The confounders can also be indescribable and

result from an intricate combination of abstract features. There is much room for innovation in the

development of bias detection and mitigation algorithms for images and videos which can work for

sophisticated visual features.

Biases may also arise not due to the data itself but because of biases by the annotators of the

data. If crowdsourcing is utilized, the biases of the crowd workers must be accounted for. Crowd

workers are humans with their own preconceptions and predispositions, and these cognitive biases

have been documented in crowdsourcing contexts [130]. Classifiers for human social behavior are

again particularly susceptible to such biases due to the richness of information provided in the images

coupled with the innate subjectivity of interpretating human social behavior. When crowdsourcing,

it is critical to use a platform which provides access to an unrestricted global worker pool, such as

Microworkers [193], which allows task creators to specify which country or countries the workers must

be based in to complete the work. Notably, MTurk does not provide such functionality at the time of

this writing. There is room for more sophisticated crowdsourcing platforms which provide granular

demographic and performance information about each crowdworker anonymously, thereby providing

ML engineers with increased confidence about the quality and lack of biases of their datasets’ labels.

Biases can even occur prior to the data collection process. The decision of which data to record

and which classifiers to build can introduce some of the strongest sources of bias which magnify

downstream. For example, data related to autism are collected based on diagnostic criteria, but

these criteria are based on assumed deviations from normal social behavior, since data pertaining to

the true norm were absent at the time of creation of the diagnostic criteria. The increasing utility

of big data analysis on large datasets can help mitigate qualitative selection biases by informing

decisions about which classifiers should be built in the first place using data-driven decision making.

Feature selection methods, for example, can help analyze large scale medical records to determine

which classifiers should be built for detection of autism [2, 3, 4, 261, 265, 467, 480].

7.2.5 Subjectivity of Class Membership

A major challenge when building CV models, or ML models in general, for measuring human be-

havior is the subjectivity of the labels. Interpretation of human behavior is widely understood to

be subjective, including language and communication [40], understanding of emotions [210], and

qualification for a psychiatric diagnosis [58]. This inherent ambiguity creates a nuisance for ML

model development, as a ground truth label is required for the training process.
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One solution is to explicitly encode the ambiguity in the labels. Soft-target labeling is the use

of a probabilistic label vector in lieu of traditional one-hot encoded vectors. Using a traditional

loss function such as cross-entropy loss with soft-target labels will promote learning of an output

vector which mimics the distribution used to train the classifier. Soft-target labels have been suc-

cessfully deployed in emotion recognition models [16, 183, 478], pedestrian pose orientation [191],

and mispronunciation detection in audio-based tone models [269].

The challenge with training using soft-target labels arises when the probability distribution is

unknown in advance. Crowdsourcing has been used as a possible solution, where several annotations

are acquired per data point [288, 478]. Active learning with soft target labels has been proposed

and prototyped for soft target labels. In this scenario, each image receives additional labels until

the entropy of the crowd label distribution is su�ciently low. Active learning for crowdsourced

soft-target labels is an understudied area of ML research open to much innovation.

Related to the ambiguity of class membership is compound classes, where a particular label

contains multiple correct and overlapping labels. In the a↵ective computing example, a face may be

purely surprised, but it may be also “happily surprised”, “fearfully surprised”, or “angrily surprised”.

The phenomenon of compound emotions has been well documented [120]. Multi-label classification

is a well-studied area of ML research where the goal is to predict one or more class memberships for

each data point. One common approach is modeling the multi-class problem as several independent

classifiers or as a chain of connected classifiers where the output of a classifier in a sequence of binary

classifiers is provided as input to the next classifier [384]. The di�culty with this approach is that

CNNs are expensive to train, and training several binary classifiers is prohibitively expensive. This

idea has been extended to recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for classification of multiple objects

in images, where only a single CNN is used to extract features of the image in conjunction with a

label embedding to predict subsequent labels [470]. Another approach is to label each combination

of classes as a single class while otherwise modeling the classification task as a traditional multi-class

problem. This approach can work well with a small number of potential labels, but quickly becomes

intractable with more than a few possible labels. Ensemble methods have also been used, but a

limiting challenge for images becomes the infeasibility of training multiple CNNs and the lack of

su�ciently unique feature representations when using lightweight models.

Like the issues described above, successful handling of subjective labels when using deep CNNs

on complex image datasets of human behavior relies on successfully learning useful embeddings of

the image. discuss sophisticated feature representation methods in detail in the following section.

7.2.6 Learning Appropriate Representations

One of the most important areas of active research for computer vision is representation learning.

Representation learning, or feature learning, is the use of automated methods to learn feature ex-

traction techniques which can generalize to a broad array of supervised tasks. A strong feature
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representation allows a model to “look for” the right things when making predictive decisions while

ignoring unimportant features which would lead to overfitting. The fundamental reason behind the

success of CNNs in computer vision is their ability to learn such complex visual features automati-

cally. Representations learned during supervised learning in one domain can be transfer learned to

other domains, with more similar source domains usually resulting in more e↵ective target domain

performance [513]. Strong representation learning approaches can minimize the number of human

labels provided in crowdsourcing workflows and provide more “bang for the buck” for each manually

labeled image.

Traditional transfer learning approaches require extensive labeled training data to learn the

source representation. In some cases, pretrained models with relevant features are unavailable, and

there are not enough labeled images in the target domain – even with data augmentation – to warrant

the use of a CNN. Human-engineered feature extraction methods may be unavailable for the domain

of interest. Most types of human social behavior fall under this category, as there are few public

datasets with labeled social behaviors. Self-supervised learning was designed for these situations.

Self-supervised learning consists of training a classifier in a task that can be learned without labels.

In natural language processing, common self-supervised training tasks include (1) masked language

modeling, where certain words in a text corpus are randomly removed and the classifier must predict

the missing words, and (2) next sentence prediction, where the goal is to predict whether, given two

sentences, the second sentences immediately follows the first sentence. The Bidirectional Encoder

Representations of Transformers (BERT) model was popularly pretrained using these two meth-

ods [107], and pretrained BERT models and newer variants are able to outperform other language

tasks such as question answering, named entity recognition, and sequence classification, among many

others. Semi-supervised approaches in computer vision include rotating an image and predicting the

rotation angle [168, 495], splitting an image into smaller segments and solving a jigsaw puzzle from

the shu✏ed segments [349], predicting the relative spatical location of two segments of the same

image [112], and using triplet loss between an image, a manipulated version of the image using one

or more data augmentation strategies, and a separate source image [113]. While the performance of

di↵erent semi-supervised training tasks will vary across target domains, the idea is that the source

tasks learn fundamental properties of the images which can transfer to a variety of prediction tasks.

Finding good source datasets and corresponding self-supervised approaches for social human

behavior is a di�cult and relatively unexplored area of research. Self-supervised methods for motion

and pose related features have been proposed. 3D motion tracking from a monocular camera was

improved by self-supervising on high-performing 2D CV tasks [454]. In particular, self-supervision

on 2D keypoint detections learned features useful for 3D body joint predictions, self-supervision on

2D optical flow vectors learned features useful for 3D mesh vertex displacement between frames, and

self-supervision on 2D figure-ground segmentation learned features useful for 3D mesh prediction.

Other approaches leverage the output of well-established ML methods. For example, 3D pose can
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be estimated by combining 2D pose estimates from di↵erent camera angles using epipolar geometry

and then training a 3D pose estimator using the inferred 3D pose information [240]. The majority of

self-supervised methods for human behavior are focused on activity recognition based on movement

and positional features.

Representation learning for social behavior is ill-studied, especially for CV. Transfer learning

over CNNs trained on ImageNet features has been applied to predicting depression and aggression

related to dementia [489]. ImageNet features are most useful for object recognition rather than

complex a↵ect prediction. Some datasets, such as popular a↵ective computing datasets like the

Extended Cohn-Kanade dataset [291] and the Facial Expression Recogition 2013 dataset [173], can

more e↵ectively transfer into other a↵ective tasks [342]. Self-supervised learning approaches may

often focus on the face, which provides much detail about social intention. For example, self-

supervised learning of facial dynamics in videos has been shown to learn baseline model weights

useful for personality prediction [421].

Self-supervised learning techniques which are specialized towards more complex nonverbal social

cues are virtually nonexistent to date. ML engineers must employ the techniques described here to

learn what is hopefully a useful representation for transfer learning. Like in other domains, however,

the most e↵ective techniques will require creativity in designing the source task.

7.2.7 Addressing Privacy Concerns

The training data for behavioral CV models are particularly sensitive to privacy concerns [485]. Data

are often recorded in home settings and may include private conversations. For human subjects to

feel comfortable sharing their images, videos, and audio streams with annotators and engineering

teams, extra precautions must be put in place to garner maximum trust from the user. Images and

audio are more sensitive than other data streams used in behavioral phenotyping such as sensor data,

application usage, device usage, and even location data. Such data streams lack a personal touch,

and the popularity of social media applications which are generally accepted to collect such data

has diminished public apprehension for sharing such data in other contexts. Approaches to garner

public trust in data sharing can increase curation of training data containing sensitive protected

health information (PHI).

One approach for trustworthy data sharing is to modify the training data to obfuscate the identity

of the individual depicted in the data. If an individual cannot possibly be identified when sharing

their data, then they may be more likely to share with an external organization. Privacy modifica-

tions made to training data have included local modifications like placing a box over the subject’s

face and pitch shifting the audio in the video as well as global modifications such as applying blur-

ring, Gaussian noise, or optical flow to the entirety of the video frame or region of interest [482]. The

fundamental tradeo↵ is between the intensity of privacy preservation and the degree of information

loss. There is ample room for innovation in privacy preserving image alterations which clearly depict
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the behavior of interest while obscuring and PHI and ideally removing any irrelevant features as

well. The best solutions will achieve both privacy preservation and minimization of the potential to

overfit.

Another recently adopted approach to privacy in the labeling process which does not require

obfuscation of the data is the adoption of a private crowd of annotators who are vetted and trusted

with seeing PHI data. While crowd workers on platforms like MTurk and Microworkers cannot

be blindly trusted, I have in previous work demonstrated that diagnostic tasks for behavioral con-

ditions like pediatric autism can be tagged by privacy crowd workers who have engendered trust

by researchers through repeatedly high performance on a subset of representative public datasets.

These workers completed HIPAA training, CITI training, and encrypted their laptop with univer-

sity encryption standards to become o�cial members of the research team [482]. Several strategies

have been tested for the selection of trustworthy crowd workers, including behavioral metrics of the

crowd worker such as the consistency of workers [477] and estimations of the correct class by a pre-

trained model [476]. Crowdsourcing metrics for analyzing worker trustworthiness have been largely

explored in human-computer interaction literature, including peer review by other crowdworkers,

self assessment, comparison against gold standards, and allowing workers to view other workers’

submissions to modify their answers (known as “recombination”) [126]. Further checks on workers,

such as background checks and more extensive training, may be necessary for especially sensitive

images.

Another general-purpose privacy preserving paradigm is federated learning. In federated learn-

ing, a model is locally trained on a device or system which stores the training data for a single user or

family. To train a general-purpose model, only model coe�cients are uploaded to a central server,

which aggregates each individual’s learned set of parameters to create a global model. Because

federated learning often consists of smaller training sets at each local node, strong feature represen-

tations and pretraining must be considered for complex image data. A major challenge in federated

learning arises from data distributions which are not independent and identically distributed (IID).

Possible causes of non-IID data with respect to human behavior include natural di↵erences in fea-

ture distributions across individuals (e.g., di↵erent baseline facial expression tendencies), di↵erence

label frequencies (e.g., di↵erent tendencies towards making certain facial expressions), and di↵erent

amounts of data across users. Approaches to account for non-IID data include data augmentation

across clients, creating custom loss functions to handle the unequal distributions, and personalization

of models for each user, an approach which reframes the non-IID nature of the data as a “feature

not a bug” [222]. I discuss personalization in more detail in the next section.

7.2.8 Personalizing Models

To increase model performance to commercial levels while also addressing privacy concerns, ML en-

gineers may often consider personalizing models to each user. The key design goal of a personalized
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model is to overfit with respect to the subject’s features without overfitting to the environment,

camera quality, camera angle, or any other features not relevant to the classification task at hand.

The feasibility of model personalization for digital phenotyping with CV is dependent on the desired

production use case. If the training data used for personalization are acquired in the same envi-

ronment as the production setting (e.g., the user’s home) and at a consistent angle (e.g., a security

camera), then overfitting to the background is not detrimental and potentially even desired. If, on

the other hand, the model needs to perform in a variety of settings, then data must be acquired

for the subject in a vast variety of environments, which may be infeasible in certain contexts. The

primary ML challenge when deploying personalized models is to enable the model to quickly opti-

mize for the new target distribution with only a few examples. Meta-learning has emerged an area

of study for pretraining models so that they can quickly learn in new domains.

I describe meta-learning e↵orts on computer vision for emotion recognition, as human a↵ect is

a prototypical nonverbal communicative behavior which the ML research community has exerted

much e↵ort towards. Meta-learning has been applied to personalized facial action unit detection

for emotion recognition [263]. Action units are a popular feature representation for emotion and

cognition recognition, but action unit detection notoriously struggles to adapt to unfamiliar settings

such as new human subjects. Model-agnostic meta-learning was applied to maximize model param-

eters to e�ciently learn across a variety of action units and subjects. Prototypical learning, where

the “prototypical” representation of each class, has been explored on popular emotion recognition

datasets [256].

Meta-learning methods rely on a “support set” consisting of several representative datasets which

are used to learn initial model parameters prior to the “query set”, which is the target dataset. At the

time of writing, however, there are few representative datasets for most nonverbal social behaviors,

thereby limiting the potential for widespread research into meta-learning in these domains. I call

for researchers and practitioners to release public datasets of social human behavior, many of which

are certainly curated and labeled by individual institutions but not shared with the broader public

due to competition.

7.2.9 Discussion and Conclusion

ML solutions which can precisely and reliably measure human behavior from rich multimedia data

streams are within reach. However, additional creativity in both data processing and CV methods

are required before high-performing classifiers which can be used in commercial and clinical contexts

become feasible. Deep neural networks contain the capacity to approximate any function, including

the blatantly nonlinear and complex patterns required to discern complex context-dependent expres-

sions and actions. Modern GPUs have the capacity to train these networks in a tractable amount of

time. Some of the largest challenges and opportunities for digital phenotyping with CV fall earlier
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in the model development pipeline: data acquisition, cleaning, and labeling. Algorithmic innova-

tions in these areas, which are often overlooked by ML researchers, in conjunction with additional

creativity when applying state-of-the-art computer vision feature learning, data augmentation, and

supervised approaches, can su�ciently push the needle forward enough to enable deployable CV

models of social behavior.

The outlook for CV-based digital phenotyping is promising. However, current e↵orts are mostly

focused on the second half of the pipeline, starting at the feature extraction step. Because ML

researchers often consider innovations in model development to be the “sexiest”, the necessary so-

phistication of data curation, labeling, and quality control algorithms is lacking, therefore limiting

the full potential of advanced ML techniques and preventing advancements in downstream model de-

velopment e↵orts which would naturally arise from having higher quality and more complex datasets

to work with. I conclude with a call-to-action for algorithmic research into novel data acquisition

and management pipelines which address the challenges and opportunities discussed here. Such

innovations will enable novel practical applications to ML as a whole, including complex CV tasks

such as quantifying human behavior.

Unlike other domains where data are abundant and easy for an untrained individual to label,

computational psychiatry requires the handling of especially noisy and heterogeneous data streams,

working with ambiguous and compound class memberships, addressing of user privacy concerns,

producing creative representation learning approaches, and development of personalized models.

All these issues require additional innovations before CV for social human behavior, with its myriad

potential applications in commercial and clinical settings, can be realized.

I look forward to continuing to explore these ideas throughout my career.
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